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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The aim of this master thesis is to study the aspects affecting international SMEs WeChat 

strategies and to analyse the strategies companies should adopt to better engage their WeChat 

customers. Multiple small and medium-sized Nordic design furniture and lifestyle firms were 

interviewed for this study. The paper has been motivated by the lacking literature in foreign 

companies’ capabilities to utilize WeChat platform functions and features. 

The main research question is “What aspects affect WeChat strategies of international SMEs in 

the lifestyle and furniture industry and what WeChat strategies international companies should 

adopt to engage their customers?” The thesis is composed of eight chapters, each of which deals 

with different aspect of our main research question. Chapter 1 and 2 are introductory, describing 

current market situation in China and recent developments with WeChat. Chapters 3 and 4 

present findings from previous literature and theoretical framework chosen for this study. Four 

main theories are implied in this paper: Honeycomb model, internationalization, Guanxi and 

Customer Engagement Cycle.  

Chapter 5 explains our methodological choice of applying abductive research approach for this 

study, which is used for carrying out the whole research process. The analysis part, Chapter 6, is 

subdivided into two parts: WeChat Platform Analysis and Company Analysis. WeChat platform 

analysis examines the technological side of WeChat, and analyses how WeChat platform’s 

design and features can affect consumer behaviour and businesses’ marketing strategies through 

this platform. Company Analysis investigates the strategies our case companies have until now 

carried out on WeChat platform, and we discover the aspects affecting their WeChat strategy 

choices including their market entry modes as well as the importance of overall business strategy 

at their home country. We have also integrated the reflection on how cultural aspects affect 

WeChat strategies into these two parts. 

Third part of analysis is focusing on the role of relationship building and customer engagement 

on WeChat platform. We examine companies’ current marketing, communication and service 

activities and their ability to engage their customers on different stages of engagement cycle. The 

results of analysis are discussed in the final chapter of analysis part, where we emphasize the 

importance of choosing the right WeChat team and understanding the importance of Chinese 
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way of relationship building. In Chapter 7 managerial implications and recommendations for 

improvement are proposed. Finally, the conclusion on our main findings is drawn in Chapter 8. 

The main aim of this master thesis has been reached. The methodological approach and 

theoretical models chosen for this study helped as to systematically analyse companies’ WeChat 

strategies and we could detect several important nuances about WeChat platform and WeChat 

strategies. Lastly, we identified the limitations on theoretical models of honeycomb and customer 

engagement cycle and expanded or modified the models specifically for analysing WeChat 

platform. By carrying out thorough empirical study and making new theoretical contributions, 

we believe this master thesis adds value to already existing research in this field. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

During last 18 years, China experienced rapid growth of middle-class. For example, while only 4 

percent of the urban population belonged to middle-class in year 2000, it is estimated that by 

2022 75 percent of the urban consumers are expected to earn middle-class wages (Barton & 

Chen , 2013). Along with the growth of middle-class there has also been tremendous changes 

taking place in Chinese consumers’ consumption patterns. More consumers now admire unique 

products that can express consumers’ personalities and tastes instead of mainstream foreign 

luxury goods (Atsmon et al., 2012). Chinese consumers have begun to search for niche products, 

including designer goods made by less known foreign designers (Econsultancy, 2018). In 2015, 

58 percent of foreign goods in China were bought from domestic websites (Press, 2016). Higher 

income households were more likely to prefer imported goods over domestic goods (HKTDC 

Research, 2017). Thus, with the increase in income the desire for foreign goods is also growing. 

Meanwhile, following China’s 13
th
 Five-Year Plan, businesses have started to offer consumers 

bigger choice of green, fashionable and high-quality products, as well as custom-made services 

to meet the demand for personalization. The trend has also been evident in the furniture industry 

(HKTDC Research, 2017) – an industry which will be investigated in this thesis. 

Rapid changes in the market for middle-class income households also attract a handful of small 

and medium-sized foreign companies to consider China as a profitable target market. Wishing to 

emulate the success of IKEA, more and more Nordic design furniture, houseware and lifestyle 

companies have tapped into China to chase business opportunities. For entering China, those 

Nordic businesses have been using different market entry modes, ranging from establishing their 

own production facilities and marketing teams in China to agreeing on franchise contracts or 

giving their partners completely free hands to manage their channels and marketing activities 

(Dezeen, 2015; Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 28, 2018). 

The Chinese market offers lot of opportunities of foreign companies. However, if foreign firms 

do not know how to navigate in Chinese social media and online shopping environment they are 

likely to fail in the marketplace. China now has become one of the world’s largest investors and 

adopters of digital technologies and is driving rapid commercialization of digital business models 

on a large scale (McKinsey Global, 2017). The scale of mobile and digital use in China pose big 
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challenges to foreign companies, that is especially well reflected in the context of user behaviour 

in Chinese social media and e-commerce (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, Mar 22, 2018). 

Accurate understanding of consumers’ demands is an important premise for enterprises to follow 

the trend and adjust their strategic orientation. Chinese cconsumers’ perception and consumption 

patterns have changed dramatically in the mobile Internet age. (Weed, 2018) argues that with the 

rise of The Mobile Era in China the nature of local consumers have become more hyper in three 

ways - they are hyper-empowered, hyper-connected and have developed expectations on hyper-

convenience – a phenomenon that is clearly the result of accelerated speed of services, increased 

quality of mobile shopping experience, and the convenience of social media platforms (World 

Economic Forum, 2018). 

One of the premier mobile applications (APPs) benefiting from the mobile age transformation 

and offering so called hyper experience has been WeChat - a social media application that is very 

strongly incorporated into Chinese people’s everyday life. During this year’s Chinese Spring 

Festival (February 2018), WeChat reached 1 billion active monthly users (Technode, 2018), 

which amounts for almost half of 2.17 billion Facebook users, placing it on the 5th place among 

the most popular social media APPs in the World, and on the 1st place in China (Statista, 2018). 

Even though, WeChat is oftentimes ranked in the lists of social media applications, the authors 

of this thesis believe that WeChat functions carry more than barely social media purpose - the 

standpoint that will be further discussed in detail in the empirical setting and analysis part of this 

paper.  

 

1.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION  

After discovering the current market situation, where many small and medium-sized Nordic 

design brands have an exclusive opportunity to enter into China and where understanding and 

employing WeChat is a must for every company to do business, we are interested in filling in the 

gap not yet covered by existing social media and social commerce academic literature: the 

challenges that foreign companies face when conducting WeChat marketing in China. 

Previous literature about WeChat has mainly focused on four aspects: 1) uniqueness of WeChat 

application features, 2) Chinese culture specific marketing, 3) emergence of new business 
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models and marketing strategies due to digital transformation, and 4) WeChat user behavior. All 

these areas of research will also be touched upon in the analysis part of this paper. However, we 

are especially interested in understanding the degree and the dimension of influence the WeChat 

platform has on the way companies carry out their business strategies. We also aim to discover 

which WeChat strategies work best within the lifestyle/furniture industry to engage the 

customers from a managerial perspective. In particular, we want to concentrate on international 

companies’ marketing strategies on WeChat and explore if these differ from Chinese local firms’ 

marketing strategies. There is scant research specifically done on foreign companies employing 

WeChat for business purposes, due to the newness and novelty of WeChat application. However, 

as a result of increasing number of foreign firms interested in finding their path to establish 

strong position in Chinese market and China’s social media, the writers of this paper feel it is 

high time to open up the academic study path in this field. Hence, the main research question of 

this thesis will be: 

“What aspects affect WeChat strategies of international SMEs in the lifestyle and furniture 

industry and what WeChat strategies international companies should adopt to engage their 

customers?” 

In particular, we will explore following four sub-questions: 

1. What are the aspects affecting WeChat strategies of case companies? 

2. How the aspects of WeChat platform, international companies’ entry mode and business 

strategy and Chinese culture affect WeChat strategies of case companies? 

3. What WeChat strategies case companies have adopted to engage their customers until 

now? 

4. What WeChat strategies international companies should adopt to better engage 

customers? 

 

1.2 DELIMITATIONS  

With regards to the aspects affecting WeChat strategies in the main research question, we have 

chosen to focus on discovering the following aspects: WeChat platform, firms’ entry modes, 
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firms’ general business strategy, and impact of sociocultural factors. By using abductive research 

approach, we will explore the importance of these four aspects for WeChat strategy.  

This paper will uniquely focus on the Nordic design home furnishing industry with niche 

products and the marketing strategies of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) within this 

industry trying to market their niche products in Chinese market. Uses of WeChat by 

multinational enterprises are out of scope of the research and we do not look into the area of 

standardized mass-products.  

WeChat as a business tool can be used by enterprises for many purposes due to its complex 

functionalities. In this thesis, uses of WeChat in different area of business value chain by 

companies will be discussed generally but the primary focus will be on WeChat as a marketing 

and communication tool. Moreover, WeChat will be the only application analysed in the thesis, 

other well-known Chinese social media and e-commerce applications will only be mentioned as 

a comparison to WeChat. 

 

1.3 STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW  

1. The introduction provides guiding information about the recent developments in Chinese 

market and highlights the existing theoretical research gap. The main research question together 

with delimitations are put in place to guide the whole research process. 

2. The empirical setting serves as the background information important to understand before 

conducting the analysis. In this part the functionality of WeChat and its uses and the recent 

trends in retail sector in China will be introduced. 

3. The literature review consists of an overview of available literature central to the research 

topics, and will serve as the basis for establishing theoretical framework.  

4. The theoretical framework presents the main theoretical concepts and models guiding the 

analysis of the thesis. 

5. The methodology provides the approach, philosphy and strategy adopted for carrying out the 

research, as well as the description of data collection and discussion on the quality of the 

research. 
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6. The data analysis and discussion is dividend into two parts. First, the WeChat platform 

features are analysed on the basis of honeycomb framework. Secondly, international companies’ 

entrance to China and their unique WeChat strategies are explored and analysed. Thereafter, the 

general discussion of the results is carried out with the purpose to build the foundation for 

managerial implications part. 

7. The managerial implications serves as the place for generating recommendations for the 

companies for implication.  

9. Conclusion is the final section, where a reflection on the whole study is carried out, and the 

limitations and the future research possibilities is discussed. 
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2 EMPIRICAL SETTING 

This section is providing the reader with some background information for understanding the 

current market situation in China. First, we will introduce WeChat APP in better understanding 

of how it differs from Western social media. Second, for comprehending current market situation 

and consumer behaviours in China we will briefly highlight the key trends that are shaping the 

retail section in China. 

 

2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF WECHAT IN CHINA  

“So many international companies, when they think of social media, they think of WhatsApp, 

Facebook page, but for China, it is really quite different,” says Matthew Brannen, a WeChat 

specialist, in our interview in Copenhagen (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, Mar 22, 2018). 

How does WeChat differ from Western social media? What is so special about this application? 

In following, we present an overview table of WeChat and Facebook, the comparison of which 

will give the reader some basic understanding of the different opportunities WeChat and 

Facebook offer to their users (See Table 1). Even if Facebook is not the Western equivalent of 

WeChat, comparison of these two platforms can help to understand the uniqueness of WeChat 

application. 

"WeChat can be described as a Swiss army knife super APP that is deeply ingrained into the 

daily life of Chinese people" (Medium, 2018) 

WeChat was originally developed by Tencent (in 2011) as a free messaging and calling platform 

and its main purpose is to be positioned as the major communications application in China. 

However, throughout the last five years the designers of the APP have added many new features 

to the platform, making it a favourable platform for retailers and marketers to do business and 

interact with their customers. 

WeChat is distinguishable, because the functions of the platform are largely influenced by the 

Chinese cultural and political environment (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, Mar 22, 2018). 

WeChat’s smart design decisions reflect the culture and political environment they were created 

in and, together, generate user experience that is as functional as it is addictive (Chan, 2018). 
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Philosophically, while Facebook and WhatsApp focus on the active user growth and building the 

largest social network in the world, WeChat cares more about how relevant and central WeChat 

is in addressing every aspect of people’ daily life, including non-social ones (Chan, 2018).  

The overall ecosystem of WeChat revolves around providing services, which is also one of the 

reasons why Tencent does not make majority of its revenue from ads like Facebook (95%), but 

from fee-based Value-Added Services, such as online games, videos, sports and reading; only 19% 

of its revenue comes from ads (Tencent, 2017; Walkthechat, 2018). WeChat specialist Matthew 

Brennan indicates, Tencent's direction of using services as main source of revenue reflects the 

mindset of Chinese culture: “For “Moments”, for example, you can’t see many advertisements… 

it is not a direction they want to go in, the place they want to have in Chinese society for that 

news feed. It (WeChat) is something more based on personal relationships, rather than too much 

business in that” (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, Mar 22, 2018). 

The pioneering model of “APPs within an APP” allows embedding of millions of lightweight 

service APPs inside WeChat, functioning as webpages live on the Internet. These service APPs, 

offering airfare purchases, food deliveries, taxi rides, geo-targeted coupons etc., are, in turn, 

bound together with the WeChat payment service and connected to individuals' personal bank 

card and phone number. Hence, WeChat can identify the real person behind the account and 

access information which is not that easily accessible in Facebook. 
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Table 1.  

WeChat vs Facebook Features. Self-creation. 

 

Notes. √ - widely used function, ◦ - function exists, but not widely used 

WeChat’s focus on different service functions over social actions (liking, favouriting, 

commenting on, or sharing posts) has significant consequences for brands (Chan, 2018). WeChat 

shows more possibilities to the brands for interacting with their users, for example, where 

Starbucks could post an offer for all users on its Facebook page, on WeChat, it could also allow a 

user to inquire after their gift card balance, place their favorite drink order, find the nearest store 

without having to specify intent, or receive a promotion tailored to drink preferences based on 

the weather in that city (Chan, 2018). The functionalities WeChat offers permit to build a bridge 

between offline and online (O2O) world. WeChat users can scan QR-codes in offline world 

which connects them instantly to an online WeChat page, where they can receive any 

information of interest and make necessary payments. Users can also use digitalised cards and 

coupons acquired from WeChat brand accounts and purchase with them offline in the store.  

2.1.1 WECHAT FOR BUSINESSES 

WeChat also offers plenty of opportunities to small and large business owners by allowing 

companies to establish their own WeChat online stores and build an official account that users 

can look at any time for finding practical information, buying their products online, contacting 

Function WeChat Facebook

Text message √ √

Voice call √ √

Video call √ √

Image/Video/File √ √

sharing

Wall/Timeline √ √

Events √

Gaming √ √

Blogging √

Shake √

Physical Store Payment √

Online Payment √

Money transfer from √ ◦

account to account

QR Code √

Personal Online Store √

Company page/Service Account √ √

Company’s subscription account √

Company’s WeChat Store √
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customer service, or simply entertaining themselves with the product stories that the firm has 

shared on its WeChat account (Chan, 2018). In Facebook, the administrator of a company page 

cannot instantly sell and process the payments, whereas in WeChat the search for 

company/product information, shopping experience, payment, and after sales service are all 

smoothly integrated into one dynamic process (Zhang, 2015). 

Due to the popularity of WeChat among Chinese consumers, it has become extremely important 

for foreign brands to create a WeChat presence. In early stages of WeChat, the first foreign firms 

using WeChat marketing were luxury fashion brands. Even today, fashion and make-up brands 

are dominant players in the WeChat marketing landscape (TechinAsia, 2017). However, the need 

to use WeChat as communication and marketing channel has become even more urgent recently. 

Many companies admit that not having presence in WeChat is unavoidable. Boris from Zaozuo 

says:” Everybody has WeChat in their smartphones ... now, it has become a primary channel for 

brands to communicate with their customers on daily basis, and do their branding. So, it is 

nothing that you can decide to do, you just have to do, otherwise you have got no way to 

communicate with your customers,” (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). Hence, possessing an 

official company account is a must for firms to stay in the game of establishing a strong online 

presence and capturing consumers’ attention. 

 

2.2 TRENDS IN CHINESE MARKET    

There have been several trends shaping the retail and consumer products sector and consumer 

behaviour in China.  

First, differently from the West and similarly to many other emerging economies, the Internet in 

China is mobile. The period of desktop adoption was short and mobile usage dominated over 

desktop as early as 2012 (ICEF Monitor, 2013) and the number of mobile Internet users has 

reached 753 million.  

Second, China is the largest and most innovative retail e-commerce market in the world with 

online retailing expected to grow from 17 percent of total retail sales in 2017 to 25 percent by 

2020 (M. Cheng, 2017b). 52 percent of Chinese consumers use their smartphone/mobile to shop 

online on a daily basis compared to 14 percent of consumers globally (M. Cheng, 2017b) and 
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they prefer to conduct their e-commerce with pure-play online retailers such as Alibaba and 

JD.com rather than department or specialty store websites (ATKearney, 2016). In comparison, 

physical retail sales in physical store demonstrate a declining trend. PwC’s Total Retail 2017 

survey reveals that Quarterly Q1 2017, the Chinese online retail sales in the first quarter is 32.1 

percent higher than a year ago whereas retail sales of the physical stores went up by 7.2 percent 

only (M. Cheng, 2017b).  24 percent of Chinese consumers say they shop less often at physical 

stores (M. Cheng, 2017b), and a large number of retail stores in hypermarkets, department stores, 

and malls had to close because of unsatisfactory performance (Federico, 2016). This indicates a 

trend of digitalisation of retail moves from marketing into sales in China.  

Third, in addition to online shopping (12 percent), Chinese consumers also spend considerable 

amount of time spent on social media sites (47 percent) and entertainment sites (35 percent) 

(ATKearney, 2016; Digitalcommerce360, 2018). A retail 2017 survey from PwC revealed that 

41 percent of Chinese consumers use social platforms as a way to receive promotional offers (M. 

Cheng, 2017b). The social media sites visited by Chinese consumers are dominantly Chinese-

origin due to bans on Facebook, Twitter and many other Western websites. Understanding 

Chinese social media setting is thus of utmost importance for international firms.  

Moreover, it is also important to pinpoint that there is a trend of digitalised social commerce (s-

commerce) in China, which focuses on the integration of social media and e-commerce. The 

multifaceted, multi-industry digital ecosystem that Chinese Internet companies have developed 

facilities the innovation and transformation of digital business model in China. As the lines 

between e-commerce, mobile and social have blurred, there has also been a broader convergence 

between online and offline retailing (M. Cheng, 2017b). According to the 2017 McKinsey 

Chinese iConsumer Survey, 83 percent of Chinese Internet users used online to offline (O2O) 

services - which drive online customers to offline businesses - compared with 41 percent in 2015 

(McKinsey Global, 2017). In this way digital becomes a platform for not just online 

communication but everything from brand building, consumer research and customer 

engagement to supply chain operations and physical store formats. In response, retailers and 

brands in China are starting to establish omni-channel retailing (M. Cheng, 2017b).  

Furthermore, in recent years a “Nordic buzz” has reached China’s consumers (EU SME Centre, 

2017). An emphasis on design, minimalist interior and lifestyle of “hygge” “fika” and “lagom” 
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are advocated everywhere in the media and guide the consumers’ decision making. For instance, 

the rucksack brand Fjällräven Kånken from Sweden and the watch brand Daniel Wellington 

experienced explosive growth in China (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018).  

The founder of Hay believes that consumers have gradually developed a taste for and interests 

towards Nordic furniture and products thanks to IKEA, which opened its first store in China in 

1998 (Dezeen, 2016a). When IKEA first entered Chinese market in 1998, it had to make big 

adjustments in its prices which were not affordable for Chinese middle-class at that time 

(Dezeen, 2016b). As of today, IKEA has already caught the attention of wide range of 

customers, and upper middle-class consumers are now looking for products from other design 

furniture stores in the search of variety and new experiences (McKinsey, 2012).  

Now China has witnessed the explosive growth of the largest middle-class in the world and the 

third structural upgrading of the consumption. Since most Nordic products are targeted and 

designed for middle-class and Nordic brands are especially emphatic on consumers experience 

and emotional needs (Fikafika, 2016), there are good opportunities for Nordic design firms to 

offer these consumers personalized solutions for decorating their homes. However, in our 

interview with the operations manager Dian from FikaFika it was discussed that there is still a lot 

of work to do in promoting Nordic brands, “Chinese people need to be educated, it is a niche 

product and a very expensive one, so Nordic brands need to do lot of things behind the scene, 

show how the product is made, explain why it is so expensive” (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 

2018). 

 

3 LITERATURE REVIEW  

The literature available on WeChat from managerial perspectives, as mentioned in the 

introduction, is scarce. Current paper aims to pave the way to open up discussion on this topic. 

Based our findings from previous literature, this section of thesis will present the literature from 

the following areas of interest: literature referring to the importance of relationship building in 

China and research conducted in mobile marketing, where we identify a research gap, which 

motivates our research. Thereafter, an overview of WeChat specific studies will be presented and 
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the key research areas relevant to WeChat marketing - social commerce and consumer 

engagement – and their role in WeChat strategies will be elaborated on. 

 

3.1 ROLE OF RELATIONSHIP BUILDING 

Since early industrialisation and trade liberalization in China, the cooperation between Chinese 

and Western businesses has intensified, creating very tight interdependencies that persist today 

(Das, 2013). In parallel to these changes, the amount of literature focusing on cultural 

differences and relationship building with Chinese business partners has also grown rapidly. 

Primarily, there are articles that identify the core differences between Chinese and Western 

business culture (Chung & Menzies, 2010; Gao et al., 2012; Lee & Dawes, 2005; Wong, 2007). 

Chung and Menzies (2010) report on foreign businesses lacking proper understanding on how 

large is the cultural gap between the Western and Chinese culture, and how the firms doing 

business in China consider not understanding cultural context as the biggest barrier for entering 

China. 

Among the research conducted on cultural differences, many authors have paid closer attention 

to the concept of relationship building in Chinese business context. Wright (1996) has studied 

long-term relationship between foreign suppliers and Chinese customers, which he argues 

facilitates loyalty from customers and greater understanding of both sides from cross-cultural 

perspectives, which, in turn, is vital for the business success in China (Wright, 2005). 

Furthermore, Yau et al. (2000) point out that some foreign venture characteristics, such as entry 

mode, partner selection, and management team attributes may have certain impact on the 

implementation of the marketing activities in China. From the view of (Wang, 2007), companies 

have to understand the importance of adapting Western relationship marketing principles to 

guanxi marketing (Appendix A). 

 

3.2 MOBILE MARKETING 

Besides the important role of relationship marketing in the Chinese business context, another 

phenomenon that foreign businesses deal with today when entering China is the massive usage of 
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mobile devices in China. A majority of the Chinese people use social media and prefer online 

shopping on their mobile phones rather than via desktop or PC (ICEF Monitor, 2013). Therefore, 

marketing specialists in China focus more on mobile marketing than pure social media marketing 

in their digital marketing strategies. 

Even though research in mobile marketing is relatively nascent, it has proliferated steadily and 

the topic is under consideration from variety of standpoints (Drossos & Giaglis, 2010). Mobile 

marketing research can primarily be classified into two categories: 1) consumer-behaviour 

related and 2) managerial/strategic perspective associated research (Shankar & Balasubramanian, 

2009; Ström et al. , 2014; Varnali & Toker, 2010).   

Some authors have exclusively dedicated their research on estimating the business potential of 

diverse mobile services and applications and have studied customers’ acceptance of 

technology of APPs and services) (Danaher et al., 2015; Rettie, et al., 2005; Shareef et al., 2017). 

Aforementioned papers have mainly served the purpose of understanding the potential of 

different APPs for attracting users and maintaining the continuance of user-activity. For example, 

Tarute et al. (2017) seek to understand which features of mobile applications stimulate consumer 

engagement and result in continuous use of mobile applications. Summarizing the findings of the 

mobile marketing literature show that the main values and key features provided by mobile 

services for both firms and consumers include ubiquity, convenience, 

customisation/personalisation, localization, flexibility, spontaneity, immediacy, accessibility, two 

ways of communication, time-criticality and instant connectivity (Smutkupt et al., 2010; Varnali 

& Toker, 2010). These generic characteristics can be ascribed to both Western and Chinese 

mobile services. 

There are other authors who have attempted to look at mobile APPs from the business use 

perspective specifically and have suggested several theoretical frameworks for firms when 

carrying out different marketing activities on the mobile devices. For 

instance, Matti & Hekki (2008) tried to build a framework of mobile marketing strategy and 

indicated the ways mobile marketing can be integrated into the firm’s overall marketing 

communications strategy. They operationalized this in terms of four domains: advertising, sales 

promotions, direct marketing and customer relationship management (Leppäniemi & Karjaluoto, 

2008) . Both Kaplan (2012) and Yadav et al. (2015) identified four areas where companies could 
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employ mobile social media: marketing research, marketing communication, discounts and sales 

promotion, and customer loyalty programs and relationships (Kaplan, 2012; Yadav et al., 2015). 

We discovered that some of the business-use focused studies were mostly argumentative in 

nature - parts dedicated to the business aspects in their implication sections were rather brief, and 

the papers provided only very general guidelines for marketing and communication 

strategies. There is still research lacking on exploring and explaining the benefits of mobile 

services for firms on an empirical level. In addition, we also noticed that the articles on mobile 

marketing mainly included studies on APPs where the platform functions and services were 

connected with each other in a different manner than how it takes place in WeChat.  Thus, in our 

view, the findings the researchers have obtained from Western APPs can offer only limited 

insights for our study. Previous academic findings may not be significant for arriving to 

conclusions in WeChat marketing. It is argued that there exists a research gap in studying the 

adoption of more advanced and integrated mobile platform like WeChat. 

 

3.3 WECHAT MARKETING 

With regards to WeChat, the literature in this area has blossomed mainly during last 2-3 years, 

which means a majority of the writings are very new and still on the exploration stage. 

Interestingly, long before the first appearance of WeChat literature, there was abundant research 

done in field of the impact of social media on businesses. However, the vast majority of studies 

were focusing on Western mainstream social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, and 

studies developed outside of the Western sociocultural and political context used to be rare. 

Today, due to high popularity of WeChat, the number of journal articles on WeChat in China as 

well as Western countries have increased tremendously (Google, 2018). 

Among the WeChat specific literature, several studies note the special technological design and 

features of WeChat and its impact on the public sphere in terms of information dissemination, 

public involvement, social benefits, and negative externalities (Chen & He, 2014; Hou et al., 

2017; Ram et al., 2016; Wang & Gu, 2016; Xu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). Researchers 

generally acknowledge WeChat’s strong functions and examine how such functions can be 

exploited for the benefit of society. Zhang et al. (2017), for instance, discuss how public citizens 
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can use WeChat to obtain health information. In the same token, Xu et al. (2014) explore how 

WeChat can be used by libraries to enhance their public service quality. Other scholars focus on 

WeChat functionality in relation to user adoption and continuance intention. These studies 

analyse users’ intention, stickiness and interactivity from service quality point of view (Chen et 

al. , 2017; Hou et al., 2017; Ju & Tao, 2017; Lien et al., 2017; Peng et al , 2016; Zhang et al., 

2017). These studies illustrate how the usage of WeChat goes beyond the function as pure social 

media site and extend to service area.  

Some literature takes a user-centred perspective and focuses on WeChat users’ perceived 

values and behaviour. Those studies to be found mainly focus on two topics: 1) users’ 

gratification, motivation and usage intention, and 2) usage of WeChat from marketing 

perspectives (Gan, 2017; Gan & Wang, 2015; Liang & Yang, 2018; Lien & Cao, 2014).  

In the field of the first topic, Gan (2017), for example, assesses the liking behaviour of WeChat 

users and found that there are three types of gratification positively affecting WeChat users' 

liking behaviour. Gan & Wang (2015) also found that different forms of gratification are 

obtained when users use different social media platforms such as Weibo and WeChat. It is found 

that when the users gratification is the research focus, many scholars often apply the use and 

gratification theory, whereas, other researchers are particularly interested in the relationship 

between users’ motivation, trust, and word of mouth (WOM) in the context of WeChat (Guo et 

al., 2016; Liang & Yang, 2018; Lien & Cao, 2014). Besides the aforementioned use and 

gratification theory, which uncovers the underlying motives of customers adopting WeChat, 

several researchers have also applied technology acceptance models (TAM) to explain the 

factors that affect WeChat adoptions and user behaviour (Chen et al., 2017; Chen, 2017; Zhao et 

al., 2017). However, the TAM is mainly used to explain the user behaviour in the stage of early 

technological adoption, which is not applicable in the context of a matured stage of user 

behaviour. 

Under the second topic of the literature on WeChat from marketing perspective, customer 

relationship management (CRM) in the context of WeChat has received considerable interest 

from handful of scholars (Yang et al. 2016; Chen 2017; Niedermeier et al. 2016; Chen et al. 

2017). By examining the relationship between perceived values of branded WeChat Official 

accounts, consumer engagement on the account, quality of business-consumer relationships, and 
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purchase intention, researchers have showed that consumer engagement strongly affects 

relationship quality and overall purchase intention and that WeChat Official accounts can be 

used as a customer relationship management (CRM) tool and communication platform (Chen, 

2017). 

Specifically, some researchers noticed the influence of sociocultural constructs on WeChat usage 

(Chen et al., 2017) as well as business activities over WeChat (Niedermeier et al. 2016; Yang et 

al. 2016). Niedermeier et al. (2016) found that social media is largely regarded as a tool in 

building guanxi (relationship) for salespeople in China. Yang et al. (2016) proposed a new 

WeChat business model based on two distinct customer relationship strategies that are largely 

shaped by cultural factors. The Chinese concept of relationship marketing based on guanxi has 

been further extended to social media platforms in the light of Yau et al. (2000), who argue that 

the meaning of relationship marketing differs in Chinese context. 

In the line with this, some articles attempt to develop specific business and marketing 

conceptual models based on the characteristics of WeChat innovation (Guillet et al., 2016; 

Ghiselli & Ma, 2015; Zhao et al., 2017; Tang, 2014). For example, Tang (2014) suggests a 

conversion model of enterprise WeChat marketing on the basis of the SICAS model. However, 

few studies have stepped forward and investigated empirically what marketing methods can be 

employed to retain WeChat customers.  

By having a closer look at the literature on WeChat marketing, it becomes evident that customer 

relationships, especially, the concepts of guanxi and trust issues have derived a significant 

amount of attention from a good number of studies (Chen et al., 2017; Chen, 2017; Liang & 

Yang, 2018; Lien & Cao, 2014; Niedermeier et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2017; 

Yang et al., 2016). For instance, Zhao et al. (2017) emphasizes the importance of trust and 

privacy concerns in developing long-term relationship with customers over WeChat. In addition, 

e-WOM communication is also frequently discussed and examined as a user behaviour (Gan, 

2017; Guo et al., 2016; Liang & Yang, 2018; Lien & Cao, 2014) and as a part of referral 

marketing strategy (Zhao et al., 2017). Such increasing interest refers to the importance of 

WeChat marketing strategies associated with relationship marketing and referral marketing.  

However, to date, research on WeChat is relatively nascent and the effects of this social media 

platform on business have not been fully understood. The vast majority of WeChat research is 
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conducted from the user perspective, while the managerial perspective has been lacking. For 

example, how exactly does guanxi influence the communication over WeChat and how this 

implies for international companies has yet to be explored. Moreover, as an integrated multi-

functional social media platform, how WeChat provides business opportunities and challenges 

for companies remains an untapped area to be investigated.  

 

3.4 SOCIAL COMMERCE 

As one of the aims WeChat platform is to integrate experiences on social media and on e-

commerce, it is important to touch upon the concept of social commerce (s-commerce) for 

explaining how areas of marketing activities, sales and customer services are aligned on WeChat. 

We define social commerce as follows: a form of electronic commerce which uses social 

networks to assist in the buying or selling of products. This type of commerce utilizes user 

ratings, referrals, online communities and social advertising to facilitate online 

shopping“ (BusinessDictionary, 2018). The core idea behind s-commerce is that social media 

benefits commercial transactions by developing closer relationships with customers, enriching 

the quality of the relationship, increasing sales and encouraging customer loyalty to the business 

(Hajli, 2014).  

S-commerce differs from e-commerce in three aspects: social interaction, business goals and 

customer connection (Huang & Benyoucef, 2013a; Sigala, 2015). In social interaction, e-

commerce was providing customers with one-to-way of browsing, where information and 

feedback from customer side where rarely reaching the seller or other customers (Afriasabi Rad 

& Benyoucef, 2011), whereas in s-commerce the customers are likely to share the information 

with other users or customers (Busalim & Hussin, 2016). In terms of business goals, e-commerce 

emphasized the increased efficiency of search engines, one-click buying and product suggestions 

based on customer preferences. Social commerce, however, is more focused on social goals, 

including networking, collaboration and information sharing (Wang & Zhang, 2012). Some 

empirical studies have emphasized that social interaction in form of Word of Mouth (WOM) has 

been a prerequisite successful element for s-commerce (Wang & Yu, 2015). The third aspect – 

customer connection – focuses on the shared reviews on social media platforms. If in e-
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commerce the customer was perceived as an isolated subject, then in s-commerce customers are 

seen as connected entities (Busalim & Hussin, 2016), where they share ’social’ information that 

is embedded in the views of social media users. 

In s-commerce research targets three areas of interest: theoretical, design and customer 

perspective. According to Busalim & Hussin (2016) the theoretical foundation of s-commerce 

research is still scattered, and additional empirical research is needed for theory creation in the 

field of marketing research (Bai et al., 2015; Hajli, 2014; Wang & Zhang, 2012). Other scholars 

interested in the s-commerce design state the biggest challenge is to create platforms that are 

user-centric, because s-commerce purely relies on user participation (Huang & Benyoucef, 

2013b). Customer perspective relies on understanding customer behaviour in social commerce, 

an aspect that is critically important for companies that seek better utilising the power of social 

ties and their influence on consumers (Busalim & Hussin, 2016). There is a growing number of 

empirical studies written on customer behavior in a s-commerce context, which are mainly 

motivated by understanding the topics of customer acquisition and retention, yet only few studies 

have digged deeper into the topic of customer engagement behaviour in s-commerce (Ibid.). The 

majority of studies have paid attention to the intentions of customers to buy in s-commerce sites, 

thus the main focus in these studies has been on transactional behaviour, while Verhoef et al. 

(2010) argue non-transactional customer behaviour is becoming a key concept in the near future 

(Verhoef et al., 2010). Customers want to be recognized on individual level, feel that the 

business is creating enjoyable customer journeys by providing exceptional experience for them, 

and lastly that their needs are met (McKinsey, 2016).  

 

3.5 CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT 

Crossler (2014) highlighted that there is a lack in identifying the factors that affect customer 

engagement intention in s-commerce. More research needs to be done on understanding what 

motivates customers to engage in s-commerce activities and which social and interactive ways in 

s-commerce can stimulate more engagement.  

Hudson et al. (2016) studied three companies in different countries and found support for the 

proposition that engaging customers via social media is associated with higher consumer–brand 
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relationships. Tiago & Veríssimo (2014), assessed the importance of engagement for firms, 

suggesting that marketers should focus more on relationship-based interactions with their 

customers. According to Sashi (2012), firms’ interaction and cooperation with their engaged 

customers co-creates value by generating content, providing feedback, and disseminating 

information. Engaged customers add value to a firm’s business activities by collaborating with 

the firms, along with other customers as well as with potential customers. Through these 

collaborative value-adding activities, engaged customers’ can better satisfy their needs as well as 

satisfy the needs of other customers (Sashi, 2012). Social interactions among customers have an 

impact on the perceived customer experience. Some scholars even argue, customer’s impulsive 

buying behaviour is one of the important consequences of engagement in s-commerce (Xiang, 

Zheng, Lee, & Zhao, 2016) 

Hence, for receiving satisfying results in s-commerce, the focus on what kind of strategies to 

keep the customer engaged is critically important. To solve the issue of getting customers more 

engaged, Potdar et al. (2018) and Sashi (2012) have proposed theories on customer engagement 

cycle with different stages of engagement (Appendix B), which hold the purpose of turning 

potential and existing customers into loyal fans interested in purchasing firm’s products (Sashi, 

2012). But for customers to become fans they have to progress through the stages of the 

customer engagement cycle – a theoretical model which we will further introduced in the 

following section of this paper. 

 

4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The theoretical framework will focus on three theoretical viewpoints: honeycomb, 

internationalization/guanxi, and the customer engagement cycle. The honeycomb model will be 

used to explain WeChat platform design, core functionalities and its influence on the users and 

business activities. Understanding the core purpose of the application's design through 

honeycomb analysis helps firms effectively determine aspects that the company should pay most 

attention to on WeChat. The second section will focus on the process of internationalization and 

guanxi, which both affect the way firms carry out their WeChat marketing strategies. In guanxi 

section we will look more specifically at how the Chinese way of relationship building has been 

translated to social media. We believe the concept of guanxi influences both the way users 
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interact with each other on the social media platform, as well as the way businesses approach 

their customers in WeChat. Lastly, and most importantly, we will propose a customer 

engagement cycle model to demonstrate the different engagement stages firms need to go 

through to engage their customers. This theoretical model will help us to understand which 

stages of engagement cycle the foreign companies have so long been focusing on and where in 

the engagement cycle the potential of engagement is not fully actualized. The model helps us to 

identify the areas of improvement in foreign companies' WeChat accounts. 

 

4.1 HONEYCOMB FRAMEWORK 

As social media applications are created according to rules set up by the designer of the social 

media platform, these design choices have profound effects on the way users interact with each 

other on that platform (Solove, 2007). O’Gorman & MacIntosh (2014) argue that it is important 

to determine the taxonomy of social media websites for understanding the functionalities of 

different social media platforms. Kaplan & Haenlein (2010) point out that the ecologies of social 

media platforms are different in terms of scope and functionality, and executives do not always 

realize the variety of forms social media can take. Without being aware of all the functions social 

media sites can have, the firms are not able to allocate their resources to the fullest – an opinion 

also highlighted in our interview with Matthew Brennan (Interview 7, 2018) - the firms are not 

developing strategies that would effectively make use of the social media sites and engage their 

customers to the necessary level. Hence, there is need for a framework that allows the firms, first, 

to detect the specific characteristics of certain mobile app or website, and thereafter, to build up 

strategies on how to best engage their target customers in harmony with the main purpose of the 

specific social media platform.  

In order to analyze how social media platform both facilitates as well as delimits the user's 

actions and firm behavior in the social media environment, Kietzmann et al. (2011) have 

proposed the conceptual model of honeycomb that helps to determine the main purpose of social 

media platforms. Honeycomb consists of seven social media building blocks which, after being 

analyzed, give an idea about which building blocks are most important for a specific platform, 

and thus allows firms to better understand the needs of the users (Kietzmann et al., 2011). The 

seven functional blocks of honeycomb are Identity, Conversations, Sharing, Presence, 
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Relationship, Reputation, and Groups. The aim of each of those blocks is to 1) uncover a specific 

facet of social media user experience and 2) to examine its implications for firms. In following 

all seven social media building blocks will be defined and explained in detail. 

 

4.1.1 IDENTITY 

The first building block – Identity – refers to the extent to which users reveal their identities to 

each other in the social media platform. The virtual self is presented in the frame of the 

restrictions set by platform designers’ decisions about relevant information categories 

(Kietzmann et al., 2011). Marwick (2005) argues that the fixity of profiles creates conflict in user 

self-presentation strategies, as they can reveal somewhat unwanted side of themselves. Identity 

may include disclosing information such as name, age, gender, profession, location – information 

that portrays users in certain ways. Thus, the platform owns structural regulative power on 

identity presentation.  

Depending on the nature of the platform users can develop real or virtual identities. The type of 

identity influences one’s public behavior on social network site and calls for the creation of 

different identity strategies depending on the possibilities created by the platform designers. 

Some of the identity strategies used in different social media sites are for example self-promotion 

(in Facebook and Twitter) and self-branding (in LinkedIn) (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

Overall, the social media applications delimit identity into form of fixed profile, that is highly 

pre-structured and singular, and such restrictions, in turn, affect the way people present their 

identities online. 

 

4.1.2 CONVERSATIONS 

The Conversations building block relates to the extent to which users communicate with each 

other in a social media setting. The platform provides users with the frame where conversations 

can take place. Social media is believed to magnify the impact consumer-to-consumer 

conversations have in the marketplace by enabling one person to communicate with hundreds of 

other users with relatively little effort (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Some consumers enjoy sharing 
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and discussing their experiences with their friends both through social media and/or traditional 

word-of-mouth. The firms cannot always directly control those conversations, but they can use 

different methods to influence and shape these discussions depending on the functions provided 

by the platform. 

In some networking sites it is possible to chime in the customer conversations and show an 

audience that the firm cares, whereas in other websites the company representatives can 

influence customers only through private conversation and have no control over customer-to-

customer conversations. Here the timing of the firm chiming in the conversation and the way of 

communicating with customers, including the use of formal or informal language is very 

important. A proper entrance to a conversation is seen as a positive addition to the conversation, 

whereas inserting comments that users think are out of place is often not (Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

Depending on the platform settings, firms can also influence customer communication on 

platform through creating automated conversations. There are different ways and levels how 

firms can initiate a dialog authoring when they want to establish or reestablish contact with new 

and/or already existing customers (Mei et al., 2016). Mei et al. (2016) differentiate between (1) 

static dialogs that enable offering guidance path for a user with static texts, and (2) dynamic 

dialogs that require writing codes to support dynamic guidance path and dynamic texts on 

different path nodes (Mei et al., 2016). Having such automated services holds the purpose to 

create a bridge between users, various information and business functionalities, and the 

conversation can facilitate possibly better conversation experience between the business and 

customers. 

Business-and-customer discussions are not always only driven by the functions of the platform, 

but also depend on the way services and products are designed and presented. Manghold & 

Faulds (2009) argue that for attracting customer attention, products should be designed with 

talking points in mind. Hence, both technical as well as creative skills of marketing play an 

important role in stimulating the word-of-mouth and lively conversations in social media 

platforms. 
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4.1.3 SHARING 

Sharing relates to the extent to which users exchange and distribute content. "Man is, by nature, 

a social animal," (Aristotle, 1944), any kind of sharing between people is natural and can take 

place both for practical as well as emotional reasons. Sharing in social media is mainly driven by 

the need to stay connected to others, thus it helps users to grow and nourish their relationships 

and also involves self-fulfillment.  Sociality, the degree to which individuals associate, can be 

measured through the objects shared with each other and exchanging objects mediates social ties 

between people (Engeström, 2005). However, it highly depends on the functional purposes of 

social media platform if the users want to build deeper relationships with each other based on 

sharing their objects. According to Kietzmann et al. (2011), there are two basic aspects firms 

need to pay attention to in the sharing building block of honeycomb. First, they need to find out 

the objects of sociality the users have in common, are those exciting experiences, opinions about 

certain articles, sales coupons or anything else? Secondly, they must evaluate the degree to 

which the object of sociality is shared among users, is it shared only between two users, in 

private group of close friends, publicly available for thousands of people or is there any 

censoring team employed by platform whose work is to remove content that is considered 

inappropriate? If taking into account the questions above the firms will be able to understand the 

influence sharing has in different platforms.  

 

4.1.4 PRESENCE 

The fourth building block - Presence - represents the extent to which users can know if other 

users in the same platform are reachable (Kietzmann et al., 2011). The building block of 

presence focuses on two ways of disclosing information: user availability and user location, 

where user availability refers to the users being able to see whether other users are online at the 

same time and user location marks a certain physical location, which could be accessed by other 

users. 

Kietzman et al. (2011) point out that the building block presence is very closely connected to the 

building blocks of conversations and relationships, and thus another way to look at presence is to 

measure "social presence" facilitated by the platform (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Social 
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presence can be assessed by estimating the level of intimacy and immediacy of the medium, 

where for example sending an email (asynchronous communication) is less intimidating than 

live-chat (synchronous communication). Accordingly, higher level of social presence is supposed 

to make conversations more influential; however, depending on the situations and cultural 

context some users would prefer less intimate connection to firms than other. To solve this issue, 

the platforms can apply the function of close physical presence only in certain parts of the 

platform, e.g. in games, whereas other platforms may offer users selective presence, which 

means users can choose who to share their presence with (Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

As discussed above, there are various ways for implementing function of presence in different 

applications. The firms must be aware of the applications' geographical and accessibility 

functions in order to better control the effectiveness of their marketing activities. 

 

4.1.5 RELATIONSHIPS  

The Relationships building block represents the way users relate to other users. Relating to other 

users can take place through free interaction, by simply liking other users’ post, or listing 

someone as a friend, or on a deeper level, sharing objects of sociality and meeting up with people 

in offline setting (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Each social media platform decides through which 

channels the communication and relationships developing process will take place. Platforms can 

be centered on either growing or maintaining the number of users. For example, in LinkedIn, 

they have established a referral system, which helps the users to grow their professional network, 

thus, the platform clearly focuses on the expansion of network. 

From the perspective of social network theory (Borgatti & Foster, 2003) relationships can be 

characterized from two angles: structure and flow. The structure refers to the amount of 

connections users have and what kind of positions do the users hold in their network of 

relationships (Borgatti & Foster, 2003). The flow shows the strength of the relationships, how 

long-lasting and affect-laden (Krackhardt, 1992) or infrequent and distant (Hansen, 1999) the 

relationships are. Knowing the nature of relationships in terms of structure and flow helps 

companies to better target their potential and existing customers. 
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We believe that relationships function of the platform can also be affected by the culture. For 

example, majority of the Western social media platforms allow public posting, sharing and liking, 

same with several Chinese social media applications. Interestingly, WeChat, however, has a 

more private relationship building system. This aspect will be further elaborated on in the second 

theoretical section 4.2.2. 

Social media platforms have a power to determine how official, casual or neutral the 

relationships among the users are, however, users also have their expectations on their identity 

and privacy and their needs have to be met. 

 

4.1.6 REPUTATION 

Reputation is the extent to which users can detect someone’s position in the social media setting. 

Reputation or popularity can be measured by the number of friends, number of likes or any other 

influential indicators. However, it is hard to detect whether one's reputation exceeds his/her true 

character, the real popularity of the user often stays unknown for other users (Alnemr et al., 

2010) . Depending on the site settings the popularity of the users can be the most important 

driver of the website's own popularity. Some social network websites are designed to encourage 

people to expose a lot of private information for reaching good reputation (Solove, 2007). 

According to Kietzman et al. (2011), if the firms want to understand their true influence on 

customers in social media context they must identify the right metrics for measuring the 

reputation, which is possible by carefully observing the platform settings with regards to 

reputation creation among users. 

There are also several researchers (Aula & Heinonen, 2016; Dijkmans et al., 2015) who have 

been discussing the concepts of "company reputation" and "reputation risk", the possibility or 

danger of losing one’s reputation. However, here it is important to note that reputation in the 

honeycomb framework is not about company's reputation in social media, but the reputation of 

the individual users of the social media platform, which the firms should aim to understand in 

order to effectively make use of the social media site. 
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4.1.7 GROUPS 

The functional block - Groups - investigate the extent to which users can form communities and 

sub-communities. The bigger the group of friends, followers, and contacts, the more ‘social’ a 

network becomes (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Grouping exists in two ways: (1) individual users can 

sort and label their contacts into specific groups (friends, fans, etc.), which would simplify the 

search of the specific user among hundreds or thousands of friends; (2) groups can be established 

as analogous to the offline world, where different clubs and communities exist based on similar 

interests. Some of the groups are open to anyone, others closed (approval required), or secret (by 

invitation only) (Kraut & Fiore, 2014). 

Similar to offline communities, bigger groups require specific rules of behavior, and each group 

has one or several administrators whose role is to keep the order. Due to complexity of managing 

the group behavior, the platforms may decide to allow rather few categories of groups or allow 

the users to contribute to group discussions with restricted permissions. 

 

4.1.8 CRITIQUE ON THE HONEYCOMB MODEL 

The Honeycomb model helps to unpack and examine facets of social media user experience and 

need. Even though this model provides business implications for organization through 

understanding the social media ecology, however, the theoretical model does not differentiate the 

functionalities of various social media sites from a managerial perspective and ignores the fact 

that different rules and accessibility to data applies to business users and individual users. This 

kind of co-existence of two types of users is not well studied by researchers. 

In a relation to the lack of managerial perspective, we also discovered that in the honeycomb 

model, the extent to which the platform allows to implement different services is not discussed. 

Recently, several social media platforms for businesses can also be seen as the places for 

customer service platform. For example, in platforms such as Western Facebook and Instagram 

or Chinese WeChat and Weibo the users can contact companies’ accounts for asking questions 

about products and give feedback on their experiences. Hence, the services function in social 

media is clearly present, and should be paid more attention to. 
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Another aspect that is not covered by honeycomb building blocks is the extent to which the 

platform can integrate offline-to-online world (O2O), a form of interaction that, we think, is 

significantly important for WeChat platform and its users as it benefits both the consumers as 

well as the businesses that use WeChat for the purpose of branding, marketing and/or sales.   

 

4.2 INTERNATIONALIZATION AND GUANXI 

In this section, two important aspects that can influence social media strategy choices the foreign 

companies make in China will be introduced. Firstly, the phenomenon of internationalization and 

its interconnectedness to social media will be discussed. Secondly, the possible influence of 

Chinese culture specific construct guanxi is analyzed as it is considered to be one of the cultural 

concepts firms must understand when using social media as a marketing tool in China. 

 

4.2.1 INTERNATIONALIZATION 

Internationalization is “the process of adapting firms’ operations (strategy, structure, resource 

etc.) to international environments” (Calof & Beamish, 1995). Entering foreign markets always 

contains both opportunities and challenges. Some of the main barriers that enterprises can face 

are the lack of financial resources and administrative capacity, including poor administrative 

procedures and policies (Brouthers & Nakos, 2005). Often a small size of a company is 

automatically associated with limited resources and that in turn is considered a disadvantage in 

internationalization, especially, in cases when a firm enters remote emerging markets, where it 

can meet several barriers, such as unclear regulations, corruption and lack of information as well 

as different cultural issues (Jansson & Sandberg, 2008; Korsakienė & Tvaronavičienė, 2012).  

It can be inferred that in terms of internationalization the key words for small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) are cost and simplicity. Since SMEs often lack the necessary resources for 

market selection, they tend to trust their intuition when choosing a foreign market (Papadopoulus, 

N. Denis, 1988). With regards to entry mode selection, the important aspects are the degree of 

entry method's simplicity. Therefore, decision to use non-equity based entry modes such as 
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licensing, exporting, etc., are often chosen, mainly because these entry modes bear the lowest 

financial risk (Musso & Francioni, 2014). 

One of the key facilitators of internationalization today is social media, which can be helpful in 

overcoming traditional barriers of internationalization (Hamill, 2013). The European Union's 

report on internationalization and social media states that social media companies can improve 

their global presence and aim towards bigger customer-base in international markets by using 

social media as a tool for conducting different business functions, such as marketing, market 

research and online retailing (European Commission, 2014). Hence, having a social media 

strategy as part of overall internationalization strategy benefits companies cost-wise and in terms 

of effectivity.  

 

4.2.2 GUANXI 

Social Media can be a very convenient and useful tool for companies to catch the attention of 

new customers in foreign markets. However, when entering the Chinese market, companies are 

likely to experience some cultural differences in the social media context. What accounts for this 

discrepancy? The way of communication between the users on Chinese social media as well as 

the business relationship in China is arguably affected by guanxi - an indigenous relational 

concept that is based on the exchange of favors to build trust and deeper connection to others (C. 

Guo & Miller, 2010). Guanxi is often perceived as an informal and personal relationship between 

two individuals - a connection, exchange, resource or process between family members, friends 

or business partners (Fan, 2012).  

Different terms have been proposed by both Chinese and Western scholars to account for 

theoretical framing of business relationships in marketing associated with China (Gao et al., 

2012). There are two research perspectives in understanding relationship issues in China: one 

following the Western tradition of relationship marketing and customer relationship management 

(CRM), the other following the Chinese cultural tradition of guanxi at the interpersonal and 

social network level (Gao et al., 2012). Western norms include concepts like trust, commitment, 

flexibility, harmonization of relational conflicts, shared values, and bonding. Guanxi-related 
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research places more attention on Chinese behavior norms such as mianzi (face), renqing (favour 

and reciprocity), empathy, xinyong (personal trust) and other social constructs (Gao et al., 2012). 

Geddie et al. (2005) found that the best practice of relationship marketing is closely associated 

with and even overlaps with guanxi constructs and suggested that familiarity with guanxi could 

contribute to a fuller understanding of relationship marketing. On the account of intercommunity 

between these two concepts, Geddie et al. (2005) summarize four constructs well-applied to both 

relationship marketing and guanxi (bonding, empathy, reciprocity, and trust), three of which are 

integrated into our customer engagement cycle and will be discussed in depth in next section 4.3.  

The central element of guanxi is the trust between two parties, which develops through repeated, 

mutually satisfactory and beneficial interactions. The trust developed in a guanxi network means 

that doing business within the network provides lower costs than doing business outside the 

network (Geddie et al., 2005). Another two relevant important dimensions of guanxi construct 

are bonding and reciprocity. Bonding can arise as different forms of kinships and friendship, the 

bonds must be maintained by continuing interactions between the two parties (Geddie et al., 

2005). Reciprocity refers to returning favor for favor, which is considered as a kind of moral 

obligation (Geddie et al., 2005). However, the specialty of guanxi in comparison to relationship 

marketing is that in guanxi system, the relationship is built prior to the transaction, which is 

different from the system of relationship marketing where the company often tries to educate the 

customer to adapt to the company, in guanxi, the company and customer adapt to each other 

(Geddie et al., 2005).  

Social media is seen by Chinese businessman as an important tool for building and maintaining 

long-term guanxi with customers (Niedermeier, et al., 2016). Wang & Gu (2016) argue that 

WeChat is a very appropriate tool for guanxi-based social interactions, because the application 

offers low anonymity, high privacy and closed community, thus it is private enough to allow the 

guanxi relationships to evolve and develop between the individuals. By mixing business with 

personal relationships, WeChat is considered as a lubricant in the business process which makes 

business relationship more personal (Niedermeier, et al., 2016). Other researchers found different 

several components of guanxi such as xingyong, renqing, mianzi and ganqing (emotional 

bonding) are play important roles in affecting overall guanxi relationship quality with the 

customer on social media (Chen, 2017; Niedermeier et al., 2016). 
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The results of Chen et al. (2017) study showed that overall, Chinese people are motivated by 

guanxi to use WeChat as a means of building dyadic relationships with non-family members 

(friends and business partners) and Chinese users use WeChat to maintain their guanxi and to 

gain intrinsic enjoyment. The affective component (ganqing) appears to be best integrated into 

WeChat, however, the users are more careful about their mianzi – they are concerned about 

negative self-image on social media which may destroy their guanxi with peers (Wang, 2016). 

For example, reputation of the individual user could be easily distorted by expressing personal 

opinions on controversial issues related to religion and politics. Thirdly, the aspect of renqing is 

referred to a way Chinese people socially connect and interact to each other (Niedermeier et al., 

2016). Through the exchange of favors, the business relationship is considered to be warmer and 

long term relationship can be sustained (Niedermeier et al., 2016).  

 

4.3 CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT CYCLE  

On the basis of literature review of customer engagement and its process, we suggest a WeChat 

customer engagement cycle to be used for the analysis of this paper to illustrate the stages 

companies go through to engage their customers on WeChat platform. The WeChat customer 

engagement cycle incorporates both the customer engagement model proposed by Sashi (2012) 

(Appendix B) and the process model of online customer engagement by  Portdar et al. (2018) 

(Appendix C). The rationale to base our model on those two models is that they both take a 

multidimensional perspective in understanding the online customer engagement. These two 

models accommodate all four aspects of customer engagement: cognitive, behavioural, 

emotional and social (Potdar et al., 2018). In the line with these two models, our framework 

adopts the above mentioned multidimensional perspective, but additionally, we propose adding 

one new stage to customer engagement cycle – awareness - with the purpose to better explain the 

role of social media (WeChat) in increasing brand awareness and achieving customer 

engagement. 

In this paper, the process of customer engagement is conceptualized as an end-to-end process 

right from the start: from the time when customers become aware of the brand through the 

platform until the end when customers advocate for the company. Moreover, this framework 

stresses the aspect that engaging customers through relationship building is a continuum from 
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transactional to highly relational bonds. The entire cycle is modified on the basis of guanxi in 

relationship marketing, hence it is a Chinese-specific model. Guanxi aims to maintain and 

strengthen a network for the mutual benefits of both - the users and the companies - and looks for 

development of satisfaction, trust, and commitment to establish future intentions of the 

customers, through interactive, individualized, and value-added contacts over a long period of 

time (Geddie et al., 2005). The characteristics of guanxi relationship are reflected in our 

customer engagement cycle by integrating three dimensions of guanxi - bonding, reciprocity and 

trust.   

Having an understanding of the customer engagement process helps companies to identify which 

stages they have gone through and which they have not yet reached, hence they can better devise 

WeChat strategies that can target customers at all stages more precisely. This framework also 

helps international companies to better understand how to engage Chinese customers more 

efficiently by bringing guanxi into place.  

There are seven stages of customer engagement cycle: awareness, connection, interaction and 

experience, satisfaction and trust, retention and continued involvement, commitment and 

bonding, and referral and WOM, as depicted in Figure 1.  In following, we will discuss the each 

of seven stages in detail and their role in online customer engagement process.  

 

Figure 1. WeChat Customer Engagement Cycle. Self-creation. 
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4.3.1 AWARENESS AND REACH  

Based on the literature review, we suggest that the first touch-point between potential customers 

and the company happens on WeChat when company attempts to increase visibility of the brand 

and reach potential target customers through various marketing tools (Potdar et al., 2018; Sashi, 

2012).  

The concept awareness often refers to brand awareness in business context. Formally, brand 

awareness refers to customers’ ability to recall the brand and associate brand-related artefacts 

such as logo and name in memory (Keller, 2001). At a more abstract level, building brand 

awareness also means ensuring that customers know what basic functions the brand provides for 

customers, who are able to distinguish the brand from its competitors under the same product or 

service category (Keller, 2001). Without brand salience, many brands and products would be 

ignored or forgotten in the first place in possible usage situations (Keller, 2001). According to 

Keller, creating brand awareness is the foundational building block in developing brand identity 

and building any relationship between firms and consumers (Keller, 2001). The brand identity 

and the levels of brand equity can strongly influence customer engagement. Brands with high 

levels of brand equity are likely to engender higher levels of positive customer engagement 

behaviour (CEB) (van Doorn et al., 2010).  

Building brand awareness in the past relied on advertising and sales promotion (Mirbagheri & 

Meisam, 2010). Now, digitalized online social networking sites (SNSs) provide new ways for 

firms to build awareness and attract prospective customers. Social media marketing is considered 

as an highly effective tool for creating brand awareness (Bija & Balaş, 2014). Mobile marketing 

has also been used as the primary mean for building brand awareness, changing brand image, 

and enhancing brand loyalty (Smutkupt et al., 2010). The phenomenal success of SMS 

advertising is attributed to the common features of mobile technology, such as ease of use, low 

cost, message forwarding ability, and unobtrusive nature (Doyle, 2001). Data obtained by iMedia 

Connection also shows that content marketing on social media is effective in increasing brand 

awareness (Bija & Balaş, 2014). In social media marketing, shareable contents that satisfy 

customers’ need can quickly increase brand awareness and there will be an organic engagement 

due to sharing behaviour (Bija & Balaş, 2014).  
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Within a medium like WeChat, the process of creating awareness usually starts from the 

company to the customer through establishing the official accounts, creating catchy titles and 

contents, being mentioned in other accounts and being searchable in the search engine. The 

customer becomes aware of the presence of the company on this particular platform, either 

incidentally or from the person’s acquaintances and the cognitive/thinking process of customer 

starts with the message or articles received (Chen, 2017). According to Bijia & Balaş (2014), to 

increase brand awareness by means of social media, it is very important to set clear goals that are 

easy to control. Such goals include: how many times per day or per week to post on the social 

media platform, how fast to answer to the customers’ questions and inquiries and how much 

content to produce. 

 

4.3.2 CONNECTION 

Abed et al. (2015) found that for SME, that business values lie primarily in the field of customer 

engagement and the benefits they can obtain is strongly influenced by their ability to connect 

with their customers. Social media greatly facilitates the establishment of connections between 

consumers and firms. Consumers now can actively connect to companies through company’s 

SNSs. Contrary to mass media advertisements, brand profile pages on SNSs provide information 

and allow visitors to respond to the firm’s communications or posts, as well as forward them to 

their own connections on SNSs or non-members of SNSs by an email application. Therefore, 

eWOM on profile pages at SNSs greatly enhances the chances of reaching more potential 

consumers (Chatterjee, 2011). In addition, consumer engagement is a sense of being connected 

with a brand as well as the media products, brand applications, and cross-media communication 

where different media channels are leveraged for customers to engaging in brand activities ( Kim 

et al., 2013). Specific to WeChat, many features such as QR code, e-membership cards and 

coupons allows Omni-channel business operation in real time, offering online-offline seamless 

connection between brands and customers and improving integrated shopping experience for 

customers (Lung & Chen, 2017)  

According to user and gratification theory, the connection between company and consumer 

occurs when consumer actively seeks out to a particular social media to satisfy their needs – 
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those needs can in nature be utilitarian, entertainment, remuneration, and socialization needs 

(Dolan et al., 2016).  

Utilitarian needs refer to the user motivation to seek content or function delivering resourceful 

and helpful information or technological affordance that enhances his or her performance (Dolan 

et al., 2016). For example, branded mobile SNSs can gratify utilitarian needs and are perceived 

to have values of usefulness, innovation differentiation, and interactivity (Chen, 2017). 

Entertainment needs refer to the user motivation to seek fun and entertainment for “escapism, 

hedonistic pleasure, and aesthetic enjoyment and emotional release” (Dolan et al., 2016, p. 263). 

Remuneration needs refers to one’s level of expectation to gain reward which can be monetary 

incentives, prize, experiencing something new or unique, or gaining acknowledgement and 

support from others with some interest or expertise (Dolan et al., 2016). Socialising needs consist 

of having motivation to meet interesting people, to gain support from other users, and belonging 

to certain community (Park et al., 2009). This can take place in form of providing comments, 

feedback, and participating in online discussion (Ko et al., 2005). Those four needs are driving 

forces that encourage consumers to actively connect to companies.  

 

4.3.3 INTERACTION AND RECIPROCITY 

Interaction is defined as a process of mutual reciprocation or action between the parties involved 

(Potdar et al., 2018). This concept is also closely associated to the concept of reciprocity in 

guanxi. The concept of interactivity captures the nature of reciprocity, two-way communication 

and dialogue (Seeun et al., 2018). According to Kim & Baek (2018), mobile APPs allow 

consumers to alternate between sender and receiver and the communication between company 

and consumers are reciprocal. In fact, the extent to which a message exchange is reciprocal has 

been shown to influence perceived interactivity (Seeun et al., 2018). Social interaction is an 

essential characteristic that differs s-commerce from other types of online commerce (Busalim & 

Hussin, 2016). As a result of the interactive technology development, social interaction on social 

media or social commerce is built both between companies and customers, and in between 

customers. Interactive technologies have greatly encouraged meaningful relationships developed 

in social commerce and increased the level of interactivity (Busalim & Hussin, 2016).  
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From managerial perspective, at this stage companies can influence, motivate and acquire a 

customer by stimulating their affective component (Potdar et al., 2018). Interactions among 

company and their customers can enhance understanding of customer needs and problems, 

especially changes in these needs over time, therefore facilitate modifications to existing 

products or the development of new products to better satisfy these needs (Sashi, 2012). 

Interaction also allows companies to establish a continuing dialogue with customers, obtain input 

and knowledge shared among groups of customers, and extend the reach and scope of customer 

interactions to reach competitors’ or prospective customers (Sashi, 2012). As a part of 

reciprocity, customers are able to share their views and opinions through comments, likes, 

queries, etc. and the company can respond to users’ queries, thus helping to cultivate the interest 

of users toward the brand (Potdar et al., 2018). According to Potdar et al. (2018), to ensure 

customers are willing to interact with them, marketers should offer equally interactive responses 

and provide the customer with an excellent interaction experience.  

Specifically, social interactions facilitate formation of informal relationships between customers 

and other members of the social commerce sites (Lin et al., 2018). These informal relationships 

built online are significant in the social commerce context because customers has tendency to be 

more involved in the consumption process and it drives continued interaction and repeat 

purchases (Lin et al., 2018). Empirical studies confirmed that social interaction in form of Word 

of Mouth (WOM) has been a prerequisite successful element for s-commerce (Wang & Yu, 

2015). Haenlein and Kaplan (2010) also demonstrated that consumers’ interactions with virtual 

flagship brand stores have a positive effect on consumers’ attitudes toward the associated brand 

and real-life purchase intention. Interaction helps the customers to participate, consider and 

evaluate various offerings of the company and encourages them to contribute to the value adding 

process and allows value co-creation among customer and company (Sashi, 2012).  

 

4.3.4 SATISFACTION AND TRUST  

If reciprocal interaction between company and customers result in positive attitudes such as trust 

and satisfaction, then customers will stay connected and continue to be involved and progress 

towards engagement.  
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Satisfaction is an outcome-based and psychological evaluation of the brand by the customer, 

resulting in emotional attachment and stickiness of customer with the brand (Potdar et al., 2018). 

Satisfaction has been considered as an intermediate step in the goal of marketing strategies and it 

is a necessary but not sufficient condition for customer engagement (Sashi, 2012). A customer is 

said to be satisfied if the focal brand’s performance is confirmed to be meeting the customer’s 

expectation (Potdar et al., 2018). However, dissatisfaction could happen at any stage due to e.g. 

service failure and disrupt the engagement cycle, even after the satisfaction during the purchase 

process, an one off satisfaction may not necessarily result in repurchases and a long-term 

relationship is not guaranteed (Sashi, 2012).  

A distinction has been drawn between transaction-specific and cumulative customer satisfaction, 

where transaction-specific satisfaction marks the customers’ satisfaction with a single purchase 

or service and cumulative or overall satisfaction is defined as “an overall evaluation based on 

the total purchase and consumption experience with a good or service over time” (Anderson et 

al., 1994). Hence, in the case of customer engagement in mobile applications, we suggest that 

customer satisfaction is being treated as an overall customer satisfaction based on all previous 

experiences (Dovaliene, Piligrimiene, & Masiulyte, 2016). Overall satisfaction can lead to 

customer retention over a period, and ultimately lead to emotional bonding or customer loyalty 

with the company (Potdar et al., 2018).  

Social media can increase satisfaction by providing ongoing positive experiences via 

personalized comments, personalized messages and timely replies (Potdar et al., 2018). Carlson 

et al. (2017) revealed that a brand's mobile social media brand page can facilitate consumption 

experiences, which will then translate into higher levels of customer satisfaction and positive 

CEBs towards the brand. Moreover, service quality (content quality, navigation and visual 

design, management and customer service, and system reliability and connection quality) has 

been identified as having a positive influence on WeChat users' satisfaction( Lien et al., 2017). 

Being an important component of guanxi construct, trust is closely connected to satisfaction. 

Trust is ‘‘existing when one party has confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and 

integrity” (Lien & Cao, 2014). Similar to satisfaction, trust is based on customers’ experience 

with that brand and linked to involvement in developing high level of commitment toward a 

brand (Bowden, 2009). It is regarded as the transactional basis of relationship development and it 
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develops over time after the first transaction (Lin et al., 2018). Hess & Story (2005) argued that 

trust is a necessary condition of true commitment (both affective and calculative), it transforms 

customer–brand connections from being largely cognitive in nature to more emotionally and 

affective connections associated with affiliation, identification, and attachment (Bowden, 2009).  

Trust reduces risk perception in the consumption process and encourages the development of 

long-term relationship (Liang & Yang, 2018). This is especially important in social commerce 

when uncertainty in social commerce is relatively high given the variety of user-generated 

information and the lack of face-to-face interactions (Lin et al., 2018). Trust has to be found 

significantly influence consumer attitudes, willingness to engage in word-of-mouth 

communications and purchase intention on SNSs and social commerce sites (Chu & Kim, 2011; 

Hsiao, Chuan‐Chuan Lin, Wang, Lu, & Yu, 2010; C. H. Lien & Cao, 2014; Lin et al., 2018). On 

another hand, the online environment plays a crucial role in affecting users trust in social 

commerce context. “Factors influencing social context include reputation and size of the 

company, information quality, transaction safety, communication, economic feasibility and 

WOM referrals” (Kim & Park, 2013) Additionally, the need for trust relationships depends on 

individual customers. Researchers have shown that trust is more important for more relationship-

oriented customers than for transaction-oriented customers (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999), which 

implies that in Chinese business context where guanxi is the dominant form of relationship, 

where the trust is valued more.  

Both satisfaction and trust are found to be significant and positive on customer retention and 

WOM (Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003). It has been found that trust, in the B-C context, has weaker 

influence on customer retention and WOM than satisfaction (Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003). 

However, the importance of trust is embodied in many places, e.g. service recovery when 

customers encounter a service failure, a successful service recovery may make customers very 

satisfied but he/she may loss trust for company and consequently increases the chance of 

switching (Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003). Ranaweera & Prabhu (2003) argue that to ensure both 

customer retention and WOM requires a dual strategy aimed at both increasing satisfaction and 

building a strong trust relationship. 
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4.3.5 RETENTION AND CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT  

Several studies have documented the positive effect of satisfaction and trust on customer 

retention (Gustafsson et al., 2005; Ranaweera & Prabhu, 2003). Sashi (2012) argued that 

customer retention may be the result from either overall satisfaction over time or highly positive 

emotions. Overall satisfaction, he mentioned, is a result of repurchases and past experience and 

implies a long-term relationship between company and customers. On the other hand, having 

highly positive emotions does not imply that the customer has a long-term relationship with 

company (Sashi, 2012).  

Social media can be used to help organizations improve their customer retention (Kaplan & 

Haenlein, 2010; Leeflang et al., 2014; Ngai et al., 2015). The strong effects of social media on 

customer retention have been determined and confirmed in multiple studies. However, the effects 

can be more complicated than just linear effects, as the effect of social networks depends on the 

ways of contact between customers and may vary over time (Leeflang et al., 2014). Example of 

companies using social media as customer retention tool including providing loyalty reward 

programs, which strengthens customers’ perceptions of the brand’s value proposition, causes 

them to discount their evaluations of the company vis-à-vis competitors and has a positive long-

run effect on re-purchase behaviour (Bolton et al., 2000). It has been also found that that 

providing games and prizes via text messaging (SMS) influenced customer retention (Watson et 

al., 2013).  

Potdar et al. (2018) proposed a similar concept at this stage of engagement cycle: continued 

involvement, which is a process of retaining the interest of the customers so that they remain 

engaged with the organization. It is a psychological commitment about the customer’s thoughts, 

feelings and subsequent behaviours. Continued involvement can be measured by how long users 

remain involved with a brand via social media (Potdar et al., 2018). Aligning with the concept of 

retention, it is argued that concept of continued involvement is close to highly positive emotions 

without reach a stable status, i.e. long-term relationship. Hence Potdar et al. (2018) pinpointed 

that retaining customers require continually interacting and keeping them occupied. Businesses 

can use social media to reach this goal (Potdar et al., 2018). Through social media, companies 

are able to continuously monitor brand conversations and customer interactions, understand their 

customers’ needs, problems, clarify brand related queries and please customers by frequently 
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communicating appropriate offerings that suit their needs (Potdar et al., 2018). High involvement 

of customers with the brand increases the stickiness and loyalty of customer, leading to increases 

in customer commitment (Potdar et al., 2018). According to Potdar et al. (2018), continued 

involvement through social media can be achieved through quizzes, polls, and events, which will 

facilitate an emotional bonding and intimacy with the company, resulting in the repurchase, 

customer commitment, customer loyalty and customer retention.  

 

4.3.6 COMMITMENT AND BONDING  

Commitment is the ability to develop an inner sense of obligation, fondness and biased 

behaviour in a customer toward a certain brand (Potdar et al., 2018). According to Gustafsson et 

al.(2005), commitment has two major dimensions: affective commitment and calculative 

commitment. Calculative commitment is more rational and results from a lack of choice or 

switching costs whereas affective commitment is more emotional and results from the trust 

positive experience and reciprocity in a relationship. Customer loyalty is the result of calculative 

commitment while customer delight is the result of affective commitment (Gustafsson et al., 

2005). Therefore, customers that are both delighted and loyal can be said to have commitment 

towards brand and develop an enduring relational exchange with strong emotional bonds with 

the brand (Sashi, 2012). It has been empirically proved that online community is a key influence 

on brand commitment (Kim et al., 2008). Building an online community can help company to 

further engage and collaborate with customers due to social media’s multi-dimensional, two-

way, peer-to-peer communication properties (De Vries & Carlson, 2014). There are two kinds of 

online communities - the customer autonomous community and the enterprise-oriented 

community. The latter not only affect members’ purchase behaviour, but also influences the 

brand loyalty and retention rate (Liang & Yang, 2018). 

In this sense, bonding can be described as the result of the commitment process. It is a long-term 

relationship between committed customers and the brand through frequent and continuous 

reciprocity and association (Potdar et al., 2018). As a dimension in guanxi construct, bonding 

also refers to a cooperative, personalised relationship. Geddie et al. (2005) pinpointed the 

importance of a single contact point and noted that the bonding would be stronger when 
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relationship is formed with a person instead of a firm. It is also notes that Chinese guanxi system 

concentrates on building the bond before the transaction in such a way that once the transaction 

is completed, the company and customer become one cooperative unit (Geddie et al., 2005). 

Potdar et al.(2018) also suggested that effective bonding through social media can be achieved 

through personalized comments and personalized messages, which will help the company to 

remain connected with the customer.  

 

4.3.7 E-WOM AND REFERRALS 

e-WOM and REF are the final stage of engagement cycle. Bowden (2009) indicates that 

emotional bonds within a brand-relationship ultimately drive repeat patronage and WOM 

recommendation. In the marketing context, WOM communications are defined as “informal 

communications directed at other consumers about the ownership, usage, or characteristics of 

particular goods and services and/or their sellers”(de Matos & Rossi, 2008). WOM has been 

described as a result of satisfaction, loyalty, quality, commitment, trust, and perceived value, it is 

one of the most important post-purchase behaviours in marketing context (de Matos & Rossi, 

2008). Chu & Kim (2011) indicated that e-WOM in SNSs conceptually included three aspects: 

opinion seeking, opinion giving and opinion passing. A referral or a recommendation represents 

one form of favourable WOM that is passed on by a customer about a certain product or service 

(Arenas-Gaitan et al., 2013). In other words, REF or recommendation is more emphatic on the 

aspects opinion giving and opinion passing of e-WOM.  

Though WOM is a traditional marketing tool, it has been found that SNSs promote a greater use 

of e-WOM and that WOM communication in SNSs is more dynamic than in other environments 

(Arenas-Gaitan et al. , 2013). It has been found that acquaintances and friends’ recommendations 

or even product recommendation from strangers on SNSs play a vital role in affecting consumers’ 

online purchase decisions and  promoting consumption behaviour (Hsiao et al., 2010; Ju & Tao, 

2017).  

REF via social media can be achieved through comments, shares and likes that may engender 

activation of the behavioural component of customers (Potdar et al., 2018) Particularly, 

recommendations often take place on online brand community or forum. Online communities are 
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important for sharing information about the brand and encourage new customers to become fans 

by recommendation (Carlson et al., 2017). The interaction between members can bring positive 

experiences to consumers and strength active engagement in the form of membership 

continuance, participation, and giving and receiving recommendations, which collectively 

translate into brand loyalty (Gamboa & Gonçalves, 2014).  

As referral strongly affects CEBs, companies can in turn leverage referral behaviours to further 

engage customers. Digital technologies have shifted the emphasis from relationship marketing 

with the focus on “delight your customer” to acting in the customers’ best interests and 

becoming advocates for them. Therefore, both companies and customers can play advocacy roles 

in their relationships and reciprocally influence each other (Potdar et al., 2018). Some companies 

provide loyalty or rewards programs and other incentives to customers for referrals, particularly 

among those who are very satisfied with the company (van Doorn et al., 2010). Sometimes there 

may be direct positive financial consequences for customers, which highly motivates customer to 

participate (van Doorn et al., 2010).    

 

5 METHODOLOGY 

5.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

Research design consists of different steps in the research process and carries the purpose to "… 

guide the investigator in the process of collecting, analysing, and interpreting observations," 

(Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992, p. 77,78). The aim of research design is to help the 

researcher to connect empirical data with initial research question as well as its final conclusions 

(Yin, 1994). The outline of the current research design will follow the ‘research onion’ created 

by Saunders et al. (2012) (Appendix C). The components and structure chosen for this study are 

based on the ‘research onion’ as displayed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Research Onion for the Thesis. Self-creation. 

In this thesis, the perspective of interpretivist philosophy was chosen for guiding the researchers' 

scientific viewpoint, and the abductive research approach has been a supporting pillar for 

creating research question, as well as reaching the conclusion. Qualitative method has been the 

main methodological choice, which is particularly suitable for implementation of multiple-case 

studies (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014) that are carried out at specific points in time-, hence, 

follow a cross-sectional research method. All mentioned perspectives, approaches and methods 

were utilized in the core process of data collection and data analysis of this project and will be 

further elaborated in the following section. 

 

5.2 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 

O’Gorman & MacIntosh (2014, p.57) operationalize, research philosophy as “how an 

understanding of the researcher’s perspective on a problem space can influence the results of the 

study”. Our paper presents two major ways of thinking about scientific research philosophy: 

epistemology and ontology. 

Epistemology refers to how researchers explain themselves as knowers and arrive at their beliefs. 

Epistemological position can vary from positivist, realist, and interpretivist approaches. The two 
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main research paradigms are positivism and interpretivism. The positivist approach seeks 

objective knowledge, while the interpretivist approach recognizes the 'subjectivity' of social 

phenomena and is suitable for unravelling what is still unknown (Checkland, 1999; Giddens, 

1974). Aforementioned also makes interpretivist approach the most appropriate for the research 

in business and management field (Saunders et al., 2012). As our study describes social 

phenomenon, interpretivism is adopted as a guiding paradigm for this study. Interpretivist 

approach allows us to take into consideration the subjectivity of the knowledge we produce when 

we carry out our research and makes us aware of how our own prejudices and biases could 

influence the study. We do think it is not possible to avoid any subjectivity when one studies 

multiple real-life cases and needs to meet up with professionals of every kind. Furthermore, the 

informants we met informed us about the novelty of the topic, meaning there are no grounds for 

proving objective truths. 

Interpretivism is a suitable methodology for out interviewing process because it acknowledges 

the subjectivity of the human experience. Checkland (1999, p. 57), for example points out that 

“the ‘self-consciousness’ of human beings and the ‘freedom of choice’, which that consciousness 

entails, implies that an observer can never obtain an up-to-date account of the subject’s state of 

mind, which would be correct for the agent to accept”. Hence, the reality is unknown, because 

the version that the respondent give to an interviewer is one of the many. The respondents' 

viewpoint can depend on many factors - his or her life experience, current mood, the feeling 

about the interviewer, the location, or a variety of other factors. 

Ontology deals with researcher’s assumptions on how the world operates and the nature of 

reality (Bryman & Bell, 2015). We agree that the truth is a changing concept, and in line with the 

interpretivist view focus on discovering ‘trends’, rather than ‘laws.’  Reality is multiple and 

subject to interpretation by researchers, wherein from an axiological perspective, our view is not 

unbiased or value-free, but opposite, value-laden and biased (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014). 

The writers of this thesis are aware of their own ‘subjectivity’ throughout the study. 
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5.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 

A research project can either follow deductive, inductive or abductive research approach  

Reasoning is the process where existing knowledge is used to draw conclusions, make 

predictions and construct explanations (Thagard & Shelley, 1997). The deductive approach aims 

to test hypotheses, beginning with the general statement and moving towards specific examples 

(Goswami, 2010). Hence, the conclusion of the deductive approach is usually based on 

previously known facts and definitions. Induction, on the other hand, begins by looking at a 

number of single cases, observes if there is a pattern forming and generalizes based on that 

pattern (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009). This thesis utilizes an abductive approach, which is a 

synthesis of inductive and deductive reasoning Abductive approach is favored because it takes a 

point of departure from the empirical basis like in inductive reasoning and does not reject 

theoretical preconceptions like the deductive approach. The abductive approach provides the 

chance of preceding the analysis of the empirical research with previous theoretical studies in the 

literature that can act as inspirations for the discovery of patterns that bring understanding about 

the social phenomena (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009). Similarly, we think, the research process 

should be dynamic; theories and data are developed in a reciprocal loop along the research 

process. An abductive approach allows us to be open-minded when we approach our final 

conclusions. In the Figure 3 below the reader can see the abductive research process that we have 

adopted in this thesis. It starts with the deductive method of gathering theories based on a 

literature review and establishing a research question by combining knowledge from the 

literature review with empirical observations. At the same time, we create the assumptions 

(hypotheses) that become a basis for our interview guideline in data collection. Thereafter, both 

an inductive and deductive approach will be applied concurrently so that the theoretical 

framework is affected both by inductive and deductive research methods, which in turn influence 

the process of data analysis. The paper aims to become finalized by creating new knowledge. 
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Figure 3. Abductive Research Process Model. Self-creation. 

 

5.4 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

If the research design is a plan to answer the research question, then there also needs to be a 

research strategy for implementing that plan. In this paper, multiple case studies were chosen as 

a research strategy, because it “… investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and 

within its real-life context,” (Yin, 2009, p.18). Due to the rapid changes taking place in the 

development of the WeChat platform1 , we wanted to make sure that the information we gathered 

was valid in current context and that it showcases the situation most near to the real-life 

circumstances. Hence, it was of utmost importance, in our opinion, to include the practical 

knowledge of real professionals, as well as to showcase the recent features of the platform, and 

incorporate that with the information gathered from public WeChat accounts. 

Case studies can be divided into explanatory, exploratory and descriptive, where the explanatory 

approach is widely used for theory testing and seeking for explanation. The exploratory method 

is chosen when the present literature and knowledge is inadequate, and descriptive case studies 

provide rich and comprehensive descriptions of an object of study (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 

2014, p.68). For current analysis, exploratory case study method was considered the most 

                                                        
1 WeChat platform was released in 2011, and its store services opened in 2016 
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suitable as it allows exploration and discovery of new knowledge about the studied topic - usage 

of WeChat among the lifestyle and furniture firms - an area which is poorly comprehended by 

researchers prior to now. 

In our study, one case is defined as one firm. Similar information about each case (firm) was 

gathered, including both primary qualitative data (interviews) and secondary data (company's 

WeChat page and other publicly available data), with the purpose to receive valid and reliable 

outcomes. When analysing multiple case studies, two layers of analysis were applied 1) within-

case analysis and 2) cross-case analysis. First, within-case analysis allowed the researchers to 

explore each case in-depth as a standalone entity. For example, it helped discover that FikaFika 

was not only a retailer like we had assumed from the secondary data before the interview, but its 

business also covered helping other firms to create their WeChat accounts and online shops and 

provided catering services to firms in China. It can be argued that this kind of detailed 

understanding of each case also results in more valuable cross-case analysis as each case's unique 

attributes and details were not overlooked. Secondly, cross-case analysis was carried out by 

detecting similarities and dissimilarities across the cases. Essential elements and general patterns 

were identified and the interpretations on findings allowed us to further develop the theoretical 

framework which became the basis for overall analysis (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014).  

Using multiple cases for research is preferred by handful of researchers, because evidence from 

multiple cases is more compelling, robust and generalizable (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014; 

Herriott & Firestone, 1983). We believe that using multiple cases gives us an opportunity to view 

the way firms communicate with their customers on social commerce. This allowed us to notice 

certain tendencies that were common to all firms, as well as let us discover the outliers. In terms 

of time horizon, this paper has been following cross-sectional method, meaning the research has 

been limited to specific time frame, more specifically it was conducted from November 2017 

until March 2018. As the industry of WeChat marketing and services is still very new and has 

tendency to develop rapidly towards unpredicted directions, conducting research during this 

limited amount of time can guarantee higher reliability of our findings. 
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5.5 DATA COLLECTION 

This section will give an overview of the process of data collection. First, the description of 

primary and secondary data collected provides the reader with an understanding of the 

methodology used for exploring different cases. Next, the advantages and disadvantages of 

qualitative interviews will be discussed, and the process of preparing and conducting the semi-

structured interviews will be described in detail, including the approach used for creating an 

interview guide and the explanation about researchers’ choice of respondents. Lastly, we will 

elaborate on the data analysis process. 

 

5.5.1 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA 

Generally, data can be divided into primary and secondary data. According to Malhotra & Birks 

(2007), primary data consists of data entirely collected for a particular study by researchers, 

while the secondary data are pre-collected for other research purposes and are accessible for 

application. This study follows the guideline of many scholars to start with secondary sources to 

answer the research question, and if the secondary data was not providing enough information to 

answer the research questions, the primary data was collected (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010). In 

application of this principle, the literature review was written on basis of available data about 

mobile marketing, social commerce, WeChat strategies and the internationalization process in 

the digitalized world, from this literature review, we discovered a lack of information about 

studies on how foreign companies struggle to enter Chinese online-shopping environment. Next, 

primary data was collected in form of interviews, observations of WeChat activities, recordings, 

email conversations, photos, and other artefacts. Lastly, primary data was supplemented with 

secondary data, providing a comparison instrument with which to interpret and understand 

primary data. Secondary data consisted mainly of publicly available data such as WeChat 

accounts' page of companies, company websites, online stores, newspaper articles, and academic 

journals. 
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5.5.2 QUALITATIVE METHOD 

The qualitative methods applied in this thesis consist of 1) in-depth interviews with company 

representatives (Appendix I - N) an expert interview (Appendix O). The primary source of 

empirical evidence was in-depth company interviews, which gave deeper insights into the factors 

affecting the firms' decisions on their WeChat activities. The expert interview provided us with 

additional information about the best practices that companies could put into use when executing 

their WeChat communication strategies. 

 

5.5.3 COMPANY INTERVIEWS 

In this thesis, six interviews were conducted, out of which five were face-to-face, and one was 

carried out through WeChat call. Except for the interview with Chinese agent company of 

Marimekko, Sidefame Ltd., where Chinese was used, all other interviews were carried out in 

English.  

The face-to-face interview has its advantages over video call interview. According to Hague  

(2002), face-to-face interview gives better explanations, allows to dive deep into the topic, and 

guarantees a higher level of accuracy. The face and body expressions give a hint if the 

respondent may be hiding something, is excited, seems nervous or ironic when talking about 

certain topics (Kvale, 2007). All mentioned behaviour and emotions were detected during our 

interviews with different respondents and were reflected upon in our interview diary (Appendix 

E), which in turn helped the interviewers better judge the actual meaning of the respondent’s 

answer.  

When conducting face-to-face interviews, better explanations were also possible as there was 

less pressure on time and the respondent could refer to physical artefacts. For example, certain 

products or their WeChat account in their smartphone helped explain what he/she was meaning. 

Being on location, which in our case was Zaozuo’s & Roesendahl’s office, FikaFika’s shop-café 

and HAY’s shop, also validated some of the respondents’ answers, for example, about the 

number of employees, working environment, management style, and product selection in the 

shop.  
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The depth of the interview was guaranteed by interviewer’s presence at the place. When 

interviewing the respondent face-to-face, it is not easy for the respondent to leave or refuse to 

answer any questions, which would be possible in case of having telephone interview or 

anonymous online survey. 

The main disadvantage of face-to-face interviewing is the difficulty of managing and 

coordinating the meeting time and place, and the high travel cost. Due to time pressure and 

geographical distance, one WeChat call was carried out with the expert located in China. Video 

interviewing is considered a more convenient and cost-effective alternative to interviewing at the 

specific place. Additionally, interview questions that rose after the interview were later consulted 

upon with the firms in contact through WeChat chat function and/or email as important 

supplementary data. 

 

5.5.3.1 INTERVIEW PREPARATION 

Prior to our interviews, main topics were identified based on findings from academic literature to 

act as general framework of themes that should be explored in the interview, and the observation 

of WeChat activities of each company. To encourage the respondents to contribute freely, the 

interview was designed to be semi-structured and the questions were kept as bias-free, open-

ended and non-leading as possible to avoid influencing the respondent's answers. The purpose of 

choosing a semi-structured interview was to let the respondents explore the topic freely and bring 

forth some of their expert knowledge and practical experience of their field (Kvale, 2007). 

 

5.5.3.2 INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Even though the researchers of this thesis have chosen a qualitative method for gathering 

primary data, some parts of the semi-structured interview guide were established based on our 

hypotheses, which is a method more commonly used under the choice of quantitative research, 

where the hypotheses are proved to be valid or not valid throughout the analysis. However, in 

this study the chosen hypotheses, which were based on the findings from previous literature, only 

held the role of supporting the establishment of the interview guide, and until now have proved 

to be effective for exploring specific subtopics related to relevant theories. 
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The first interview guide was based on the hypotheses and other areas of interest. Thereafter, the 

interview guide was modified into version number two, so that it could include introductory 

questions that have the purpose to create a relaxing atmosphere and are easy and enjoyable for 

the respondent to answer. Next, the main questions were presented in a logical order according to 

the theme, and following the suggestion of Brinkmann & Kvale (2015), several probing, follow 

up and specifying questions were prepared to assure the richness of the interview discoveries. 

All together six longer interviews and one short discussion were carried out, of which all of those 

were following one overall framework. Slight modifications were made according to the specific 

situation and business mode of a particular company and supplementary questions were added to 

the main interview guide where necessary. As a result, seven versions of the interview guide 

were utilised. See the basis for all interview guides from Appendix F. 

 

5.5.3.3 CHOICE OF RESPONDENTS 

When we started to choose the respondents, the research question served as a precondition that 

restricted the choice of respondents and allowed only a focus on the lifestyle/furniture companies 

in Nordic countries that were present in Chinese social media and use WeChat as a marketing 

and service channel. The amount of Nordic lifestyle/furniture companies we were able to find 

from WeChat platform in November 2017 were in total 7 Danish, Swedish and Finnish firms. 

We contacted every firm and 4 out of 7 agreed to be interviewed. However, as the research is 

attentive to the best practices of WeChat marketing strategies, interviewing local Chinese 

companies was considered as of necessity because local companies can be used as a reference to 

examine how well foreign companies adapt to local social media environment and how well they 

communicate with local customers. Therefore, two relatively successful Chinese companies with 

similar size, years of operating and industry respectively were chosen to be interviewed. Table 2 

below summarizes the information about the company interviews. 
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Table 2 

Information about Interviews with Firms. Self-creation. 

Date of Interview Firm's Name Field of 

Expertise 

Respondents Type of Interview Interview 

Location 

Length of 

Interview 

Dec. 22nd, 2017 Zaozuo Brand 

Marketing 

Boris semi-structured   

face-to-face 

Zaozuo office 

(Beijing) 

45min 

Jan. 9th, 2017 NIHAO CPH CEO Rasmus semi-structured 

face-to-face 

CBS study room, 

(Copenhagen) 

75min 

Jan. 19th, 2018 HAY Marketing 

Professional 

Jingjing free conversation 

face-to-face 

HAY shop 

(Beijing) 

20min 

Jan. 23rd, 2018 FikaFika Operations 

Managers 

Dian semi-structured 

face-to-face 

FikaFika cafe-

shop (Beijing) 

50min 

Jan. 30th, 2018 Marimekko WeChat 

admin 

Kaki & Doris semi-structured 

phone call 

WeChat voice call 55min 

Feb. 28th, 2018 Rosendahl Business 

Developer 

Asia 

Jianjun semi-structured 

face-to-face 

Rosendahl office 

(Copenhagen) 

72min 

Mar. 22nd, 2018 ChinaChannel WeChat 

expert 

Matthew semi-structured 

face-to-face 

CBS 

Porcelænshaven 

(Copenhagen) 

30min 

 

During the process of choosing respondents and before the interviews we set two main goals: 1) 

to obtain a holistic overview of the current situation about WeChat usage among foreign and 

Chinese companies within same industry 2) to gather as robust data as possible to assure the 

validity and reliability of the research outcomes. 

 

5.5.3.4 INTERVIEW PROCEDURE 

At the beginning of the interview, the interviewers briefly introduced themselves and the 

respondent was informed about the aim of the research, and the usage of recorder. Thereafter, the 

respondents were asked one warm-up question, which was about how they started working for 

the company.  

To establish good contact with the respondent, the interviewers attentively listened to the 

interviewees’ thoughts, showed interest, understanding and respect for what the respondent said, 

and tried to express their own questions as clearly as possible. To encourage the respondent to 
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contribute freely, open approach was kept with the help of enquiring questions. When the 

respondents did not provide enough information about certain topics and only gave simple 

answers, probing or interpreting questions were followed in an attempt to elicit more relevant 

and useful information.     

As suggested by Spradley (1979), we attempted to understand the respondent’s point of view, the 

meaning of their experience, and explanations. Due to the fact that the interviewees were 

professionals from the field of WeChat marketing and social media management, operations 

management, and business development, their experience with regards to the WeChat platform 

was varied, and every new angle contributed to the holistic overview on the topic. The semi-

structured interview style gave the interviewees more freedom to discuss certain topics the way 

they found comfortable for themselves, thus, the interviewer was more in the role of a listener 

and did not control the interview rigidly (Kvale, 2007). However, the free and open nature of 

semi-structure interview posed some challenges. For example, sometimes the interview was not 

following the expected order, or some of the later questions were answered naturally beforehand. 

As a result, the interviewers had to be flexible and adjust following questions so that the 

interview continued in a natural manner, and towards the end of the interview unanswered 

questions needed to be raised. Hence, the way interviews developed from the beginning to the 

end could have been different depending on the way the interviewer asked and respondent chose 

to answer to the questions.  

At the end of interview, most of the interviews were concluded by debriefing the interviewee, 

asking if the interviewees have anything more to say and by the interviewer(s) mentioning some 

of the new insights obtained from the interview.    

 

5.5.3.5 DATA ANALYSIS PROCESS 

The interviews were recorded by smartphone, iPad or laptop recorder, and after each interview 

reflections about the meeting were written in the interview diary, which allowed the researchers 

to be aware of their own subjectivity as well as peculiarity and details of the social context 

during the interview which could not illustrated in transcripts (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014). 

See an example of a reflection in Appendix E.  
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Later, the transcription of the interviews was written down. For transcriptions see Appendices 6-

11. Once a majority of the interviews were transcribed, the overview file of the main findings 

(Appendix G) was created with the purpose to detect overall commonalities and differences 

between the cases, this helped to create the basis for further analysis and to categorise cases into 

specific groups.  

Next, the interviews were coded with the NVivo program so that the qualitative data could be 

gathered into manageable ´chunks´, based on the system of labelling and categorising priori 

(before) and posteriori (after) the data collection (Sinkovics et al., 2008). The codes before data 

collection were drawn from two sources - the literature review and previously developed 

theoretical framework, whereas the codes after data collection emerged from the data itself. This 

kind of mixture of priori and posteriori codes is characteristic of the abductive research approach, 

where theoretical framework is a guiding tool for analysis and, at the same time, empirical data is 

analysed through the exploratory method, which itself facilitates discovering new findings 

(O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014). 

When analysing evidence, we began with individual case' analysis, and then expanded to cross-

case analysis. The method of triangulation of evidence was used during data analysis (Hayman 

& Tulving, 1989a). The triangulation metaphor itself comes originally from navigation and 

military strategy,  and refers to the use of ”… multiple reference points to locate an object’s 

exact position,“ (Jick, 1979, p.602). For the data analysis in this project there are at least three 

'reference points' or sources of evidence used for each case - company interviews, companies' 

WeChat pages and other publicly available information and previously written research. 

Different sources of primary and secondary data provided new perspectives on the main research 

question, leading to more nuanced and valuable findings. 

 

5.6 QUALITY OF RESEARCH 

Healy & Perry (2000) argue that reliability and validity are essential criterion for quality in 

quantitative paradigms. However, in qualitative paradigms the concepts of credibility, neutrality, 

confirmability, consistency, dependability, applicability, or transferability all qualify as essential 

criteria for quality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Those concepts will also be used in following 
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sections as the confirmation for reliability and validity of this research. No single research 

method is one hundred per cent certain and agreeable, however, and the justification that the 

researcher makes "for the linkage between the nature of your topic, the kinds of data required, 

the types of analysis prevalent within the research tradition of your chosen methods and kinds of 

insights, findings or knowledge claims that you can subsequently produce ...," (O’Gorman & 

MacIntosh, 2014) attempt to reach the optimal validity and reliability of the project. In this study, 

the authors have made use of multiple data sources to maximize the quality of research 

conducted. 

To assure the quality of secondary data, the researchers have followed Scott's (1990) four criteria 

of evaluation – authenticity, credibility, representativeness, and meaning. First, the emphasis was 

set on making sure that journals and public sources were authentic by being able to trace the 

original source. Next, representativeness was evaluated by looking at how typical or untypical 

the previous writings were.  Last, meaning was detected on the basis of how comprehensible the 

journals or other sources were. 

The measuring of the quality of primary data is discussed in following sections of reliability and 

validity. 

 

5.6.1 RELIABILITY 

According to Stenbacka (2001), in qualitative study the concept of reliability carries the aim of 

generating understanding. If in quantitative research reliability refers to possibility to replicate 

the processes and the results, then in qualitative research, such definition of reliability is 

epistemologically counter-intuitive - the essence of reliability for qualitative research lies with 

consistency, where certain level of variability for results is tolerated, provided the chosen 

methodology and epistemological approach consistently produce data that are ontologically 

similar but differ in richness within comparable dimensions (Carcary, 2009; Grossoehme, 2014). 

The researchers of this thesis have carefully chosen their epistemological stand point as well as 

consistently relied on their ontological approach.   

O’Gorman & MacIntosh (2014) argue in case research there must be well-defined practices used 

for gathering data and applying analysis, so that the reliability of the research can be affirmed. 
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The researchers have utilised the following three approaches for confirming trustworthiness of 

their research: 

As mentioned in the Data Analysis Process paragraph, in this thesis triangulation of evidence 

(Hayman & Tulving, 1989b) was a method used for data analysis. This method strongly focuses 

on the representativeness of different sources, and as a result, limits the potential for researcher 

bias and aims to increase the reliability of research findings (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2014).  

Another method used for increasing reliability was replication logic (Rowley, 2002), which was 

applied during the selection of cases, where cases from same industry and geographical region 

were gathered to guarantee more reliable development of generalized conclusions. 

Finally, the researchers decided to write an interview diary (Carp & Carp, 1981) with a purpose 

to maintain a journal that could help reflect their observations and feelings after interviews as 

well as note down their decision-making process during the research. The journal allowed the 

researchers to assess their own subjectivity, which goes in hand with the interpretivist philosophy 

of this research. 

 

5.6.2 VALIDITY 

Validity in social sciences refers to the issue of whether the chosen method investigates what it 

intends to investigate (Yin, 1994). Validity can be classified into three types – construct, internal 

and external validity.  

Construct validity is about the credibility of the results of the study. Since, the purpose of 

qualitative research is to describe, understand, and explore the phenomena from the perspective 

of practitioners, there is no one truth, and only the participants in the research can legitimately 

judge if the results are believable and credible. We used diary writing as a method to keep track 

on the credibility of our research and followed the same interview frame to maintain consistency 

in the research, while the additional questions of interview guide released rich results about the 

topic within similar dimensions. 

The internal validity refers to the extent to which the outcomes of the study reflect the goal of the 

research and the social reality of the informants (Daymon & Holloway, 2010). We believe that 

the company interviews and other supplementary findings about each case correlate to what we 
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intended to research. Company representatives that have professional experience with the 

WeChat platform and Chinese market could offer invaluable insights about the investigated topic. 

However, the researchers were critical about informants' subjective perspectives with taking their 

professional background and possible motives into consideration (for example, to promote the 

brand, or hide some information). To increase the internal validity, we also observed their 

corporate WeChat page and other social media platforms to see if there was any evidence 

verifying the initial claims of the respondents.  

External validity refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research can be 

generalized or transferred to other settings. According to Yin (2009), external validity of single 

case studies is most criticised by the supporters of positivist research approach. However, it is 

possible to increase the external validity of case studies by using multiple cases that fall under 

similar dimensions. We used 4 Nordic companies from similar size and 2 successful Chinese 

companies as a comparison. Also, we included companies that allowed us to analyse the situation 

from multiple angles. Three of the firms are Nordic companies enter into Chinese market, two 

are the intermediary companies- one Chinese and another Danish- that help small Nordic 

companies to enter China, there is also a Chinese company – a successful example that Nordic 

companies could learn from. Additionally, we interviewed Marimekko from both the partner side 

and the headquarter side to enhance validity of the data. In the analysis part, we have created a 

very transparent overview of each company case so that the reader could evaluate directly if the 

cases are covering same dimensions. 

 

6 ANALYSIS 

6.1 WECHAT PLATFORM ANALYSIS 

This section provides the description of WeChat Personal and Official accounts and the analysis 

on different honeycomb building blocks with the purpose to discover how the aspect of WeChat 

platform functionalities and design construct the channels of interaction for the users and 

businesses. The first part of WeChat platform discussion 6.1.1 will introduce possibilities offered 

by WeChat Personal accounts, under which the Identity and Relationship honeycomb building 

blocks will be analysed. In the second part of the discussion 6.1.2, we will look at WeChat 
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Official accounts, which are mainly used for business purposes. We will also take a closer look 

at WeChat’s Sharing, Conversation, Groups and Reputation building blocks to understand which 

of those building blocks are dominant in WeChat. Thereafter, an overall conclusion on WeChat 

honeycomb is drawn, and an additional building block will be suggested. 

WeChat accounts can be put into two categories: Personal and Official accounts (Figure 4) 

Official accounts fall into four types: 1) Subscription and 2) Service accounts which are 

commonly used by firms for branding and marketing purposes, 3) Enterprise accounts, and the 

recently added 4) Mini Program.  

 

Figure 4. WeChat account types classification. Self-creation. 

6.1.1 WECHAT PERSONAL ACCOUNT 

The WeChat Personal account interface has four main functions on the bottom of the page, 

which are “WeChat (or Chat)”, “Contacts”, “Discover” and “Me”.  Out of those four the 

“WeChat (or Chat)” is the most popular one, allowing users to chat with friends privately as well 

as in groups. On the “WeChat” contact list one can not only message their friends but also track 

companies’ official Service accounts, whose messages appear in a similar manner as the friends’ 

messages. There is a separate folder appearing alongside friends in the “chat” section for 

Subscription accounts, in which new notifications appear sequentially from the top of folder. 

These notifications can be opened any time the user is interested in knowing more about the 

brand he/she is following (Figure 5). 
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The second function of “Contacts” consists of the list of all the user’s contacts.  

 

Figure 5.  “Subscription accounts” folder under “Chat” function. Source: http://dmb-

shanghai.com/marketing/guide-wechat-official-accounts-top-five/ [Accessed 04.05.2018] 

 

The third, and second most often used function after “WeChat (or Chat)” is the “Moments” page 

under “Discover” function (Figure 6). “Moments” or “Friends Circle” is a Facebook-wall alike 

timeline that allows users to post their life events or share anything of interest. “Moments” 

allows the user to maintain a user profile where the user can post photos, small videos and status 

updates, publicly or privately - for the user’s friends to comment and like. WeChat is unique as it 

allows users to self-define their private space and users can control which friends can view their 

“Moments” updates and choose whose “Moments” they do not want to see on their wall. 

Moreover, the liking process in WeChat is more private, each user can only see the activity from 

their own contacts, which means one can only see other people liking his/her friends’ posts if 

she/he is connected to them. Thus, the total count of likes stays unknown to anyone other than 

the person who released the post.  

http://dmb-shanghai.com/marketing/guide-wechat-official-accounts-top-five/
http://dmb-shanghai.com/marketing/guide-wechat-official-accounts-top-five/
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Figure 6. “Moments page” under “Discover” function.  Source: http://blog.wechat.com/2015/ 06/12/tech-tip-

your-guide-to-wechat-moments/ [Accessed 04.05.2018] 

The fourth feature on WeChat’s right bottom corner is “Me”. “Me” > ”Wallet” is one of the key 

features distinguishing WeChat from other social media APPs as it integrates WeChat strongly 

into people’s everyday life, more than any other social media APP available in the 

world(Walkthechat, 2018). When using “Wallet” function, the users can do all kinds of 

transactions and activities directly through WeChat, they can order a taxi, top up mobile, pay for 

utilities, transfer money, and access different kinds of public services. However, it is important to 

note here, that for the function of “Wallet” to be safe to use for the users and businesses, the 

WeChat APP is gathering official information about the real user identity and user’s bank card 

and mobile phone. 

Underneath we will discuss Honeycomb model’s two building blocks, which assess the way 

identity and relationships are formed in WeChat. 

 

6.1.1.1 IDENTITY 

Honeycomb’s Identity building block assesses the extent to which users reveal their identities to 

each other in the social media platform (Kietzmann et al., 2011) (Figure 7). 

http://blog.wechat.com/2015/%2006/12/tech-tip-your-guide-to-wechat-moments/
http://blog.wechat.com/2015/%2006/12/tech-tip-your-guide-to-wechat-moments/
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Tencent (the company owning WeChat) knows a user’s real identity if the user decides to use the 

functions connected to the “Me” > “Wallet”. Interestingly, the majority of users in WeChat 

create fake profiles, but also that friends added on WeChat contact based on their real-life 

networking. On the other hand, the operators of Subscription and Service accounts (owned by 

businesses) have no authority to access their follower’s “Moments” or their dialogue records 

unless the company has set up a Personal account, where same rules apply as for usual users. 

Official accounts are able to collect limited amount of backstage data about followers’ behaviour 

such as their geographical location or gender (F. Zhao, 2016).  

‘  

Figure 7. WeChat honeycomb model. Self-creation. 

 

It is argued that identifying real person behind the username and having such private Moments’ 

settings in WeChat can also be affected by the political ideology in People’s Republic of China, 

where the communication censorship organ does not favor facilitating political activism or 

grassroot movements (Wang & Gu, 2016). However, even if the APP is designed very 

thoughtfully, it can still happen from time to time that user's messages will be deleted or his/her 

account will be blocked if it includes keywords or political messages that the government 

censorship office does not find appropriate. These private settings have also facilitated more 

intimate relation between the customers and businesses, where personalized services can be 

provided as discussed under the 4.1.2 Conversations paragraph. 
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6.1.1.2 RELATIONSHIPS 

The Relationships building block pays attention to the way users relate to each other (Kietzmann 

et al., 2011). 

Unlike Facebook, where many people decide to have public profiles and the number of shares 

and likes of posts can be seen by everyone, WeChat have decided to focus on more intimacy of 

the relationships. By having more restricted settings of privacy for users, WeChat individuals' 

influence is not spread to as large amount of public as it could happen in Facebook, but only 

targeted through the selected friends’ circles. In WeChat, the relationship between the users is 

mostly based on already established relationship in a real-world setting, so the users’ online 

relationship is extremely strong (Li et al., 2016). Ju & Tao (2017) argue, WeChat “Friends Circle” 

provides an interpersonal communication mode, with strong relationships mainly and weak 

relationships as the supplementary, which allows very fast and effective information 

dissemination and also expands people’s real communication space (Ju & Tao, 2017). Kietzmann 

et al. (2011) claim that the way how information is spread depends on how users are connected. 

When WeChat users share anything on “Moments” or in private chat, it will help them to nourish 

their old and new relationships (Kietzmann et al., 2011). The information exchange among users 

is containing more consideration of building and maintaining relationships, hence, the WeChat 

platform serves the purpose of relationship maintenance rather than increasing the users’ 

popularity and/or reputation (Zhao, 2016). 

 

6.1.2 WECHAT OFFICIAL ACCOUNT 

6.1.2.1 OPENING ACCOUNT FOR BUSINESSES 

WeChat enables companies and individuals to create WeChat Official accounts to promote their 

company or brand. Companies that want to create their own WeChat Official account are 

required to have following two documents: 1) Chinese Business License (营业执照) obtained by 

a local company and 2) Chinese ID (身份证) of a Chinese national with a WeChat payment 

account. If the company does not have a Chinese Business License, Option 1 would be to 

register a company (WFOE – Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise) in China which is a costly and 
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lengthy at least 6 months process, or Option 2 is to use a third-party business license, e.g. 

borrow it from another Chinese entity
 
(Walkthechat, 2018). 

WeChat Official accounts are to some extent similar to Facebook pages: anybody can follow and 

receive push notifications from them (Walkthechat, 2018). As mentioned earlier, there are two 

types of WeChat Official accounts most commonly used for WeChat Marketing: Subscription 

accounts and Service accounts. The Mini Program is designed for companies that want their 

service APP to be directly connected to and be visible on WeChat, and the Enterprise accounts 

are used for companies’ internal management. The Mini Program and Enterprise accounts are not 

relevant to our current study as all the companies we have been interviewing use either 

Subscription or Service account (Interviews 1-6, Jan-March, 2018). 

 

6.1.2.2 INTERFACE OF OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS 

Both Service and Subscription accounts allow companies to design a navigation-menu with 

two-tier menu bar. The first level restricts to 3 tabs as maximum, the second level allows 5 tabs 

as maximum. Menu items can be used to categorize contents and they can trigger 1) message 

interaction, which includes sharing text, pictures, videos, surveys, URL sharing and WeChat 

cards; 2) HTML5 pages such as websites, WeChat coupons, WeChat native membership card 

page, WeChat native store page and WeChat poll page and 3) WeChat APP functions, for 

example QR code scanner or location picker. Hence, WeChat offers firms many objects that can 

be shared with their followers, and some of which their followers, in turn, can share with their 

WeChat friends. 

WeChat menu items can be linked to previous articles and a WeChat store that sells products or 

services. There are usually two ways to build a WeChat store: one solution is to simply build an 

independent website and integrate the WeChat API for WeChat-specific functions. The 

disadvantage of this solution is that it is costly and requires developers have abundant knowledge 

of the WeChat ecosystem. Another solution is to use a shop platform provided by WeChat to 

create online stores directly on platform. The constraint of this solution is that customization is 

limited (Walkthechat, 2018). 

In following Sharing, Conversations, Groups and Reputation building blocks will be elaborated 

on. 
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6.1.2.3 SHARING 

Sharing relates to the extent to which users exchange the objects online and, consequently, the 

degree to which users associate with each other (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

One of the key tools of marketing under the Subscription and Service accounts is sending out 

messages (posts) in form of stories about the product to users who have decided to follow the 

company. However, there is a limited quota of messages that the firm can send out: Service 

accounts appear as “friends” in the main “Chat” feed of the user and can send our four messages 

per month, thus, the posts are more visible for the user but the amount of posts sent is smaller. 

Subscription accounts are stacked into a specific folder and can send out one message per day, 

indicating more information can be shared, but it is not guaranteed that the user takes the step 

further to open the Subscriptions accounts folder on the “Chat” feed (Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8. The possibilities for Subscription and Service account users. Source: https://china channel.co/wechat-

official-account-features-whats-possible/ [Accessed 03.03.2018] 
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Besides the content businesses can share with their followers, the WeChat platform, in turn, 

facilitates users’ sharing behaviour by allowing users to share the Subscription or Service 

account posts to their contacts via private chat, chat groups or as their WeChat Moment. As a 

result, the rate of post sharing determines the degree to which the firms’ message can reach its 

non-following users and attract more followers. Sharing is one of the key activities WeChat 

communication is based on, and, businesses trying to benefit from it must create the content that 

users find worth sharing (Bija & Balaş, 2014). 

Interestingly, there are also companies that have found their own solution for escaping the 

restricted amount of content marketing permitted by WeChat (4 times a month). For example, 

Zaozuo created its own Zaozuo APP, and aims to use WeChat more as a bridge bringing 

customers from WeChat to their own application, where they have more freedom for the amount 

and visualisation of the content they want to share with their customers (Zaozuo, Interview 1, 

Dec 22, 2017). Another way firms can expand the amount of shared content in WeChat is by 

using different account types at the same time. Some companies use both Service and 

Subscription accounts, which in the case of Zaozuo and Rosendahl; or like Hay, have two 

Subscription accounts simultaneously. Or like Marimekko, have created several additional 

Personal accounts managed by staff in physical stores, which facilitate more intimate 

conversations and content sharing with their customers (Interview 1,5,6; Dec 22, Jan 30, Feb 28, 

2018). 

Hence, WeChat content sharing clearly has its limits to it. This forces businesses to create 

content with the tools they have in such way that it really can reach and engage the users to share.  

 

6.1.2.4 CONVERSATIONS 

WeChat platform delimits users with a frame where conversations take place. 

The Conversations building block reflects upon how users communicate with each other in a 

social media setting (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

One of the major functions of WeChat is messaging, which is the core facilitator of the 

conversations among individuals, groups and businesses. WeChat’s messaging interface from the 

Official account perspective provides various types of interactions, from the usual text messages, 
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videos, pictures and audio, to more unique WeChat specific features such as red envelopes and 

WeChat cards. From the user perspective, when the user initiates a dialogue with an Official 

account, WeChat offers very individualized interaction experiences. WeChat builds a private 

conversation page which makes users feel like they are talking to an individual (Mei et al., 2016). 

The account can send an automated response based on users’ info and keywords that user wrote, 

allowing brand to provide quick and relevant replies in an instant. Voice messages can also be 

processed to extract keywords with the help of speech to text analysis. Additionally, the welcome 

message can be customized according to multiple criteria and keywords including user language, 

QR code, and registration info. Also, the number-based message interaction tree appears if users 

click on one of the criteria (Mei et al., 2016).  

According to Mei et al. (2016) WeChat provides customers with dynamic dialogs, which serves 

users with customized answers and guidance based on users’ profile information and inserted 

messages. Businesses can apply API processing, which extends the native messaging system 

capability with a server. Server can analyse and process the user replies with personalized 

information (Mei et al., 2016). This kind of processing system can also be applied, for example, 

to product personalization and automated “Siri-like” concierge services
 
(ChinaChannel, 2018c). 

For instance, in August 2016 Dior launched a limited edition run of 200 customizable handbags 

each priced at 28,000 RMB ($4,210) exclusively based on information gathered from WeChat 
 

(ChinaChannel, 2018a). Hence, Conversations function also serves as an intelligent tool for 

marketing research. 

 

6.1.2.5 GROUPS 

The building block - Groups - is about whether and how users can build communities and sub-

communities (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

Groups in WeChat allow users to form communities and, in comparison to sharing posts on 

WeChat “Moments”, discussing opinions on certain topics in groups give the user more 

confidence, because he/she knows that the other group members are likely to carry similar values 

and/or consumption characters (Zhao, 2016).  
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It is noted that groups function is detached from conversation function, which means that 

companies are not able to have tripartite talks on their official account but need to create extra 

groups chat to have both companies-customer interaction and inter-customer interaction. 

However, once the company has established these groups, they may become good for pre-testing 

whether the shared post will be liked by the target audience (Zhao, 2016). For example, Zaozuo 

has created several chat groups where the customers can discuss their experiences of new 

products (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018).  

Kietzmann et al. (2011) argue the bigger the group of friends and followers the more ‘social’ the 

network. We think this point of view is contradictory to measure the group dynamics in WeChat 

as from our Zaozuo’s group chat observation it appears that the smaller groups of friends in 

WeChat tend to carry out livelier conversations and share and exchange higher amount of objects 

than the bigger groups (Engeström, 2005). According to our findings, the aspect of ‘sociality’, 

the degree to which individuals associate, in WeChat is not connected to the size of the group but 

affected by the strength of the friendships. 

 

6.1.2.6 REPUTATION 

Reputation or popularity can be measured by the number of friends, number of likes or any other 

influential indicators (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

The Reputation building block does not play very significant role in WeChat, however, 

discussing this building block is important from the firm’s perspective. WeChat designers have 

built into the platform some limitations or so called ‘protective walls’ that hinder the spread of 

bad reputation. The users’ networking system is designed in a way that brand’s reputation can be 

very easily controlled. Unless the firm creates a group chat, users cannot interact with other 

brand followers, and only individual channels are available between the user and the business. In 

addition, the owner of Official account has the right to decide which user comments to show to 

or hide from other followers. Hence, WeChat has created an environment where the quick spread 

of negative (and sometimes also positive) reputation is hindered, and the users are forced into a 

somewhat unvoiced position in groups but can take more powerful stand in their individual 

relation to businesses. 
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6.1.3 OTHER FUNCTIONS  

In addition to above mentioned main features of WeChat Personal and Official accounts, there 

are also some other key features that play important role in providing faster and more 

convenient services for business activities. There is a significant push by WeChat in recent years 

to improve the tools available to brands in order to add value to their business and provide 

benefits to their customers (Tencent, 2018). In the opinion of Rasmus, CEO of NIHAO CPH, 

“WeChat is like a blank paper, you can do almost everything you want, it is a combined all in 

one function” (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018). Those features and tools are categorized 

under different business activities.   

As one of the big 3 payment options2 for Chinese consumers, WeChat Pay (Appendix H) is now 

a commonly accepted method of payment in most stores and restaurants across China. Scanning 

QR codes builds a smooth gateway from the offline to online world and is one of the ways for 

companies to promote their products, events and do branding. In particular, peer to peer micro-

payments became extremely popular on WeChat in 2015 (ChinaChannel, 2018a). WeChat has 

strategically partnered with several well-known businesses (e.g. JingDong for E-commerce) to 

provide an entire range of online stores and services embedded directly into the APP (Ibid.). 

Another function taken from traditional marketing to WeChat platform are electronic 

membership cards, coupons, vouchers and gift cards (Appendix H). WeChat membership 

cards are used by companies as an incentive reward system for providing value to followers and 

encouraging loyal customers for repeated purchases. WeChat membership cards are stored under 

“Me” > “Cards & Offers”. Users are able to receive changes of membership status notifications 

sent out through the Official account or via service messages
  
(ChinaChannel, 2018b). WeChat 

also offers function of “friends’ shared coupons” with which coupons distributed on WeChat can 

be shared among friends. This type of coupon allows both the user and his or her friends to 

redeem the coupon. All membership cards, coupons and vouchers are lumped together in the 

“Cards & Offers” pack. The digitalisation of these cards and coupons brings many benefits to 

both companies and customers. It reduces costs both for businesses and customers, and it makes 

                                                        
2 WeChat Pay sits alongside fierce rival Alipay (Alibaba Group) and China’s default debit & credit card system 

Union Pay. WeChat Pay is based on QR or barcode. 
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it much easier for users to have their cards gathered online than to have all their cards in wallet. 

Customers can check point balances and purchase history at any time plus can send customised 

digital gift cards to their friends through WeChat messaging and pay for it with WeChat pay 

(Ibid.). 

There are several ways to obtain the cards. Consumers can scan the QR code if they are in store, 

find it embedded directly within an article or in the brands’ Official account menu, or lastly 

through push message (ChinaChannel, 2018b). Many brands now implement VIP/loyalty 

membership cards on their WeChat Official accounts, using platforms and tools developed by 

third party developers (Ibid.). As of 2016, discount coupons could also be embedded directly 

within “Moments” advertisements, once users have followed the company’s account. Conversely, 

the coupons customers obtained from brands’ Official account can also be shown at the counter 

and spent in the brick and mortar stores. Thus, cards and coupons work in both directions - 

offline to online and the opposite way. 

 

6.1.3.1 O2O (ONLINE TO OFFLINE) INTEGRATION  

Aforementioned functions described uncover the importance of the service facet in WeChat. The 

APP not only serves the goal of social interaction among its users, but also offers a huge variety 

of services and powerfully facilitates integration of offline and online business activities. As 

criticized in the theory part on honeycomb, the model created in year 2011 (the same year when 

the WeChat application was created) is not capable of explaining entirely the hybrid mode of 

social media and services that WeChat represents. Therefore, we suggest having O2O integration 

as an additional honeycomb building block that better explains one of the WeChat’s social media 

functions. O2O integration both allows its business users to push their marketing, sales and 

branding messages further to their customers, as well as increases the convenience of 

transactions and communication from user to user, and between the user and businesses (P. 

Zhang, 2015). 
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6.1.4 DISCUSSION ON HONEYCOMB  

In the previous sections we analysed the honeycomb building blocks Identity, Relationship, 

Sharing, Conversations, Groups and Reputation with the purpose to clarify the pre-conditions 

WeChat platform is setting on firms to interact with their customers (Figure 7). 

The analysis shows that the user’s Identity in WeChat is rather private, more focused on close 

relationships, and as a result, for the companies it is setting up a situation of more intimate 

personalized conversations with the users and more customised service. 

The next building Relationship clearly indicates that users on WeChat are there to maintain and 

nourish their existing networking, the trust between users is strong, and for the companies it 

means that the information about their brand or products is diffused by WOM through so called 

‘trust channels’ which, we argue, can serve as a very convincing method of marketing.  

WeChat is a platform that has chosen to restrict firm’s content Sharing options but allows users 

to share to almost unlimited extent inside their private friends' circle. It could be argued that 

sharing function for companies may feel like a bottle-neck. As companies are facing restriction 

on the number of shares, it forces them to work really hard on creating engaging content that 

motivate users to share, a phenomenon that was also illustrated in our interviews with Zaozuo 

and FikaFika (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018; FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018).  

In addition to the possibility for direct personal chat between the user and admin, Conversations 

in WeChat can also be automated and personalized with the help of WeChat’s IT solutions to a 

very advanced level. It does not only allow firms to customize their conversations with less 

human staff but also allows conducting very sophisticated market research, which helps to serve 

individual users’ needs better.  

Groups in WeChat are very similar to real-life groups including people from same friends group 

or same interest. Our analysis concluded that in WeChat the size of the group might not matter as 

much as the ties and bonds the consumers have between each other in offline setting.  

With regards to Reputation, even if this building block is not so beneficial for WeChat Personal 

account users, it is providing some good opportunities for the owners of Official accounts. 

Thanks to WeChat’s privacy settings the Service and Subscription account users can get full 
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control over firm’s brand image as WeChat allows removing any content that is negative or 

unwanted.  

In addition to above mentioned honeycomb building blocks, there is one building block that was 

not discussed – Presence. The function of presence is available on WeChat in form of location 

detection, which means when users use certain in-built or third-party application WeChat can 

acquire their location as set by GPS. This feature can be applied to track user’s route and speed, 

or display location-based information, e.g. nearest store. The authors of this paper did not discuss 

this feature separately as it does not play so important role in our researched industry.  

Finally, as an explanation for offline and online integration in WeChat, we propose a new 

building block to be added to honeycomb, which is O2O integration. The idea of O2O 

integration building block grew out of the additional settings WeChat has for better integration of 

payment services and high O2O traffic caused by benefit cards and coupons that the firms can 

offer to its customers. Hence, O2O is definitely demonstrating that when using WeChat firms do 

not need to only focus on online marketing but can very effectively integrate both online and 

offline activities for engaging their customers. 

In our opinion WeChat is the platform, where the dominant building blocks are Sharing, 

Conversations, Groups and Relationship, where the Conversations building block is central for 

the WeChat strategies as it facilitates the main dialog between the company and the user. We 

also consider O2O building block as of significantly important aspect for companies to consider 

when planning their WeChat strategies.  

 

Figure 9. WeChat Honeycomb with added O2O Integration building block. Self-creation. 
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6.2 COMPANY ANALYSIS  

This section reports the empirical findings from this study and discusses topics based on its 

findings. Chinese companies Zaozuo and FikaFika are also taken into account for comparison 

purposes. Differences between foreign companies and local companies can be attributed to 

various external and internal factors. The results of this comparison will give hints to the 

question of to what extent cultural factors affect foreign companies’ strategic choices on WeChat. 

Moreover, as intermediary companies, the analysis of FikaFika and NIHAO CPH will not only 

be carried out from the perspective of the companies themselves, but also from the view of 

companies that FikaFika and NIHAO CPH help manage and promote.   

In section 6.2.1, we briefly introduce backgrounds of each case company and their general 

business strategy and development in Chinese market.  

In section 6.2.2, we present the general business strategy and entry mode for each company in 

China and discuss how these aspects have impacted on the way they choose to manage and the 

strategies they have chosen for WeChat. We also take a close look at the strategic choices 

companies made in relation to WeChat as the consequences of impact of forgoing aspects, and 

discuss the benefits and downsides of these choices in the context of customer engagement.  

The third section 6.2.3 emphasizes the customer relationship building aspect of WeChat and 

examines how companies engage customers with various WeChat strategies, as well as the 

effects of those strategies. 

 

6.2.1 COMPANY DESCRIPTION  

6.2.1.1 ZAOZUO (造作)  

Zaozuo, which in Chinese means "design” and “production3" separately, was founded by Chinese 

graphic designer and entrepreneur Shu Wei in 2014. Zaozuo represents one of the first forays by 

a Chinese design brand into creating original, high-quality designer furniture and homewares 

(Aouf, 2016). Zaozuo's business strategy aims to bring good design to China's rapidly growing 

                                                        
3 When the two characters are combined, the word in Chinese also means hypocritical manner and picky. That is 

why Shuwei said “Our name is a little bit bitchy”  

http://zaozuo.com/
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middle class at an affordable price. Zaozuo targets the young middle class (80’s- 90’s) of first 

tier cities who often have difficulties choosing between low-quality, cheap and very expensive 

foreign furniture (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). They cooperate with celebrated 

international designers, yet manufacture exclusively with high-quality Chinese producers, who 

were previously the production site for other international furniture brands (Ibid.). Zaozuo has a 

vast portfolio that includes upholstered seating, lighting, metal pieces and wooden furniture 

(Bertoli, 2015).  

Distinct from the traditional business mode within furniture and homeware industry, Zaozuo 

focuses heavily on e-commerce and was first launched as an application at Beijing Design Week 

2014 and on that time they were selling their products primarily via their application and website. 

Since then, Zaozuo has gradually expanded from a digital to a physical presence and has five 

physical stores in China now (Schaft, 2016). Zaozuo’s offline strategy is to establish flagship 

stores plus selected stores in urban residential areas of the first-tier cities where there is high 

traffic flow (winshang.com (赢商网), 2018).  

According to Shuwei, Zaozuo adopts a consumer-centric approach by inviting customers to be 

involved in parts of their business value chain, such as product design. The also use pre-sales in 

order to shorten the supply chain cycle time (Ping, 2015). Regarding the future plans, Zaozuo has 

ambitions to expand into the overseas market and target the global middle-class like Muji and 

IKEA (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018).   

6.2.1.2 FIKAFIKA  

FikaFika was established by four Chinese young people who all have lived and worked in Nordic 

countries and have got some knowledge about Nordic brands and companies. For this reason, 

FikaFika thinks it can help Nordic firms market their brands the way the Nordic companies 

believe is suitable for maintaining Scandinavian brand image (Dian, FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 

23, 2018).  

FikaFika adopts a cutting edge hybrid business mode, they define themselves as cross-border e-

commerce channel and integrated space that focuses on Nordic brands and promotes 

consumption upgrading/shift of Chinese consumers (FikaFika Official account). According to 

FikaFika, Chinese people are shifting from consumption of basic products or luxury products 
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used for showing-off to a more experiential consumption. Hence niche brands and independent 

brands are gradually becoming a new focus and FikaFika wants to help Nordic companies to 

benefit from this change (Ibid.). 

They have two ways for partnership with Nordic brands. On one hand, they serve as a retailer 

and have their own brand in which store and café are integrated into one space. They also build 

individual sales agreements with Nordic firms that have a bigger financial backbone and already 

manufacture in China. On the other, they act as a distributor for smaller Nordic brands and help 

those firms to distribute their products in online shops such as Tmall. They also act as a media 

company and market for those brands by utilising various social media communication channels. 

Currently small brands take half of their business, and they plan to introduce more niche Nordic 

brands to their customers (Dian, FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018).  

In addition, FikaFika also does B2B business, bringing foods and drinks out and hold fika-time 

activities for big companies such as BMW as a way of branding themselves. FikaFika now has 

two physical stores, one in Beijing, another is in Yantai, a second-tier city (Ibid). 

6.2.1.3 NIHAO CPH  

Initiated by the founder Rasmus Gregersen in 2016, NIHAO CPH is an online media & e-

commerce platform targeting Chinese tourists and consumers who are interested in Nordic 

design. Given the influx of Chinese tourists and their growing interest in Nordic products and 

lifestyles, Rasmus found numerous small- to medium-size Nordic brands wanting to enter into 

Chinese market but cannot find a way (Rasmus, NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018). The 

existence of demand-supply gap and information asymmetry motivated Rasmus to start this 

business (Ibid.). Rasmus mentioned that many Nordic companies worry that they cannot find a 

reliable franchise partner in China, NIHAO CPH is established to solve these companies’ 

problems and worries (Ibid.).  

Rasmus uses a hybrid business mode and creates two channels with different purposes. NIHAO 

CPH is an online magazine providing information about Nordic lifestyle and culture. It aims at 

content sharing and serves as the media channel. NIHAO CPH has online presence in three 

places, its own website http://nihaocph.com/, WeChat and Weibo. The purpose of this media 

channel is to provide various Nordic brands with branding and marketing through travel related 

http://nihaocph.com/
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information corresponding to Chinese tourists’ needs. The e-commerce channel, called NIHAO 

HYGGE, launched one year later and was created mainly for brand promotion and sales. It has 

an online presence in two places: WeChat and their own website. Only their WeChat account is 

used for sales-- the NIHAO HYGGE website is affiliated with NIHAO CPH website and is a 

transfer station for redirecting visitors to their WeChat shop. Currently the only sales channel of 

NIHAO CPH is their WeChat Official account and products are directly exported to China once 

they have been ordered. However, Rasmus mentioned that NIHAO CPH has considered and is in 

the process of opening additional shops on other Chinese e-commerce platforms including 

Redbook (Xiaohongshu)4 and Netease Kaola5 (Ibid.).  

The beginning of this business initially was inspired by Chinese tourists visiting Scandinavian 

countries. Now consumer segments, including the Chinese middle class and younger generations 

in Mainland are also interested in Nordic design and lifestyle. (Ibid.). NIHAO CPH hires 

Chinese staff and freelancers locally to create content and cooperates with a local agency to 

provide customer service in China (Ibid.). NIHAO CPH also looks into collaborating with 

Chinese key opinion leaders (KOLs) as a way to increase brand awareness (Gregersen, 2017). 

Currently, NIHAO CPH reaches 250 million Chinese consumers through all their media 

channels and cooperation with KOLs (EU SME Centre, 2017). With regards to future plans, 

Rasmus hopes that he can use this hybrid business mode as a prototype to extend NIHAO 

content beyond the Scandinavian borders and also make other European cities attractive for 

Chinese consumers (Rasmus, NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018). 

6.2.1.4 ROSENDAHL DESIGN GROUP   

Established since 1984 by Erik Rosendahl, Rosendahl Design Group is a leading multi-brand 

Nordic design company now. The design philosophy of Rosendahl is to offer design products 

that are integrated in people's everyday life and are in coalescence with Danish design tradition. 

Their mission is to create practical enduring design products at a reasonable price (Rosendahl, 

2018). Rosendahl Design Group has their own design collection Rosendahl Copenhagen; in 

                                                        
4 https://www.xiaohongshu.com/  
5 https://www.kaola.com/ 

https://www.kaola.com/
https://www.xiaohongshu.com/
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addition, several locally famous brands are also under the Rosendahl portfolio, including 

Holmegaard glassware, Global knife series and Kay Bojesen wooden figures (Rosendahl, 2018).  

Initially China was only about the production site for Rosendahl. In 2000, given the fast 

development of Chinese market, Rosendahl started their retailing business in China: they 

gradually distributed Rosendahl products to around 80 retail stores6, and opened 10 stores on 

their own. They also established their own subsidiary located in Shenzhen with a sales and 

customer service team. However, Rosendahl changed their business strategy in China after the 

anti-luxury corruption campaign in 2012 and the decline in retail business and e-commerce. At 

that time, Rosendahl decided to close all their physical shops and exclusively devote to e-

business.  

Today, Rosendahl has multiple online flagship stores on many Chinese online shopping sites, 

including Tmall, JD.com and Netease Kaola managed by their online sales partners. In addition 

to these e-commerce channels, their business in China is also composed of B2B with couple of 

hotels (Jianjun, Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018). Rosendahl’s core customers in China are 

those who pay great attention to design details and are emphatic on both utility and quality 

aspects of products (Rosendahl.cn, 2018).  

6.2.1.5 HAY 

HAY is a Danish designer furniture brand founded in 2002 in collaboration between Troels 

Holch Poulsen, the founder of Bestseller7, and furniture designer Rolf Hay. Hay has the ambition 

to create contemporary furniture and accessories with international appeal and for modern living. 

Hay’s mission is to make functional and aesthetic design accessible to the largest possible 

audience (Hay, 2018a).  

Hay opened its first two stores in Shanghai in 2014. Today, it has also set up stores in Beijing 

and Hangzhou. In December 2017 three new HAY stores opened in China (Hay, 2018b). Hay 

manages the branches in Shanghai and Beijing separately; the Beijing office is managed by 

Bestseller, their parent company, which has subsidiaries in China. In Shanghai the business 

                                                        
6 This number include the shops controlled by distributors.  
7 BESTSELLER is an international, family-owned fashion company based in Denmark, it has 11 brands including as 

Only, Vera Moda, etc. http://about.bestseller.com/  

http://about.bestseller.com/
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activities of Hay are managed by the representative office of Hay Headquarters: Nine United 

Ltd.8. Studio Hay has come up with a bespoke supply chain for its Chinese operations, with 

warehouses in Shanghai and Beijing and a local manufacturing base. Rolf Hay said that his 

company attempts to develop products engineered with Chinese market in mind, including flat-

pack products and compact furniture (Dezeen, 2015). This is to save on logistics and make it 

easier for online distribution of furniture. For example, they are launching a new sofa and chair 

with a flat-pack concept (Dezeen, 2015). However, until the time of interview in the store in 

Beijing, no customization of the products for the Chinese market has been done (Jingjing, Hay 

Interview, Jan 19, 2018). Hay also has production lines in China for producing some accessories 

or furniture parts (Liao & Sun, 2016). According to Rolf Hay, the key to become successful in 

China is to act local, i.e. manufacturing products locally; instead of distributing from European 

warehouse “Eighty percent of our products sold in China are provided from local supply chains” 

(Liao & Sun, 2016).  

The main marketing goal in China is to increase the brand awareness of Hay. To achieve this 

goal, Hay has paid great attention to promotion and branding through the social media. and at the 

same time, they also put emphasis on offline activities to strengthen the experiential aspect 

(Jingjing, Hay Interview, Jan 19, 2018). Rolf Hay thinks the store experience is important as 

“Chinese customer prefer physical stores”, especially when it comes to furniture, which is 

something people want to experience physically (Ibid.). However, it is also possible to buy Hay 

products on Tmall, which is their only online channel in China. 

The target segment in China is the widening middle class aged from 30-40 years old, that is 

starting to adapt Western lifestyle trends and interested in design and furniture. However, Hay 

has also kept in mind its younger customer group by creating so called Mini Market, which is a 

separate section in the shop offering wide selection of smaller household accessories (Liao & 

Sun, 2016). The purpose of Mini Market is to attract younger customers whose purchasing power 

is not strong enough but who may become a potential loyal customer base later on (Hay 

Interview 3, Jan 19, 2018).  

                                                        
8 The history of Nine United began in 1975 in Jutland, Denmark within the foundations of the Danish Clothing 

Company BESTSELLER. Hay is one of family member of Nine United. Nine United China was founded in 2005 

with the purpose of purchasing and supplying different items mainly to BESTSELLER. 

http://www.nineunited.com/#company-1121  

http://www.nineunited.com/#company-1121
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6.2.1.6 MARIMEKKO  

Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle company renowned for its distinctive prints and vibrant colours. 

The company’s product portfolio includes clothing, bags and accessories as well as home décor 

items (Marimekko, 2018a). Marimekko products are sold in about 40 countries. Their key 

markets are Northern Europe and North America-- the Asia-Pacific region has become the new 

focus area in Marimekko’s international growth. Sales in Asia-Pacific account for around 20 

percent of total net sales (Marimekko, 2018b).  

Marimekko first entered into Hong Kong in 2012, before opening the Mainland market in 2013. 

Until now there are three franchise stores in Hong Kong and six in Mainland (Marimekko 

Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018). Marimekko has a partnership contract with Sidefame, a Hong Kong-

based retail company marketing a range of international fashion and lifestyle brands through 

joint venture and franchise agreements (Sidefame Group, 2018).  

Sidefame's subsidiary in Shanghai handles Marimekko’s social media marketing in China and is 

also responsible for merchandise, purchasing, marketing, and PR (Kaki, Marimekko Interview, 

Jan 30, 2018). After two years in the Chinese market Marimekko started to commence on 

building a social media presence. it first created Facebook and Instagram pages in Hong Kong, 

later creating a presence on WeChat and Weibo in the Mainland. Thus, the entire marketing and 

promotional effort is distributed through three channels, public relations, physical stores and 

social media (Ibid.). Marimekko’s marketing strategy primarily is to build the brand awareness 

and then further to grow the consideration and preference among the target women customers in 

China (Maarit, personal communication, April 2018). 

The overall marketing strategy for Marimekko is determined by Finnish Headquarter, which 

considers physical stores as the primary focus of marketing. Currently, Marimekko does not 

provide online stores for Chinese consumers (Ibid.). However, digital commerce and partner-led 

retail are considered as key drivers of growth in Asia in the near future (Marimekko, 2018c). 

WeChat and Weibo are the two channels for social media marketing in China (Kaki, Marimekko 

Interview, Jan 30, 2018). In future, Sidefame has a plan to outsource the social media part to 

another agent Web Company so that Marimekko will be able to get more resources and 

experienced people for WeChat promotion and marketing. 
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6.2.2 COMPANY STRATEGIC CHOICE AND ITS IMPACT ON WECHAT 

STRATEGIES      

As reported in literature review, foreign venture characteristics, such as entry mode and partner 

selection, may impact the implementation of the business activities (Yau et al., 2000), this 

section aims to answer the first part of research question by showing how strategic choice, 

including entry mode and a company’s business strategies, influence their WeChat strategies 

(Table 3). The analysis on this topic is divided into three sub-sections: 6.2.2.1 assesses if the 

general business strategy and the entry mode of each company have any influence on companies’ 

WeChat related strategic choices and if so, in what way; based on the findings from 6.2.2.1, 

6.2.2.2 examines how WeChat is managed operationally; and 6.2.2.3 explores how WeChat is 

used as social media and e-commerce channel.  

 

Table 3  

Overview of Companies Strategic Choices in Chinese Market  

 Zaozuo FikaFika NIHAO CPH Rosendahl Hay Marimekko 

Entry mode Chinese 
company 

Chinese 
intermediary 

European 
intermediary, 
direct-export and 
third-party 
platform inside 
China 
 

Representative 
office and 
distributors in 
China 

Wholly 
owned 
subsidiaries 
in China 

Franchise 
agreement, 
Chinese 
distributor 

Business 
mode 

Consumer-
centric; 
Chinese 
manufacturing 
and resources, 
international 
design; 
Omnichannel 
model, have 
both e-
commerce and 
Physical stores. 

Act as 
distributor and 
retailer. Cross-
border 
omnichannel e-
commerce and 
integrated 
space: café and 
retail shop 

Act as agent, 
Cross-border e-
commerce, 
a hybrid business 
mode with two 
parts of business: 
media and sales 

The business 
mode changed 
in China from 
retailing to e-
commerce, 
cooperate with 
various 
distributors  

Strongly 
focus on 
physical 
stores and 
customer 
experience 
,also 
attentive to 
branding 
through the 
social media 

Put primary 
focus on 
physical stores 
in Asia; the 
overall business 
strategy is 
determined by 
Finland 
Headquarter 

Target 
consumers 

Chinese young 
middle class of 
first tier cities 

Chinese 
customers in 
China who are 
interested in 
Nordic culture, 
lifestyle, 
travelling 

Chinese tourists 
and consumers 
who interested in 
Nordic design and 
lifestyle 

Core customers 
are pay great 
attention to 
design details 
and are 
emphatic on 
both utility and 
quality aspects 
of products 

Middle class 
from 30-40 
years old and 
young 
people who 
interested in 
design and 
Western 
lifestyle 

Women 
customers who 
prefers a 
comfortable 
easy lifestyle 
and has passion 
for life 

Ways to 
manage 
WeChat  

Managed 
internally  

Managed 
internally  

Managed 
internally, and 
local agency for 

Managed both 
by subsidiary 
and an external 

Managed by 
parent 
company 

Managed by its 
distributor 
partner, local 
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customer service  Chinese 
partner  

and local 
Chinese 
team  

Chinese team, 
consider 
outsource 
WeChat 
management  in 
the future   

WeChat 
Account 
types  

Service+ subs.+ 
Personal  

Subs. 2 Service  2 Service+ 
subs. 

2 service  
 
 

Service 
+personal  

Personnel  
of WeChat  

Local 
employees, 10 
members in 
the team 

3 local 
employees 
working with 
social media 

6 Chinese 
employees + 
freelancers 
worldwide + 
customer service 
team  

10 people in 
subsidiary  

One staff 
works with 
WeChat 

One staff works 
on both WeChat 
and Weibo, also 
has other 
brands to 
manage 

E-
commerce 
Choice  

Has its own 
APP+website + 
Tmall+JD.com; 
WeChat 
accounts link 
directly to 
those buying 
pages. 

WeChat shops; 
helps other 
brands on 
Tmall and 
Redbook  

WeChat shops; 
plan to open 
Redbook and 
Netease Kaola 

WeChat shops, 
Redbook, 
Tmall, JD.com, 
Netease Kaola, 
 

Tmall 
flagship 
store; No 
WeChat 
Shops 

No, physical 
shop only 

Social 
media  
choice  

Website: 
www.Zaozuo.c
om/ ;  
Weibo 造作官

微; 
WeChat 
accounts 

Weibo FIKA 北

歐生活; 
WeChat 
account 

Website: NIHAO 
CPH.com/;  

Weibo 你好哥本

哈根; 
WeChat account 

Website: 
www.rosendah
l.cn/ ; 
Weibo 歐森丹

爾; 
WeChat 
account  

Weibo 
HayOffical; 
WeChat 
account  

Weibo 

MARIMEKKO 瑪

莉美歌; 

WeChat 
account  

 

6.2.2.1 THE INFLUENCE OF ENTRY MODE AND BUSINESS STRATEGIES ON 

WECHAT STRATEGIES  

First, the size of a company often determines what kind of entry modes an international company 

is allowed to choose from, which subsequently affects their WeChat related strategic choices. 

Small Nordic brands that lack sufficient resources and capabilities often need to rely on export 

intermediaries such as FikaFika and NIHAO CPH to sell their products in China. The advantages 

of choosing small intermediaries in regards to business strategies (including choice of social 

media channel and e-commerce channel) is that being small allow a flexible adjustment of 

operational model. Both FikaFika and NIHAO CPH operate in a similar hybrid mode: they are 

responsible for both marketing and sales for their principal companies. The uniqueness of 

WeChat as both social media and e-commerce makes it possible for operation of this hybrid 

mode. The business’ media and sales activities can be combined together or operate individually 
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according the need, which allows flexible adjustments of business strategy and integration of 

offline to online (O2O) activities (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018; FikaFika, Interview 4, 

Jan 23, 2018).  

The major difference between FikaFika and NIHAO CPH lies in that FikaFika mainly serves as a 

distributor and is a Chinese company while NIHAO CPH acts as a domestic agent. From the 

characteristics of these small Nordic companies, choosing an agent will have different 

consequences than choosing a distributor with regards to business strategy (including WeChat 

strategy) in China, which will be explored as follows.   

Finding an agent in your home country is the easiest and least involved way to begin with 

exporting activities. An agent is a company’s direct representative and is normally paid a 

monthly management fee and/or a commission to help represent and sell company’s products 

(EU SME Centre, 2015). The principal companies i.e. those Nordic brands who ask NIHAO 

CPH to do the branding and sales, usually have greater control over both the terms of sales and 

method of marketing (EU SME Centre, 2015), implying the individual company has the 

autonomy to choose what social media platform to choose for marketing and what kind of 

marketing campaigns to conduct. 

However, controlling the agent’s work needs a lot of communication (EU SME Centre, 2015). 

Moreover, agent companies often need to promote similar brands with the same product category 

together (EU SME Centre, 2015); but many small Nordic brands actually do not like to be 

grouped with their peer competitors (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). Also, individual 

companies cannot control what position they are in the agent priority list and might not be their 

key marketing focus. Hence, it is hard to create brand salience. Companies need to review their 

agent’s work on a regular basis to ensure the business performance of their own brand.  

There are other issues specific to NIHAO CPH business mode and how it may affect their 

WeChat strategy. First, it is questionable how knowledgeable the Danish intermediary is with 

regards to Chinese market, including the choice of social media platforms and sales channels. In 

NIHAO CPH’s case, they hire Chinese employees internally and have a customer service team in 

China, which helps reduce obstacles caused by social-cultural factors (EU SME Centre, 2015). 

However, one may argue the social-cultural influence may still exist if the substantial decision is 

made by a Western manager. Secondly, if the intermediary located in Europe adopts an e-
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commerce only strategy and does not have any physical presence in China, then the marketing 

campaigns and communication needs to be exclusively built on social media, which will be 

totally different approach from the marketing strategies that include both online and offline 

presence. It has been shown that the proportion of marketing activities between online and 

offline influences how companies communicate on social media (Gulbrandsen & Just, 2016). It 

is questionable whether a domestic start-up company like NIHAO CPH has strong enough 

networks and geographical coverage (EU SME Centre, 2015), which is an essential capability for 

leveraging Nordic brands in China’s distinct and complex digital environment (Matthew 

Brennan, Expert Interview, March 22, 2018).  

The main reason why small Nordic brands choose NIHAO CPH is due to the difficulty of finding 

credit-worthy local intermediaries for small Nordic brands, a concern frequently mentioned in 

our interviews. The CEO of NIHAO CPH, Rasmus pointed out the Nordic brands have difficult 

time estimating the circumstances of Chinese market and do not know how to find a reliable 

agent/distributor in China. Hence it is a natural to choose a domestic agent because “They know 

who we are, we speak the same language as they do and we have good knowledge of their 

product” (Rasmus, NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 23, 2018). Unfamiliarity with the Chinese 

market and trust issues affect how these small Nordic companies choose their entry mode and 

subsequently the social media and WeChat strategy.  

A distributor buys a company’s products and then sells them on to customers through a third 

party or directly (EU SME Centre, 2015). Their income comes from the difference between their 

buying and selling price. Using a distributor can also be a cost-effective and relatively easy way 

to enter the market. As regards to the impact of using local distributor as an entry mode on 

companies’ business strategy, supplier (Nordic companies) can pass a greater degree of risk to 

the distributor, who will then has greater incentive to market supplier products. Chinese domestic 

intermediaries like FikaFika possesses the knowledge and networking contacts to promote 

foreign products and helps overcome barriers such as language and cultural differences (EU 

SME Centre, 2015).  

In FikaFika’s case, the way Nordic brands are marketed and the choice of sales channels are 

determined by mutual agreement and the budget foreign companies want to use in China 

(FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). The mutual agreement allows individual companies to 
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have certain degree of autonomy in regard to business strategy in China, yet limited budgets 

would constrain the implementation of business strategy hereinafter social media choice.  

Furthermore, a good reason to choose a local intermediary is that companies avoid the need to 

have an established place of business in China (EU SME Centre, 2015) and that the Chinese 

intermediary can help them to do offline promotion. For instance, FikaFika uses an integrated 

space concept where the café and retail store are fused. The superior goal of this model is that a 

café is a good way to attract customers - not only providing a good environment for consumption 

experience and for brands to be gradually accepted by the market, but also the presence of which 

can offset the operational cost of displaying commodities (FikaFika WeChat Official account, 

2018).    

Concerning how entry mode influences the three Nordic medium size companies, our findings 

demonstrate that partner selection directly influences how WeChat as well as other channels are 

managed.  

Marimekko has chosen franchising as the way to enter the Chinese market so that marketing 

activities, including WeChat management, are exclusively taken over by its Chinese partner. 

Both Rosendahl and Hay have subsidiaries in China, therefore Hay’s social media platforms and 

offline activities are managed under its subsidiaries’ control whereas Rosendahl’s subsidiary in 

Shenzhen serves as a representative office and outsources the marketing activities and online e-

commerce in China to various partners and distributors. According to the brand manager of 

Rosendahl Jianjun, marketing and e-commerce activities in China are outsourced mainly due to 

the considerations that the company like Rosendahl does not have financial resources to do 

marketing in China by themselves in big scale (Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018). This point 

again confirms that budget is an important antecedent that affects companies’ local business 

activities henceforward the implementation of WeChat strategy.  

Overall, we found that small and medium-sized international companies entering China and 

choosing WeChat marketing partners have three key areas of concern, which are how to find 

trusted partners, how to choose the best WeChat management option given budget constraints, 

and how to control the WeChat partner's choices in WeChat marketing. Often unfamiliarity with 

the Chinese market forces firms to settle down with a Chinese agent or a distributor, who takes 

over the management of their marketing and sales channels. The ability to choose the right 
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partner is of utmost importance for the success of a firm's WeChat strategy. The results of their 

WeChat marketing strategy will depend on the financial motivation of the partner, the network 

strength it has, and the capabilities to create content that attracts and engages customers. 

6.2.2.2 WECHAT MANAGEMENT  

How companies manage WeChat practically is one important part of companies WeChat 

strategic decisions. In this section we will have a closer look at how each of the interviewed 

firms manage WeChat in practice as the results of their entry mode and business strategy 

discussed in prior section. The strategic choices on three aspects of WeChat management: 1) in-

house vs. outsourced WeChat management, 2) WeChat account type 3) the amount of personnel 

- will be evaluated and the advantages and disadvantages of each choice will be discussed in 

relation to customer relationship building on WeChat.  

6.2.2.2.1 IN-HOUSE VS. OUTSOURCED WECHAT MANAGEMENT 

One strategic decision about WeChat that companies need to make is whether WeChat should be 

managed by in-house staff or outsourced to an external partner. This decision is closely related to 

the market entry mode companies have chosen. Since NIHAO CPH is a Denmark-based 

intermediary, it is rather difficult to monitor and coordinate from a long-distance, which explains 

why most staff NIHAO CPH hires are Chinese employees and freelancers in their home country. 

Hay has a giant parent retailer company Bestseller, therefore their WeChat management is 

naturally operated by Bestsellers’ international team. Marimekko also hands over WeChat 

management to their Chinese franchise partner Sidefame, who is also in charge of other social 

media channels and overall marketing activities of Marimekko in China.  

As regards to the question of whether company should take control of WeChat themselves, 

WeChat expert Matthew Brennan pinpointed the advantages and disadvantages of internal vs. 

outsourced management of WeChat: “If you manage it internally, your staff should know your 

company better, you can move faster, they will have a deeper understanding of your product, 

maybe they can also manage the customer service at the same time, if you have few people 

running the account they can be very nimble and agile, and they have a holistic approach, that 

would be the advantage” (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, March 22, 2018) 
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The disadvantage of internal management is mainly due to the lack of a broader picture of trends 

going on. Matthew thinks the benefits of having an agency is that they have a deep 

understanding of the platform and sometimes they might have relationship with the third-party 

platforms and be able to leverage those to get some advantages. Furthermore, agencies also have 

very professional approach in regarding to content-creating, expertise in data and CRM as well 

as creativity (Ibid.). 

Interestingly, two of our interviewees have opposite views with regards to the issue of how much 

control they should have over their Chinese WeChat marketing team. The CEO of NIHAO CPH 

in fact regrets not having set up their Chinese Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise in the first 

place. He thinks it is important to have full control over company, even though the creation 

process is complicated: “A lot of registration of social media, partnerships and advertisement 

requires a Chinese company. Of course, you can hire an agency/partner to be your “stand-in” 

for you, but in the end the plan is that your registrations should be with your company, so why 

not to do it in the first place” (EU SME Centre, 2017, p.4, NIHOA CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 

2018). 

In fact, many European SMEs think the same way as Rasmus did, according to a survey 

conducted by EU SME Centre, 94 percent of European small businesses choose to manage 

WeChat Official accounts by in-house staff (EU SME Centre, 2016). On a related note, Matthew 

also points out the risks of outsourcing WeChat to an agency company: “You do need to find a 

reliable partner, someone you feel confident, especially when you use net business license, they 

essentially own the account, they can shut it down, they can do whatever they want, you don’t 

actually own the account at all, that is the biggest issue” (Matthew Brennan, Interview 7, March 

22, 2018). 

Given that many Nordic companies have difficulties discerning and finding a reliable partner in 

China (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018), it is inferred that this could be the reason why 

they prefer to manage WeChat on their own. Nevertheless, the Asia Business Developer of 

Rosendahl has a different viewpoint towards this issue and thinks that, for foreign SMEs, finding 

a good partner for marketing and sales activities is crucial given the budget and resources 

available: “You should only team up with your partner, otherwise it is waste of money. China is 

so big and marketing for small company in China is very difficult” (Jianjun, Rosendahl Interview, 
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Feb 28, 2018). Dian, FikaFika’s CMO, supports this viewpoint and thinks small foreign 

companies eventually need a Chinese partner to help them manage WeChat, already because the 

WeChat backstage interface only has a Chinese version (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018).  

Furthermore, the degree of management control is often guided by headquarters policies or 

associated to the strength of relationship between the WeChat management team and the 

company, regardless whether if the team is outsourced or in-house managed. For instance, even 

though Marimekko's WeChat account is managed by their Chinese franchise partner, 

Marimekko's headquarters has set unified policies with regards to their global marketing 

strategies, which means that the Chinese team needs to follow strict global guidelines of 

Marimekko in relation to overall framework of social media content (Marimekko, Interview 5, 

Jan 30, 2018).  

However, it is also debatable how much control headquarters should exert on WeChat 

management team when headquarters might not understand customer behaviour well and 

therefore implements inappropriate strategy that fails to engage customers. For instance, 

sometimes the Shanghai WeChat management team of Marimekko thinks it is totally fine to 

apply some local netizen slang in their posts, which will be more appealing to their audience, yet 

this kind of contents are often rejected in the higher-up of hierarchy to keep Marimekko's brand 

image elegant (Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018).  

Contrarily, Rosendahl has outsourced almost all their marketing and sales channels to 

distributors and partners and gives totally free hand to its partners (Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 

28, 2018). The free-hand situation is reflected in our empirical observation during the research 

process, when we found one WeChat account which was managed by Rosendahl’s partner Since, 

yet, Jianjun, the Asia Business Developer of Rosendahl himself, did not know the existence of 

that account (Appendix E).  

However, giving a high degree of freedom to a partner relies on strong business relationships and 

trust built between two parties, as emphasized by WeChat Expert, Matthew Brennan. When 

Jianjun is asked the question about if he had ever encountered trust problems with the partner, 

Jianjun confidently expressed that he never had such problem due to his rich experience and 

personal competence (Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 28, 2018). Owning to Jianjun’s Chinese 

background, it is inferred that he is well versed in building long-term trustful guanxi with 
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partners through Chinese cultural norms such as reciprocity and can better navigate in the 

Chinese business world than European managers. However, not knowing about the existence of 

the WeChat account created by firm's trusted partner would be a situation that many Western 

companies would not want to face, especially when the brand management is considered an 

important target for the company. 

In conclusion, we argue that whether or not WeChat is managed by in-house staff or external 

partners, having a Chinese management team with local knowledge and understanding of 

Chinese social media dynamics is a must for engaging customers on WeChat (EU SME Centre, 

2017). All case companies in this paper have complied to this principle, it is a matter of how 

much control the company should have in relation to WeChat and other social media channels.  

To this end, while partners are well capable of performing execution-orientated tasks, they might 

not able to provide brand strategy or creative design in an era of content driven commerce 

(Cheng, 2017b). As of now, digitalised channels influence a greater share of sales and customer 

engagement and have become increasingly strategic to firms' overall business performance. In 

some cases, it may be even better to in-source specific operations and build in-house teams to 

have greater alignment with overall business strategy, control of content quality, agility in 

response to customers and unified customer experience (Cheng, 2017b).  

6.2.2.2.2 ACCOUNT TYPE 

Another strategic decision about WeChat companies need to make is which account types 

company should choose and whether it is beneficial to have multiple accounts to better engage 

customers. Having shown the different functionality of Service and Subscription accounts in 

WeChat analysis, it can be observed that most companies choose Service account or set Service 

account as their primary platform if they have both. According to the WeChat manager of 

Marimekko, the biggest advantages of having Service account is that content notification has 

high visibility on the contact list, which makes communication more efficient and precise. 

Contents in the Subscription account runs the risk of being overwhelmed by other countless 

accounts consumers may have in the Subscription folder (Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018).  

The CEO of NIHAO CPH supports this standpoint: “For Subscription, it is more like win over by 

quantity than quality…… there is no structure in it, there are already lots of content …. for us it 
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will be even more difficult to attract consumers. The articles we produce aims for high 

quality……If we can get your attention once a week, that is fine enough” (Rasmus, NIHAO CPH, 

Expert Interview, Jan 9, 2018) 

WeChat consultant Matthew Brennan (Expert Interview, March 22, 2018) is convinced that there 

are very few companies benefitting from having a Subscription account, and thinks, companies 

should only aim to have a Service account, as Service accounts offers more visibility and wider 

range of powerful business services and user management capabilities for companies. Companies 

who use Subscription account like FikaFika has different purpose for using WeChat, which will 

be further elaborated in 6.2.2.3. 

An interesting research discovery for us is that although both Rosendahl and Hay has subsidiary 

which helps them to manage WeChat accounts, at the same time they also have other WeChat 

accounts managed by their Chinese partner/distributor. One Service account and one 

Subscription account of Rosendahl are managed by its subsidiary in Shenzhen whereas another 

Service account of Rosendahl is accredited to their partner - a Chinese Internet company called 

Sinces (Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 28, 2018). In a similar vein, due to the situation where Hay 

manages the branches in Shanghai and Beijing separately; there are also two separate WeChat 

Service accounts: HayBestseller and HAYofficial. Taken Hay as an example, on the basis of 

empirical observation, the authors found that the although the pushed articles are not exact same 

between two accounts, the two accounts have same type of content - mostly inspirational articles 

of Hay furniture in real-life setting and offline event invitations.  

Even though it can be argued that more accounts a brand has, the larger the potential audience 

that brand can possibly reach, as explained in 6.1 WeChat Platform Analysis. However, having 

multiple accounts under same brand may in fact confuse audience and lead to a vague brand 

image (Wood, 2014) Due to situations where a brand may have several outlets or subsidiaries 

locally, multiple WeChat accounts under one brand sometimes is inevitable. However, it is 

important for a brand to have a unified brand strategy and policies in place to avoid confusion, 

protect brand standard experience, and help customers find correct accounts.  
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6.2.2.2.3 HOW MANY PEOPLE DO WE NEED?  

One issue within WeChat management is personnel arrangement. During the interviews we 

found out that there is a big discrepancy among case companies regarding the way they manage 

WeChat and the number of people they allocate for WeChat management.  

Some companies have a team for WeChat, like Zaozuo, FikaFika and NIHAO CPH. As WeChat 

is the primary e-commerce and communication channel for NIHAO CPH, CEO Rasmus attaches 

great attention to WeChat management and even hired a separate team for customer service only 

(NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018). CMO of FikaFika acknowledges the importance of 

having a team to ensure the high quality of content and visual design, which is crucial in 

customer engagement: “Cause if you do online promotion or digital marketing, you need a lot of 

design thing, we need to craft them and make beautiful design, we also need visual identity team 

to do it” (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018) 

In a similar manner, as a company which started their business online, the Chinese company 

Zaozuo has in total 10 people working in different area such as brand positioning, photography 

in order to craft a more engaging online experience by exploiting every possible method (Zaozuo, 

Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). 

However, for medium-sized companies like Hay and Marimekko who also organize extensive 

marketing campaigns and events offline, WeChat seemingly only occupies a small proportion of 

their overall marketing strategies. For example, Marimekko currently has only one person, Doris, 

responsible for the entire Marimekko WeChat management ranging from content push to 

customer communication. She also manages Marimekko’s Weibo microblog page as well as 

other brands’ WeChat accounts. Doris admits that due to the many tasks she has, she is unable to 

provide prompt reply to the customers (Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018), which arguably, 

may affect customer satisfaction (See 6.2.3.3.  
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Developing Satisfaction and Trust ). Similarly, another Nordic brand Normann Copenhagen also 

has only one employee responsible for both WeChat and Weibo, according to their staff, Chinese 

social media is a nascent area for the company, there is nothing special to talk about9.    

From the finding above we can see a huge discrepancy between the number of people that are 

responsible for WeChat between local Chinese companies and international companies, which 

reflect the fact that international companies fail to understand the strategic position WeChat has 

in Chinese digital marketing scenario and the competitiveness of WeChat business environment. 

It is highly questionable if the marketing on WeChat will be effective just based on solo 

operations. The conducts of Chinese companies indicate the importance of having bigger teams 

to make the content truly stand out in WeChat business environment.  

6.2.2.3 WECHAT AS SOCIAL MEDIA AND E-COMMERCE CHANNEL  

One of the leading trends in China is social commerce, i.e. the integration of social media and e-

commerce to promote online purchasing (He & Pedraza-jiménez, 2015). WeChat functions as 

both social media and e-commerce channel for most of the case companies - in the following we 

will discuss the strategic choices of companies with respect to using WeChat as e-commerce and 

social media within one section due to their intertwined relationship in the Chinese digital 

landscape. We consider the discussion important in understanding the role of WeChat in 

companies’ overall social media strategy and among e-commerce channels selection that helps 

companies evaluate in which way WeChat can be employed to the fullest.  

6.2.2.3.1 THE PURPOSE OF WECHAT AS A SOCIAL MEDIA TOOL 

With regards to social media choice, the replies from all interviewees are surprisingly consistent: 

both Weibo and WeChat are two social media channels companies must utilize if they want to do 

business in China. These two are the largest social networking platforms in China (Interview1-7, 

Dec 2017-March 2018). In addition to above mentioned two dominating social media platforms, 

half of the case companies have their own Chinese-language websites. However, FikaFika’s 

CMO Dian thinks WeChat now almost substitutes for the function of an official website in China: 

                                                        
9 This information is coming from the responsible person who manages the Chinese social media part of Normann 

Copenhagen and is friend of one of the authors  
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“WeChat is more like an official website now for brands in China, no matter you are foreign or 

Chinese brand, this is the first site they look at” (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018)   

Weibo and WeChat are generally collocated like a social media strategy package in China, each 

with its own distinctive role and functions, and attract a relatively different group of digital 

consumers (He & Pedraza-jiménez, 2015). Weibo functions like Twitter that allows users to 

share updates with their “followers” in a unidirectional follower network. Metaphorically, if 

Weibo is like an open marketplace where everyone can see what you say and behave, WeChat is 

like private living room where only the ones invited there have access to updates (Koetse, 2014). 

Gan & Wang (2015) discovered that the strength and components of gratification for using 

microblogs and WeChat were different. Content gratification plays the most salient role in using 

microblogs, while social gratification is the most important for WeChat usage. Content 

gratification of microblog usage is related to information seeking and information sharing, while 

social gratification of WeChat usage is constituted by private social networking and convenient 

communication. In this regard, WeChat is a more effective platform than Weibo for consumer 

relations management (Y.-R. R. Chen, 2017).  

To this end, the PR manager of Marimekko, Kaki, believes WeChat occupies a more important 

position than Weibo in relation to communication due to its strong user stickiness. “People now 

use WeChat a lot more often than Weibo. Also, Weibo is a pure social media tool whereas 

WeChat serves more as a communication channel; the communication in WeChat is more 

effective than in Weibo. The message delivered by the company on Weibo usually would be 

overwhelmed by other information soon but on WeChat the message can be pushed more directly 

and precisely to the target users” (Kaki, Marimekko Interview, Jan 30, 2018)  

In the similar vein, CEO of NIHAO CPH discussed the different business purposes of WeChat 

and Weibo and thinks customer relationship is closer in WeChat than in Weibo: “Weibo is mostly 

used for marketing push, it is like Facebook, they have a lot of content, and they also like to push 

content, they want to do advertising ... if I want to make an awareness of the product, I use 

Weibo. I see WeChat as CRM system, I am connected to my clients, they follow me on Weibo, but 

they do not read everything I post, of course they also do not read everything I post on WeChat, 

but I have better chance in doing that in WeChat. They will get the notification in 

WeChat…maybe it is interesting, so you will see” (Rasmus, NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018)  
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Due to the closed social networking infrastructure of WeChat, the socialization motive drives 

people towards deeper communication and relationships in WeChat than in Weibo. WeChat is 

mainly used for the purpose of communication and customer relationship building.  

Previously, Weibo was the primary site for driving traffic for China’s e-commerce sites. Now, 

given that e-commerce and social media can be consolidated on WeChat itself, many companies 

and retailers have come to recognise the business value of WeChat and steered their marketing 

focus from Weibo towards WeChat (He & Pedraza-jiménez, 2015), which leads to the discussion 

of next section.   

6.2.2.3.2 WECHAT ONLINE STORE AS E-COMMERCE CHANNEL  

This sub-section mainly attempts to assess what factors influence case companies to adopt 

WeChat as e-commerce channel in relation to its advantages and disadvantages, given that 

WeChat is more suitable for purposes of communication and customer relationship management 

(6.1 WeChat Platform Analysis). This sub-section also clarifies why it is a good idea to integrate 

e-shops on WeChat in relation to customer engagement perspective as well as the outlook of 

WeChat as a social-commerce (s-commerce).  

Except Marimekko, who puts their primary focus on physical stores in their business strategy, 

most case companies in this paper have chosen to engage in e-commerce on a third-party 

platform in China. Some brands, such as Zaozuo has built a direct-to-consumer branded APP. 

Zaozuo pointed out some potential uncertainty and restrictions by using WeChat stores vis a vis 

their own application: “Because APP sounds like it is going to stay in your mobiles, and we have 

much more space to tell to people our story. Even though, there are some smart applications in 

WeChat, but it is restricted. The [WeChat] online shop, they introduced it last year, so it is pretty 

new… you never know how is WeChat going to be in 3 to 4 years…and it [Zaozuo APP] is more 

safe and controllable compared to WeChat stores” (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2017). 

For Zaozuo, having their own branded APP grants more possibilities in terms of design and 

content, yet in the context of Chinese e-commerce third-party platforms still remain dominant 

(Cheng, 2017), because choosing a third-party platform significantly lowers costs and companies 

can benefit from platforms’ existing traffic flow (EU SME Centre, 2015). Rasmus explains that 

why he chooses a third-party platform like WeChat shops: “Someone was also saying why not 
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make an APP, but I think how to convince my Chinese consumer to download this and buy, they 

all already have WeChat” (NIHAO CPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018) 

The biggest challenges in choosing a third-party platform inside China for EU brands include 

language barriers and the necessary company registration in China (EU SME Centre, 2015), 

however, these barriers have more or less been overcome by our case companies, most of which 

have their Chinese counterpart to manage the e-commerce channels and social media platforms.  

Table 3 demonstrates that Tmall is still the first choice when international companies choose e-

commerce sites in China. E-commerce under Alibaba Group (Taobao and Tmall) are considered 

as the first priority when Chinese shop online. However, the potential of WeChat as a s-

commerce channel and its many advantages have been recognised and are attractive to 

international companies (Cheng, 2017). NIHAO CPH is one example of how a company can 

totally rule out Taobao.com and Tmall in the first place and adopt WeChat shop as their primary 

and only sales channel. Behind the decision to do that has been the concern about the consistency 

between platform image and brand image: “The brands have to fit the platform users (target 

group) and when you for example have higher-end furniture, Taobao is maybe not the fit or the 

brand does not want to be associated with other products on the shelves...... brand is critical to 

where they are displayed” (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018)  

In a similar manner, WeChat consultant Matthew Brennan pointed out one of the biggest 

problems of Taobao and Tmall has is the consumers trust towards the sellers - the authenticity of 

the commodity is not guaranteed (Expert Interview, March 22, 2018). This can partially support 

the choice Rasmus has made. Though many well-known and famous brands have their official 

flagship stores on Tmall, Taobao leaves people the impression of being the source of copycat and 

cheap low-quality products(Lung & Chen, 2017), thus many brands have the reason to worry 

about negative images of Taobao, which may tarnish their brand identity. Meanwhile, it is 

speculated that consumers may also be suspicious about authenticity of the products even if 

companies authorize their products on Tmall due to trust issues with Taobao.  

Moreover, Rosendahl’s brand manager proposed that different channels correspond to different 

customer segments: “The customer group in WeChat is different from Tmall. People from 

WeChat are much younger, they use mobile phone, 70~80 percent of them buy with mobile 
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phone, maybe from 20~35 years old. On Tmall, it is a bit older, 35~50 years old” (Jianjun, 

Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018) 

If choosing a particular e-commerce channel means targeting at a particular cluster of customers 

in China, then the company’s e-commerce choice should not only consider the traffic volume 

and customer base, but also if the site is in accordance with the company’s brand positioning and 

target customer segment. Motivated by this logic, as young generations shop more on mobile, 

WeChat is a good e-commerce site for these Nordic brands, who primarily targets at younger 

generation (EU SME Centre, 2017).       

WeChat expert Matthew pointed out that as China now is witnessing consumption upgrade and 

that Chinese consumers are becoming wealthier, they are going to value time and authenticity 

more, which give chances for other s-commerce channels like WeChat and Redbook to emerge 

(Expert Interview, March 22, 2018). With regards to the outlook of WeChat as a e-commerce 

channel, Matthew has a rather positive view on it: “I think WeChat e-Commerce is growing quite 

well, many program initiatives have done a lot to make WeChat e-Commerce easier, faster, more 

convenient and it has very positive effect…” (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, March 22, 

2018). 

The main advantage of WeChat shop, according Matthew, is the customisation companies can 

make to their shop that leads to a better online shopping experience than other sites: “Your 

competitors are not visible, it is just your store, so, that is quite different from what is going on 

Tmall, your customers will have very different experience on Tmall, they can compare prices, the 

feeling is like a big supermarket. The feeling when you are in luxury WeChat store, or a furniture 

WeChat store is I am in this store which is personalized, it could be a very nice beautiful store 

which is designed to fit the brands visual identity, which has optimizations and other things that 

make customers journey a little bit different, so they can control the experience” (Ibid.) 

Another advantage of doing s-commerce on WeChat is that it provides companies with various 

business forms of s-commerce so that brands select the one that fits them the best (Expert 

Interview, March 22, 2018). Brand can establish their own WeChat store through their WeChat 

official channels, which is the way most case companies we studied have applied; brands can 

also choose third-party service providers that are embedded within the WeChat such as 

Pingduoduo, Youzan, JD etc.to sell their products (Yan Wang, 2016). In addition, there will be 
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no dilemma of building branded APPs vs. choosing third-party platforms anymore because like 

Zaozuo, branded APP can also easily be connected to WeChat Official account.  

However, even though WeChat S-commerce seems like a general trend and the representative of 

micro-electric commercial revolution in China, WeChat s-commerce sales currently account for 

only 1 percent of China's mobile point sales (Yan Wang, 2016). The biggest challenge for using 

WeChat as sale channel, according to WeChat Expert, Matthew, is the stickiness consumers have 

developed for Taobao. He pointed out that “Chinese people have the habit that when they want 

to buy something, they naturally open Taobao, this is a very bad habit for Tencent to break…” 

(Expert Interview, March 22, 2018).This explains why currently Tmall still ranks as the top sales 

platform for Rosendahl among various online sales channels, they are good at maintaining their 

customers (Jianjun, Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018). 

Therefore, the statement of 'different s-commerce matches different customer segment' should 

come under scrutiny, the Chinese s-commerce environment is very dynamic and constantly goes 

under changes (Lung & Chen, 2017). As WeChat stores become more and more pervasive, the 

differences in customer base among various s-commerce channels may fade away. According to 

the 2017 McKinsey Chinese iConsumer Survey, an estimated 31 percent of WeChat users have 

shopped on the platform in 2017, compared with just 13 percent in 2015 (McKinsey Global, 

2017). When more and more people are comfortable with shopping on WeChat, the stickiness of 

Taobao may be broken in the near future and companies can certainly benefits from WeChat as a 

s-commerce site with its many smart functions and broader customer base.   

6.2.2.3.3 SHOULD WECHAT OFFICIAL ACCOUNT AND WECHAT STORE BE 

TOGETHER?  

Among our case companies, Hay and Marimekko have WeChat accounts for branding and 

marketing purposes, yet they do not have related WeChat shops. This measure is certainly 

affected by Hay's and Marimekko overall marketing strategies in China. As aforementioned 

these two companies considered in-store experience more important for engaging Chinese 

consumers (Hay Interview & Rosendahl Interview, Jan 2018). Interestingly, Rosendahl, in 

contrast, focuses exclusively on s-commerce only, as the result of rapid growth in China’s e-

commerce market and decline in retail business (Jianjun, Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018). 
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The empirical findings from interviews lead the discussion about role of e-commerce as sales 

channels for the lifestyle and furniture company. Will digital channels, and more specifically s-

commerce platforms WeChat, enhance the customer engagement of companies like Hay and 

Marimekko? Or would physical stores bring a satisfactory customer experience, so the e-

commerce and WeChat stores are not necessary?  

First, as a Chinese manager in an international firm, Jianjun thinks that integration of e-

commerce and marketing into s-commerce is crucial: "I think marketing always should be 

combined with your sales channel. If you do the sales in one channel, and you do marketing in 

another channel, they don’t cover each other” (Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018). This 

statement explains why Rosendahl has both WeChat account and WeChat store.  

Second, whether a business strategy leans towards brick-and-mortar or not is often determined 

by the product and industry category. Historically, luxury brands have the tradition focusing on 

the physical store, which is the most critical attribute of the luxury experience (Cheng, 2017). It 

is well-acknowledged that companies like IKEA can create engagement with customers in the 

form of exceptional in-store experiences. The in-store showrooms provide inspiration and 

encourage interaction and envisioning (Edvardsson et al, 2005). In a similar spirit, the in-store 

experience is argued also to be indispensable to these privileged Nordic design brands.  

The strategies of Hay and Marimekko can refer to the concept of  online-to-offline (O2O) 

marketing, which is the principle of using online social media channels to drive consumers into 

physical stores (Cheng, 2017). While O2O has proved successful, the challenges of this approach 

are that return on investment is difficult to track, costs are rising and customer experience is 

disjointed (Cheng, 2017a). While O2O initiatives means re-directing marketing spend from 

offline to online, omni-channel covers a broader spectrum of operational processes including 

marketing, merchandising, customer service and fulfilment (Cheng, 2017). Omni-channel 

strategies are intended to improve operational efficiency, customer experiences and overall 

profitability (Cheng, 2017). As reported by PwC, a recent development in Chinese retail markets 

is that retailers and brands in China are starting to turn O2O model into omni-channel fulfilment 

(Cheng, 2017). 

The two Chinese companies in this thesis, Zaozuo and FikaFika have both adopted an 

omnichannel business model and integrated all their sales and marketing channels in order to 
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create an omni-experience for shoppers to cover different touch points of their customer journey. 

The founder Shu Wei of Zaozuo stresses the importance of synergy between offline and online 

platforms: “The physical stores and online stores facilitate each other. It is a bidirectional 

communication process and creates a virtuous circle”(winshang.com, 2018).  

To summarise, the relevance of physical stores remains significant, but brands should not neglect 

the opportunity that digital channels presents to enhance the in-store experience. IKEA is a good 

example of how house furnishing retailers provide an omnichannel engagement experience by 

integrating social media and e-commerce. IKEA has a broader product selection available for 

online purchase and delivery, mobile shopping and catalogue APPs. At the same time, IKEA has 

also launched its pick-up and order points in China, and is turning their physical store network 

into fulfilment hubs for e-commerce sales (Cheng, 2017). Hence for foreign companies who still 

adopt online-to-offline (O2O) marketing and treat WeChat mainly as a springboard to raise 

brand awareness among digitally savvy consumer than revenue generation, the increasing 

maturity of omni-channel technologies implies that it now may be a good time to invest in omni-

channel capabilities.  

 

6.2.3 WECHAT STRATEGIES AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT CYCLE  

Our findings show that WeChat is not only used for communication with customers. As an all-in-

one platform, WeChat can be integrated into the entire business value chain for various purposes 

(Rasmus, Expert Interview, March 22, 2018). In fact, the interviews reveal that the purpose of 

using WeChat as well as applied WeChat strategies varies from company to company. Arguably, 

the various purposes of using WeChat resonate with what stages of customer engagement cycle 

companies are aiming to reach. In this section, different dimensions of WeChat strategies of case 

companies will be discussed in depth in the light of different stages of customer engagement 

cycle (See Figure 10; Table 4). 

6.2.3.1 BUILDING BRAND AWARENESS AND CONNECTING TO CUSTOMERS  

In this part, we will discuss the first two stages of engagement cycle (awareness and connection) 

together due to their proximity relationship. It is argued that connections can be seen as the 
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process of brand awareness building - the ways of building connections is equivalent to the 

channels through which the company is building awareness. 

“The Nordic buzz” has been a new phenomenon in China and people who are interested in 

Scandinavian design and lifestyle converge mainly on young generations (EU SME Centre, 

2017).  Hence, the primary goal for the majority of small and medium-sized Nordic design 

brands is to create brand awareness in the first place, which corresponds to the first stage of 

customer engagement cycle (See 4.3.1 Awareness and Reach).  Even brands like Marimekko, 

which was established back in 1951 and is considered a high-prestige lifestyle design firm in 

Europe, is in China still in its fledging stage. 

Kaki, the public relations manager of Marimekko in China, stated: “For Marimekko, the reason 

to use WeChat first and foremost is branding, we want to convey the values and lifestyle of 

Marimekko to those Chinese consumers who are not familiar with Marimekko” (Marimekko 

Interview, Jan 30, 2018).  

 

Figure 10. WeChat strategies for Customer Engagement.   
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Table 4 

WeChat Strategies in terms of Purpose, Content focus and Used Features and Tactics. 

 Zaozuo FikaFika  NIHAO CPH  Rosendahl Hay Marimekko  

Main 
purpose  
of 
WeChat  

-To attract new 
customers  
-To enhance the 
customer loyalty 
- Communication -
Customer service  

- Substitution 
of website  
- Customer 
relationship 
management 
 -To promote 
its offline 
activities  
-To educate 
customers 
 

-To 
Communicat
e and 
educate 
consumers  
-Brand and 
product 
promotion  
-Sales and 
customer 
service  

-Branding  
-Product 
promotion  
-Sales 
channel 

- Branding and 
Marketing 
-To attract new 
customers 
- Get more 
consumers to the 
physical stores 
 

-To increase brand 
awareness and 
attract more 
customers  
-To increase the 
stickiness of old 
customers  
- Get more 
consumers to the 
physical stores 

Contents 
focus   

-Customer stories 
-Product story and 
promotion 
-Sales and discount 
 
 
 

-Inspirational 
articles 
-Offline 
activities  

-
Inspirational 
articles 
- Brand and 
production 
story  
   

-Offline 
activities  
- Product 
story and 
promotion  

-Product story and 
promotion 
-Offline activities  
- Inspirational 
articles 
-Sales and 
discount 
 

-Offline activities  
-Sales and discount 
-Brand and Product 
story  

Used 
WeChat 
features 
and 
tactics  

-Group chat  
-'lucky draw' prize 
system  
-Online Survey  
-Customer Service 
tool 
-QR scan 

- Story-telling 
- QR scan 

- Point 
systems 
-Lucky draw' 
prize system  
-RQ scan 
-KOLs  
 

-e-coupons 
-online 
activities  

- Story-telling 
-e-coupons  
-QR scan  
 

-e-coupons  
-QR scan 
-Personal accounts 
-'lucky draw' prize 
system 
- Online activities 
(poll) 

 

Similarly, the respondent of Hay also said that WeChat accounts are mainly used for branding 

and marketing: “Our official WeChat is one of the channel for HAY online marketing strategy, 

[we] not only let more people know this brand, but also to spread some meaningful information 

like some stories behind our brand, some trends about our brand…to the followers” (Hay, 

Interview 3, Jan 19, 2018). 

Stories from the Official accounts of Hay and Marimekko regarding product, brand and 

designers appear frequently as key pushed articles, showing how they use content marketing to 

build awareness. In fact, all foreign companies focus a lot on brand storytelling, which has been 

proven to provide emotionally engaging experiences and to enhance consumers' connections 

with brands (Singh & Sonnenburg, 2012). Marimekko also has “Know the brand” embedded 

directly in their navigation-menu including an introduction about brand history and the story of 

their creative director, showing their branding-orientated focus.  
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There are several ways to build brand awareness and connect consumers through WeChat. As 

discussed in 6.1 WeChat Platform Analysis, due to article forwarding capabilities of WeChat and 

its hybrid mixture of commercial and personal networks, content pushes and sharing are seen as 

a primary way for increasing brand awareness and reaching new consumers. Their reach relies 

on e-WOM of accounts’ followers and how fast articles disseminate often depends on the how 

popular and attractive the articles become. A recent WeChat survey also showed that useful and 

emotionally touching articles are shared the most (Cheng, 2018b). Therefore, providing utility 

and emotional connection with attractive titles and cover pictures becomes the essential tasks for 

WeChat content creators.  

Marimekko considers having a catchy title and cover picture as of paramount importance for 

WeChat marketing: “A good memorable title can successfully draw a person attention and 

maybe turn him/her into potential customers. We are constantly trying to improve this part based 

on statistics” (Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018).  

In addition, two Chinese companies Zauozuo and Fikafika have underlined the importance of 

visual design on the effectiveness of digital marketing content, especially for design companies. 

Both Fikafika and Zaozuo have professional graphical design teams to achieve this purpose: “But 

as a design brand, we try to make our visual more outstanding, we would like to make image as 

the major point……That is the one issue and that also they are working on, I heard”  (Zaozuo, 

Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). 

When it comes to WeChat marketing, the ‘build it and they will come’ approach simply does not 

work. Companies need to be proactive about driving follower acquisition to gain sufficient reach 

and connection with their content marketing efforts (Cheng, 2018). Other tactics aiming for 

growing their follower base and connections on WeChat includes using WeChat Advertising10, 

KOLs to promote the content, and QR code (Cheng, 2018). The key idea is to ensure that 

WeChat users have multiple touches with the brand.  

                                                        
10 Banner ads appear at the bottom of Official account articles, and can drive users to follow an Official account, 

download an APP, claim a coupon code, buy a product, or sign up to a service or offering via a customized landing 

page. Moment ads appear in Moments and can include up to 6 pictures or videos to showcase a product or tell a 

story. Ad is removed if users don’t like, comment, or click on it.  
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In China, social media KOLs have exerted great influence on consumer purchase decisions as a 

cultural phenomenon, where online shopping customers often suspect the reliability of 

information from big institutions and authorities and trust people more than formal media and 

formal businesses (He & Pedraza-Jiménez, 2015; Expert Interview, March 22, 2018). KOLs 

often have a large and highly engaged base of followers, therefore can be a highly effective way 

to reach target audience in Chinese social media environment, particularly at the initial  entry of 

the market (Cheng, 2018a). As a start-up foreign media company with hardly any salience, 

NIHAO CPH cooperates with some Chinese KOLs on WeChat to expand its audience coverage. 

For example, NIHAO CPH has worked with one lifestyle blogger Sonya11, who writes articles 

and reviews about the brand or product in the form of an advertorial (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, 

Jan 9, 2018). There are many ways brands can work with KOLs including adding banner ads and 

coupons to articles. According to Cheng (2018a), if the KOL is well aligned with the brand, 

KOL promotions can also be drivers of conversion, not just brand awareness. With the exception 

of NIHAO CPH, no other brands in this paper use the KOLs. It is thus deduced that KOL 

promotions are often used by start-up companies whereas bigger companies often pay more 

attention to offline promotion to increase brand awareness.   

Moreover, as discussed already in 6.1.3 Other Functions, QR codes are bridges between the 

online and offline worlds and setting QR codes offline can be an essential part of acquiring 

followers online. Every Official account has its own unique QR code, the case companies that 

have physical stores all have a scannable Official account QR banner (Interviews 1-6, Dec, 2017 

- Feb, 2018). NIHAO CPH CEO illustrates how to use QR code to smoothly connect different 

touchpoints of customer journey: “We can put all the inventory that the store has here in 

Copenhagen, put it in the shop, and put the QR code on the Chair, so when the Chinese tourist 

come and want to buy it, and so they can scan it and go to our shop “NIHAO hygge” and pay 

with WeChat, or Alipay, and we can have the shipping, so they can get it when they are home in 

China” (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018). 

Besides, all Official accounts have also put their QR code underneath every pushed article. That 

way, if users see this article shared from somewhere else e.g. in their friend moment, they can 

easily extract QR code and follow the Official account. 

                                                        
11 WeChat ID: HIYASONYA 
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To entice people into following their Official accounts, Marimekko and NIHAO CPH also give 

welcome e-coupons away to new followers, which will be stored in “WeChat card” and can be 

used in physical stores within the prescribed period. Marimekko’s WeChat manager of believes 

that: “The electronic coupons would make followers to feel that there are special benefits for 

following Marimekko WeChat account hence is a good way of increasing followers” (Marimekko, 

Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018). 

6.2.3.2 RECIPROCAL INTERACTIONS WITH CUSTOMERS 

Despite the purpose of increasing brand awareness and connecting to target consumers, all 

companies use WeChat as a tool for communicating and interacting with their followers. 

Avenues for interaction are numerous on WeChat, shaping a mainstream WeChat interactive 

marketing method online and offline (Ju & Tao, 2017).  

First, the place where brand and consumers interact mostly occurs in the comments section under 

pushed articles. It is also a place where customers can interact with each other by liking each 

other’s comments. As comments need to be upvoted12 by an admin to be seen by other followers 

and followers will get notified in their contact list if his/her comments have been upvoted, thus it 

is argued that the action of upvote itself motivates customers to be more involved. Moreover, 

both Zaozuo and FikaFika have recognized the importance of giving feedback as a way to 

emotionally connect to customers: “So once followers comment on it, we answer to comments 

one by one, people love it!” (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). Empirical evidences in 4.3.3 

Interaction and Reciprocity indeed show that replying to consumers positively affects consumer 

attitude and reciprocal message exchanges enhance interactivity.  

All interviewed international companies also reply to the comments that are visible, however, 

based on observation of Official accounts of case companies. In general, all the foreign 

companies have fewer comments visible to public compared to the two Chinese companies 

Zaozuo and FikaFika, regardless the difference in number of followers. Whether it is because 

few people comment on those articles or if the admin hides comments by default is unknown. 

                                                        
12 A term used in WeChat, meaning push up to be visible by others 
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Marimekko also considers the comments function below the article is also a good place for 

brand-customer as well as inter-consumer communication. However, visible comments are 

carefully selected: “We only promote and make customers comments visible when it is relevant 

for brands and for other people to see, irrelevant information such as some harsh words will not 

be upvoted” (Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018). On one hand, this measure can certainly 

protect companies’ reputation, on the other hand, too few comments will demotivate customers 

to participate. Arguably, sometimes irrelevant comments can show a more human side of the 

visual space.   

Apart from the comments section, consumers can also directly communicate with brands 

privately through the messaging interface. Our empirical findings show that most customer-

initiated inquiries concern product functionality and practical issues such as “how fast will my 

product arrive?”, “I cannot get the battery to work” or “Do you have physical stores in my city?” 

(NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018; Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018). Seen in this 

light, WeChat Official accounts also bear the function of customer and after-sale services. As 

mentioned, NIHAO CPH cooperated with an agent team especially in charge of customer service 

part on WeChat. Answering all queries promptly and providing useful information can help 

brands develop strong customer relationships (Cheng, 2018b).  

To encourage customers to leave comments, the majority of the companies in this paper 

(Marimekko, Hay, Zaozuo, NIHAO CPH) use incentive reward systems- 'lucky draw' prize 

where the admin selects the “best” comments or randomly gives away some benefits in the forms 

of physical gifts or discount coupons. Coupons can be utilized for various purposes. E-coupons 

are also used to increase the opt-in rate and brand awareness as mentioned before in the case of 

Marimekko, whereas NIHAO CPH use e-coupons as a way to facilitate WOM, which will be 

discussed in 6.2.3.5.  

Interestingly, the CEO of NIHAO CPH, the only Westerner among our company interviewees, 

thinks coupon promotion is a Chinese-specific phenomenon: “It is a cultural thing that we just 

have to implant; the Danes don’t really like to do it...... If we see a coupon on an iPhone, we see 

the value on iPhone is lower. If I see I can get a coupon every week, then it is like everybody can 

get it, it is not worth that much. When the Danish brands asked me how you are using it, they 
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kind of get it. But they only want to keep it there. They don’t want to apply coupon to the Danish 

market” (NIHAO CPH, Interview 2, Jan 9, 2018). 

For the privileged Nordic niche brand like Skagerak and Menu, too many discount coupons may 

damage brand equity. Nevertheless, the coupon phenomenon reflects the reciprocity dimension 

of Chinese guanxi relationships - when companies give customers favours in terms of discounts 

and coupons, customers are more willing to return a favour in the form of loyalty and 

commitment. The function of “friend shared coupon” as mentioned before, indeed takes the 

principle of reciprocity in guanxi relationships to help companies creating more exposure and 

driving sales. Exchange of favours is a key to maintaining long-term relationships with Chinese 

customers. Moreover, discount coupons actually have been applied worldwide as an 

indispensable part of a mobile marketing strategy (Andrews et al., 2016; Berman, 2016; 

Mirbagheri & Meisam, 2010). 

Promotional strategies with discounts and coupons are especially effective in engaging Chinese 

consumers (C. Zhang, 2011) and have been shown to be highly effective in the WeChat space 

(Cheng, 2018a). All of the case companies have sales and discounts timed with festivals and 

holidays such like Single day13 to maximize engagement and leverage viral effects. Brands like 

Zaozuo, Marimekko and Hay also offer gift lists to promote buying behaviour. Zaozuo reveals 

that the content about promotion and sales are read the most by followers (Zaozuo, Interview 1, 

Dec 22, 2018).  

Besides, companies have tried to interact with customers via various forms of online activities 

including polls, surveys and quizzes. For example, Marimekko invites followers to submit 

photos where customers wear Merimekko’s clothes and invite their followers to vote for the best 

photo. The one who wins the poll gets a prize (Marimekko Official account, Oct 27-Sep 9, 2017). 

NIHAO CPH holds an online lottery with scratch cards on their Official account and participants 

who win prizes are awarded for different face value of coupons and points (NIHAO Hygge 

Official account, Sep 8, 2017).   

                                                        
13 Singles' Day or Guanggun Jie is a holiday popular among young Chinese people that celebrates their pride in 

being single. Now this date has turned into Chinese biggest online shopping event.  
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The Chinese furniture brand Zaozuo is especially dedicated in online activities. A prominent 

feature of Zaozuo’s Official account is that it attempts to engage customers to its fullest and is 

emphatic in their sense of involvement. Zaozuo often conducts surveys with prizes on their 

Official account by embedding survey mini programs in articles, to encourage customers to be 

involved in business value chain. For Zauozuo, WeChat is not only used for communication, but 

also a great tool for consumer research (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). Particularly, 

customer stories are unique components of Zaozuo’s WeChat content: “We interview lot of 

customers all around the China, try to tell a story around how they use Zaozuo products. We try 

to show our users all over China how living for example would be” (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 

2018). Customer stories not only benefit the company in maintaining deep insight into customer 

lifestyles and needs, but ensures appropriate product development. Featuring customer stories on 

social media also incentivizes customers to be more involved with brand management (Gorry & 

Westbrook, 2011). 

6.2.3.3 DEVELOPING SATISFACTION AND TRUST  

In this part, we will discuss which factors are important in developing Chinese customers’ 

satisfaction and trust.  

Firstly, care must be exercised when brands decide how often to push their contents to followers. 

Previous studies has confirmed that sending messages too frequently might annoy followers and 

lead to negative attitudes in customers toward the brand (Izquierdo-Yusta et al., 2015; Shareef et 

al., 2017).  Frequency is one of the reasons most of companies in this paper choose Services 

accounts: “Even though Subscription account allows you to push article every day, however, too 

much push notifications will make people feel tired or even cancel out the Subscription. So, it is 

about keeping the balance. In this sense we consider four times a month just good” (Marimekko, 

Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018).  

Second, the authors noticed a commonality across contents of all case companies: a considerable 

proportion of articles are inspirational and educational articles about Nordic lifestyles and design, 

which sometimes irrelevant to the brand itself (Interviews 1-6, Dec, 2017 - Feb, 2018). For 

example, NIHAO CPH on its Official account recommends some books about Scandinavian 

mythology, history and culture to their audience. This phenomenon could be explained in terms 
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of increasing awareness and creating meaningful connections with customers. As mentioned, 

Nordic brands are still a niche market in China and unfamiliar to most Chinese people. Hence, 

what those brands want to do first is to nurture a new market and sell a lifestyle instead of 

product outright (Firas, 2015). More importantly, “lifestyle marketing” is a good way to delight 

customers and build trust with them: “Because if you only write things about the products that 

you sell in the shop, the products you provide in the shop, people get tired. So, if we involve 

something about living in Nordic countries, … how they live, and how their education looks 

like … it also helps to keep people, if you only write things about products, people will delete you, 

so that’s why we write articles about those things…” (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). 

Third, consumer satisfaction and trust are often influenced by the ways brands communicate with 

their audience (See 4.3.4). As guanxi is often perceived as an informal and personal relationship, 

smooth casual communication and positive feelings are prerequisites for trust building in 

Chinese social media setting (Chong et al., 2018). 

The two Chinese companies Zaozuo and FikaFika are well versed in the arts of these types of 

communication. The informal way of communication is reflected in both writing style of articles 

and the way they interact with customers. It is acknowledged that Chinese netizens tend to 

respond positively to personable and light-hearted content from brands, especially if the 

headlines are infused with Internet slang and catchphrases (Pang, 2017).  

Boris, the brand marketing manager of Zaozuo, explained that on WeChat, the way they interact 

with consumers is rather close, intimate and fun (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). This is 

confirmed by the authors’ observation of Zaozuo group chat, where the admin communicating 

with group members uses a very casual language to express him/herself and adds lots of emoji 

and stickers to chat. Their articles are also full of humorous and relatable Chinese netizen slang 

and meme-like emojis. In comparison to two local companies, the contents of foreign companies 

like Marimekko and Hay have a typical informative, descriptive advertorial-style. Even though 

all companies have Chinese staff working on content creation, the policies of the company may 

restrict employees to follow this type of communication, as already discussed in Marimekko's 

case. Thus, the view that using trendy words may damage brand image needs to be carefully 

scrutinized. Jianjun from Rosendahl, on contrary, thinks that good storytelling with trendy 

wording helps to increase sales, and that the most crucial detriment for Rosendahl is not what 
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company propagates does not fit their brand image but if it fails to offer good customer service 

and high-quality products (Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 28, 2018). 

Therefore, as previous literature illustrates, customer satisfaction and trust are strongly 

influenced by the customer service. Jianjun from Rosendahl thinks Chinese consumers are very 

demanding and picky (Rosendahl Interview, Feb 28, 2018), Rasmus also states that having 

Chinese customer service readily available is something Chinese consumers expect (EU SME 

Centre, 2017).That explains why NIHAO CPH cooperates with a local agency, which takes care 

of customer service and why Marimekko also uses Personal accounts especially designated for 

customer service. Zaozuo also directly embeds their customer service platform in their 

navigation menu and use personalized service staff name to increase to the reliability of their 

customer service14. WeChat consultant Matthew indicates that Chinese customers have higher 

expectation of customer service than other parts of world: “I think that is built from years of 

Taobao, where people buying from Taobao, and they expect the vender to reply to them almost 

immediately after they asked the question, and this is set be very high bar for customer service 

online. So if you don’t reply immediately you going to lose that lead” (Expert Interview, March 

22, 2018). 

Furthermore, most companies utilize WeChat backstage statistics to adjust their contents in 

accordance to users’ preference. WeChat backstage data can reveal many significant statistics 

that helps company making strategic decision and better satisfy their followers. Companies often 

estimate the exposure of an article by looking at the numbers of read and shares (Interview of 

Zaozuo, NIHAO CPH, Marimekko, FikaFika). As mentioned before, companies like Zaozuo also 

utilize WeChat to conduct consumer surveys, which allows them to understand consumer habits 

and increase customer satisfaction and trust.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
14 WeChat allows verified Official Accounts to use up to 100 custom avatars and agent names when chatting with 

followers. When you ask questions, WeChat will automatically add a “Customer Service Staff” row to your account 

profile and display one of your agents. This signals to followers that you are indeed replying to messages. 
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6.2.3.4 RETAINING CUSTOMERS WITH CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT AND BONDING  

In this section we will discuss stage 5 and stage 6 - retention & continued involvement and 

commitment & bonding - together because it is rather difficult to distinguish which marketing 

strategies are targeting which specific stage. There is a natural transaction from involvement to 

commitment, sometimes simultaneously. 

As discussed in 4.3.5 Retention and Continued Involvement, one effective way to retain 

customers is the loyalty reward programme. WeChat has provided a cost-saving way for 

marketers to integrate various loyalty or bonus programmes by offering the "Card & Offers” 

function. Section 6.2.3.2 has already discussed how e-coupons have been used as a tool to 

stimulate customer interaction and reciprocity, and we argue that brands can take further steps to 

fully engage customers by utilizing VIP membership cards and loyalty programs. Marimekko, 

Zaozuo and FikaFika have embedded their loyalty programmes within their navigation menu on 

WeChat. Taps on navigation menus redirect to a HTML5 web page and require registration. No 

single company researched has directly used the membership card function. However, we 

observed that within the same industry, giant companies such as IKEA and Muji 15  have 

integrated this membership card function directly into their Official accounts.   

Another good way that contributes to continued customer involvement and commitment is to 

build brand communities. Group members tend to be highly engaged and messages have a high 

visibility (Cheng, 2018b). Only Zaozuo has initiated such brand communities on WeChat in the 

form of group chat16.  Followers who want to be in the group need to send friend requests to 

Zaozuo’s Personal account called Mr.Zaozuo, who would then approve and invite the followers 

to one of the group chats. This way of inviting followers to the group is argued can enhance the 

bonding between brands and customers and make customers feel specially treated. Here group 

members can chat and share their purchasing experiences with Zaozuo products. Customers also 

use groups as a place for second-hand resale. Administrators will often take initiatives and share 

some contents from Zaozuo moments, send survey links, or directly ask group members 

                                                        
15 Muji (無印良品, Mujirushi Ryōhin) is a Japanese retail company which sells a wide variety of household and 

consumer goods. Muji is distinguished by its design minimalism, emphasis on recycling, avoidance of waste in 

production and packaging, and no-logo or "no-brand" policy. 
16 One of the authors has asked to join one of the group chats and has observed the communication going on within 

that group. 
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suggestions and advice for new product development. Administrators also respond to all the 

questions group members have raised in groups, using the Mr.Zaozuo name. 

Through frequent and continuous reciprocity within a closed community, brand and customers 

can develop an intimate guanxi that increases customer loyalty. Specifically, by using an 

anthropomorphism (Mr.Zaozuo) in social media communication, customers can interact with 

brands in the same way they would with their friend and the brand is able to build strong 

emotional bonding and trust with customers (Stephan, 2015). Moreover, online communities 

allows customers to become active co-creators of consumption meanings and business value 

(Sashi, 2012), from which brands can reap the benefits, in the form of consumer feedback and 

brand loyalty.  

Nonetheless, another Chinese company FikaFika, who also established group chat before but 

now discards it, has different opinion on this issue: “So honestly, I would say, the interaction 

between us (and customers), is not very active…, everyone is in too many groups, they are not 

interested in talking about specific things becuase they don’t know each other. So we don’t take 

it as a very effecient way of managing customers. Offline activities are better than the online 

chat, from my point of view” (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). 

Whether the online brand community is effective could be influenced by many factors such as 

how skilful the administrator is in engaging group members to communicate and in what way the 

administrator communicates. Besides, it also depends on what goal companies want to achieve 

by using group chat: for customer engagement or for the purpose of understanding consumers? 

All in all, it is hard to evaluate the effectiveness of WeChat group chat based on information 

available. 

For FikaFika, Hay and Marimekko who take O2O strategy and highly value the importance of 

in-store experience, offline activities and in-store shopping experience are better than the online 

activities for pertaining to customer engagement and retention”If you organize an event with a 

team, like making flowers, cake etc, these kind of things involve people much more than when we 

are chatting only in online chat, so that’s why now we do more customer relationship 

management offline than online. But whenever we have new brands or new products coming, we 

will post that to WeChat, so they see we have new stuff, if people feel interested they can come 

and buy“ (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). 
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Hence for those brands, one main purpose of using WeChat is to use it as billboards and drive 

consumers to physical stores and offline activities/events. Hay, Marimekko and Zaozuo have 

information about their physical stores as an essential part of their navigation menu. Zaozuo, 

FikaFika and Hay also directly put their physical store information at the end of every article to 

constantly remind their followers.  

In the guanxi system, relationships are often built prior to the transaction (Geddie et al., 2005). In 

order to drive online followers to physical stores, brands need to ensure followers are satisfied 

with prior online interaction experiences and trust the brand. It is also important to continually 

update followers about offline activities with relevant content and attract them with some 

strategies such as e-coupons that need to be redeemed in-store.  

Dian from FikaFika explains how they attempt to attract followers to go offline and participate:  

“We manage some activities like drawing competitions or Valentine’s activities and we gonna 

have this type of information spread out on the WeChat account and people can interact with 

regards to it, they can comment on it and also register for the activity or the event they want to 

participate at” (Ibid.)   

Furthermore, as stated in section 4.3.6 Commitment and Bonding, effective bonding through 

social media can also be achieved through personalized messages with a single contact point 

because strong guanxi is built on cooperative personalized relationship. Aside from personal 

communication taking place on the messaging interface of Official accounts, brand like 

Marimekko also creates Personal accounts for each of its department stores to reach individual 

customers more efficiently and to build personal relationships with them: “The Official account 

sometimes also receives customer inquiry, we will answer what we can, but if it is about the 

practical questions, we will suggest customers to contact the Personal account of each physical 

store. The Personal accounts usually share the contents from Official accounts and encourage 

their customers to add Marimekko Official account. They also post some event pictures in that 

specific store, sales and discount. For VIP customers, they can also receive messages from 

Personal account about new benefits they can have. The staff who manage Personal account can 

also view and follow customers’ movement and chat with customers as a friend does” 

(Marimekko, Interview 5, Jan 30, 2018).  
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PwC’s Total Retail 2017 survey demonstrated that 70% of Chinese shoppers consider 

personalised marketing to be important for their overall shopping experience (Cheng, 2017a). 

Smutkupt et al. (2010) suggests that Mobile devices should no longer be used as just a channel 

for advertising but be seen as a virtual one-to-one marketing channel where marketers engage 

customers in personalised relationships. Thus, by delivering personalised offers and answers in 

response to specific customer needs and wants, Marimekko can interact with their customers 

more intimately, develop a deeper understanding of their customers’ preferences and establish 

trustful relationships to continue journeys with their customers.  

 

6.2.3.5 ENCOURAGING CUSTOMER ADVOCACY  

Theoretically, referral behaviour is the final stage of engagement cycle when customers are loyal 

to willing to advocate for the brand. However, concrete marketing strategies used for promoting 

e-WOM and referral behaviour often overlap with the strategies for increasing the brand 

awareness because one consequence of referral behaviour is increased brand awareness. Hence, 

prior mentioned tactics such as creating appealing content with catchphrases or applying e-

coupons can also be applied in this part.  

More than that, NIHAO CPH has created a point system on WeChat to boost referral behaviour 

for reaching more customers. The customer can accumulate points by recommending his or her 

friend to follow the NIHAOhygge account and certain amounts of points can be converted to 

discount or cash coupons (Rasmus, NIHAOCPH Interview, Jan 9, 2018). As the WeChat 

moment exhibits a high frequency of sharing behaviour (Liang & Yang, 2018) and Chinese 

consumers are more willing to take recommendations from friends (Matthew Brennan, Expert 

Interview, March 22, 2018), NIHAO CPH thus is able to make use of the e-WOM capacity of 

WeChat to expose the brand to a larger audience and generate more awareness in the process. 
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6.3 GENERAL DISCUSSION: OPPORTUNITIES, CHALLENGES AND PRACTICES  

This section discusses the major opportunities and challenges WeChat has brought to foreign 

companies for doing business in China and evaluates foreign companies’ WeChat practices.  

As seen in our analysis, the comprehensive digital ecosystem of WeChat provides many 

opportunities for companies in various business areas. Prior discussion showed that WeChat not 

only serves as a channel for branding and content marketing. WeChat also includes an integrated 

s-commerce platform, payment service, CRM capacity and many more functionalities that allow 

companies to integrate WeChat into the entire business value chain and provide a seamless 

integrated experience, hence, can deeply engage customers. However, the complexity of the 

Chinese retail market as well as Chinese digital world often poses challenges to Western 

companies and confronts them with difficult decisions that companies need to make.  

Broadly speaking, the most common challenges for many small Nordic firms regarding the 

Chinese market are to decide the entry mode and whether they should find a Chinese partner or 

not, plus how can they find a reliable partner. The partner and degree of control issues are often 

directly connected to and determine their general business mode and marketing strategy, 

specifically WeChat strategy in the Chinese market. Within many considerations, the most 

mentioned ones include the trust issue between partners, how much control they would like to 

have for WeChat, how to maintain their privileged brand position in China and generate enough 

brand awareness within budget available. 

As a result of the complex administrative process and alien market environment in China, many 

companies prefer to find domestic agent companies like NIHAO CPH and directly export their 

products solely via e-commerce sites. A majority of foreign companies cooperate with a local 

Chinese partner, not only for social media management, but also for entire business activities.   

Most interviewees in this research suggested that for small foreign companies, it is a wise 

decision to cooperate with Chinese agent or professional to manage or help manage WeChat 

because 1) having local partner is crucial in better understanding the Chinese digital ecosystem 

and Chinese culture 2) the resources and money required for marketing in China alone is huge 

(NIHAO CPH, FikaFika, Rosendahl). Yet, Jianjun from Rosendahl acknowledged that one 
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difficulty for foreign firms is to find reliable, capable local Chinese managers or professionals 

(Rosendahl, Interview 6, Feb 28, 2018).   

On the other hand, Nordic brands highly value their image and want to find the correct brand 

position in Chinese markets, hence they also need their partner to know Nordic culture and 

brands well (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). The choice of platform and external 

communication style are important criteria in selecting a partner.  

Zaozuo’s brand manager indicates that foreign companies are less active on Chinese social 

media and seem to hold distance from customers (Zaozuo, Interview 1, Dec 22, 2018). Boris’s 

statement has been confirmed by our empirical findings from interview and observation from 

case companies’ Official accounts. Some accounts like Rosendahl nearly leave uncultivated. 

Other accounts push contents regularly, yet the amount of people who manage WeChat are far 

fewer than it is in Chinese companies, illustrating they have less emphasis on social media and 

WeChat part in China. Also, from the case of Marimekko we discover that when foreign 

companies communicate with online consumers, they try to apply a formal manner of 

communication. However, Boris thinks this does not work anymore, because Chinese consumers 

are eager for more interaction and direct touch (Ibid.). The WeChat consultant confirmed that 

more lively ways of communication with human elements are often expected in China (Matthew 

Brennan, Expert Interview, March 22, 2018).  

With regards to aspects of concrete WeChat usage, companies use WeChat in different ways for 

different purposes. One common blind spot foreign companies have is believing that the major 

advantage of WeChat is content driven marketing. For instance, some companies in this paper 

such as NIHAO CPH, Hay and Marimekko mainly use WeChat to attract new customers and 

they do lots of content marketing and promotion activities on WeChat in order to increase brand 

awareness and reach coverage. 

However, FikaFika’s CMO, in fact, suspects the strategy of using WeChat as a branding tool, 

especially if the brand is in niche market. “Because there are so many WeChat accounts, so it is 

not so easy to be outstanding now, honestly, we do not put much effort on WeChat promotion 

because we have to accept that Nordic products and food is very niche market…no matter how 

many articles we write, you are just in that small circle, you can’t spread out easily. In the 

beginning we think we should write something special and it would be easy to spread out, but 
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now we find out that s not the way we should do“ (FikaFika, Interview 4, Jan 23, 2018). WeChat 

consultant also thinks using WeChat to generate awareness is not a good choice anymore since 

the WeChat environment is noisy and competitive (Matthew Brennan, Expert Interview, Mar 22, 

2018). 

As Matthew points out: “The opinions that we just need to produce very nice article won’t give 

you very far, it is not good use of resources,” Instead, he thinks “the real value of WeChat comes 

in offline, so if you can integrate (WeChat) with your offline presence with stores or your 

purchase process, or within customer service or your customer journey at different point……that 

is where it can add value…”  (Ibid.)    

In general, it seems that WeChat is better for incentivizing existing customers and cultivating 

their loyalty rather than for attracting new ones and generating brand awareness, that is, along 

with the customer engagement cycle, deeper stages customers are engaged, more effective 

WeChat will be. This is confirmed by previous studies, which suggest that mobile marketing 

works best among the target audience that is close to actual purchase (Leppäniemi & Karjaluoto, 

2008). Above all, good content marketing is about building a relationship with customers and 

providing more value to them instead of just promoting products (Cheng, 2018b). In this sense, 

customer relationship building lays the core of entire WeChat activities.  

On a related note, we also notice that most foreign companies do not fully utilize the functions 

WeChat provides such as memberships card function, group chat, or surveys to increase the 

customer relationship management, and nor do they utilize WeChat to enable their omni-channel 

capabilities. They either put primary focus on physical stores or exclusively rely on e-commerce 

as their sales channel, and most often the sales channel and marketing channel are separate, thus, 

failing to provide a seamless customer experience.  

7 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS    

This work has investigated both external and internal factors that affect foreign SMEs WeChat 

management and strategies and highlighted the application and usefulness of WeChat in 

customer relationship management and customer engagement. We believe that our conceptual 

models clarify how functionalities and features of WeChat itself both restrain and support 

companies’ strategies on WeChat, which strategies and tactics on WeChat help to engage 
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customer and build customer relationship at which stages. For foreign marketers and retailers, 

identifying the factors affecting WeChat management and strategies as well as the pros and cons 

with WeChat related decision is crucial as it assists foreign SMEs to make better managerial 

decisions that fit both companies own circumstances and Chinese marketing environment. The 

deep understanding of the customer’s engagement processes also helps companies to better align 

their WeChat strategies with their overall marketing objectives and identify the gap between 

what they have done and what they are aiming for.   

Our research outcomes reveal the following normative implications and some best practices for 

foreign companies as regards to WeChat strategies and related choice.  

1. The analysis of WeChat platform and honeycomb model suggests that the basic formation of 

WeChat platforms is relationship building and maintenance, thus companies’ actions should be 

focused on nurturing good customer relationship in terms of guanxi principles and engaging 

customers by providing flow experience at different touch points of customer journey. 

2. For foreign SMEs, having a local Chinese partner to take over the parts of social media and e-

commerce in China benefits in deeper understanding of and easier navigation in these third-party 

platforms. It is a good choice for companies who lack of resources to market in Chinese 

individually. However, if social media is an important strategic part of the firms' overall business 

performance, in-house teams are better in terms of alignment with overall business strategy and 

management control.   

3. Companies are encouraged to experiment with various business formats with technology 

innovation and adjust their strategies based on market feedback. The empirical findings 

demonstrate that foreign companies should not only use WeChat as a branding content marketing 

channel. The biggest potential of WeChat lies in maintaining existing customers and enhancing 

their loyalty through omni-channel services tools. Therefore, companies should extend WeChat 

functions in areas such as customer service, e-commerce, consumer research, and personalised 

communication in order to create meaningful and personalized experience for each individual 

customer. Therefore, WeChat Service account should be chosen as the primary account instead 

of Subscription account to obtain more service and management tools on WeChat. Nevertheless, 

provide relatable high-quality contents on a regular basis are the basics for anyone who markets 

on WeChat.  
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4. Multiple accounts can be used to increase the reach coverage and enhance interactivity 

between company and customer if different accounts have a clear-cut division of roles, and a 

unified brand strategy is in place to avoid confusion.   

5. Due to the prevalence of social commerce adoption and maturation of omni-channel 

technology in China, we suggest combining e-commerce and marketing channels and have both 

WeChat Official account and WeChat shops (or embed e-commerce site through Official account) 

in place, thus providing a s-commerce channel for creating a seamless consumer experience 

between online and offline channels. Retailers and brands should focus on understanding the 

customer journey first, not the channel, and addresses possible key touch points. Once defined, 

the role of channels, platforms, marketing and content can then be identified and aligned to 

achieve desired engagement outcomes. 

6. China’s digital ecosystem is so dynamic that it is impossible to establish a single route to 

success. To do social media in China, Weibo and WeChat should be used as a tool package, 

WeChat alone does not guarantee enough media coverage. With the same token, using WeChat 

stores as the sole e-commerce channel is not viable. For new market entrants, multi-platform 

marketing and well-known third-party e-commerce channels help to open the market, on the 

premise that they are well aligned to overall business strategy and the brand positioning.   

7. Chinese digital consumers expect a more informal, lively and personalised ways of real-time 

communication and a high standard of customer service. Therefore, company should speak to the 

audience in a tone that resonates with them. Provide more fun and relevant contents with playful 

images and catchy titles in to break the monotony. Increase interaction with customers in a more 

intimate way to establish long-term guanxi relationships. Not enough employees managing 

WeChat activities can certainly affect the quality of content, visual design, and immediacy of 

communication, which all directly influence the customer engagement level.  
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8 CONCLUSION  

This thesis has attempted to answer to the main research question: “What aspects affect WeChat 

strategies of international SMEs in the lifestyle and furniture industry and what WeChat 

strategies international companies should adopt to engage their customers?” 

The first part of the paper focused on the three key aspects influencing international firm’s 

WeChat strategies: WeChat platform design, companies’ entry mode and overall business 

strategy, and the Chinese cultural environment and its influence on platform as well as user 

behavior in WeChat. 

Our findings demonstrated that the features and functions of WeChat platform concentrate on 

building and maintaining long-term relationships, which derive from the Chinese guanxi concept. 

Consequently, it is suggested for international companies to build their WeChat strategies around 

the features of personalized conversations and services. Additionally, companies should focus on 

O2O integration on WeChat, as it was discovered to be one of the key tools firms can utilize to 

engage their customers.  

At the same time, empirical findings on companies’ entry modes and general business strategy 

revealed that, for international companies, choosing a right Chinese or foreign partner agency is 

a key factor for having a successful WeChat presence. The nature of the firm’s WeChat practices 

often depends on the financial motivations of the partner company, the partner’s network 

strength, and the level of understanding of both Nordic brands and Chinese consumers as well as 

the partner firm employees’ capabilities to attract, engage and maintain customers on WeChat. 

The second part of the paper investigated how international SMEs have been using WeChat as a 

marketing tool for engaging their customers and offered suggestions on how firms could improve 

their WeChat performance. By employing the framework of the customer engagement cycle, this 

part evaluated different WeChat strategies of case companies and the results of our analysis 

underscores that the core value of WeChat lays in customer relationship management (CRM) and 

customer engagement.   

The common areas of improvement identified for international firms were the following: they 

see WeChat as a content marketing channel only and ignore WeChat’s capabilities in CRM; they 
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fail to understand how to build guanxi with customers with informal and lively ways of 

communication; their online interaction with customers is insufficient; they may practice too 

much control over local Chinese WeChat team; and they do not fully exploit the features of 

WeChat. These common mistakes could have been caused by the unfamiliarity with local market 

and cultural differences in managing brand-customer relationship. In order to engage their 

customers more professionally, foreign SMEs are suggested to extend the functions of WeChat 

in the areas of customer service, consumer research, personalized communication and e-

commerce. These features and functions allow more meaningful and personalized experience 

with customers both in online as well as offline worlds. 

This paper highlights the limitation of honeycomb model as it fails to differentiate functionalities 

of social media sites from a managerial perspective; we make a unique contribution to the 

honeycomb framework by adding one extra building block - O2O integration to address facet of 

business services and the applications’ ability to bind together online and offline activities.  

Moreover, this study developed and validated a new customer engagement framework to explain 

the process of customer engagement on WeChat. This new model helps companies to better 

develop WeChat strategies by identifying which stages of the engagement cycle companies want 

to target at with corresponding strategies. By introducing Chinese relational construct guanxi 

into customer engagement cycle, the new engagement cycle contributes to the broader literature 

on customer engagement by putting the customer engagement process in a cultural-specific 

context from both the business and consumer perspectives.  

8.1 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH  

In terms of limitations, one of the main issues we faced during our study was the lack of 

theoretical foundations that can be used to analyze the WeChat platform, and therefore the two 

theoretical models applied in our paper - honeycomb and the customer engagement cycle – were 

both customized to fit WeChat analysis. The need for modification may have been caused by the 

hybrid nature of WeChat platform itself, including social media, e-commerce, customer service 

functions and many more functions all in one. 
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The majority of our findings were based on data collected from company interviews. The 

interviews reflect upon certain realities of the respondents in managerial positions. We noticed 

that some of the opinions could have been influenced by personal attitude and opinion or the 

respondent’s need to hide sensitive information. Hence, not all the information was provided to 

us, and more case studies can be carried out to confirm the validity of our paper. 

This study took a managerial perspective mainly and can be criticized for the lack of consumer 

perspective. However, the decision to focus on managerial perspective was conscious to delimit 

our research scope. 

In terms of methods, we chose the abductive research approach to guide our research process, 

where we first carried out interviews and thereafter moved back and forth the theory creation and 

interviewing new cases. However, we noticed that in the first interviews, when our research 

question and theoretical founding were not so firm yet, then later with the change in the choice of 

theory the earlier interviewing might not have covered all the aspects that were formulated in 

theoretical framework. 

In addition, we suspect that brands under different product categories may apply different 

campaign strategies. Some phenomena or practices may be specific to a particular sector, e.g. 

Nordic lifestyle industry has a lot of content exclusively focusing on inspirational articles aiming 

to cultivate the consumer market with lifestyle selling points.  Therefore, it is not guaranteed that 

the findings obtained within this sector can be generalised to other sectors such as food for 

example. 

This paper contributed to the co-creation of honeycomb model extension by developing new 

functional building block O2O integration. The honeycomb created by Kietzman et al. (2011) is 

still a subject for improvement and more research could be carried out in this field in future. It 

would be interesting for us to see if other researchers agree with our proposal of O2O integration 

building block and if O2O integration could also be applied for analysis of other social media 

applications than WeChat. 

We also proposed a new customer engagement cycle which is uniquely modified for WeChat 

engagement analysis. The engagement cycle could be further tested by other researchers to 

confirm or contradict the reliability of the model. It would be interesting for us to know if there 
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are any alternative ways of drawing the customer engagement cycle that is also suitable for 

WeChat platform or if this engagement cycle could be applied for other platforms.  

As mentioned in delimitations, this paper focused exclusively on SMEs, and the main limit to 

SMEs usually is financial resources they can utilize when choosing a WeChat marketing partner 

or staff. It can be further investigated if MNEs with stronger financials face similar issues as they 

have at SMEs and what are their best practices, and if there are any universal strategies for both 

SMEs and MNEs. 

This paper has focused on Nordic lifestyle and furniture brands and their WeChat accounts. 

Besides WeChat, many companies also possess accounts on other social media/e-commerce sites. 

Further research can be expanded on the interdependence of different Chinese social media sites. 

It could be also studied how large impact brands have on consumers depending on the number of 

sites they are present at. Any existing differences in terms of age group of users on certain 

platforms could be another interest avenue of study. 

The writers of this thesis believe, due to fast development of WeChat features and functions, our 

future is likely to provide us with even more areas of further research. We hope research on the 

WeChat platform will continue to grow so that new theoretical knowledge can be produced as 

the basis for analysis of next generation highly interactive social media applications. 
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